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Abstract
Sometimes Web sites fail in the worst ways. They can reveal private data that can never be
retracted [60, 72, 78, 79]. Or they can succumb to vandalism, and subsequently show corrupt data
to users [27]. Blame can fall on the off-the-shelf software that runs the site (e.g., the operating
system, the application libraries, the Web server, etc.), but more frequently (as in the above
references), the custom application code is the guilty party. Unfortunately, the custom code
behind many Web sites is difficult to secure and audit, due to large and rapidly-changing trusted
computing bases (TCBs).
A promising approach to reducing TCBs for Web sites is decentralized information flow
control (DIFC) [21, 69, 113]. DIFC allows the split of a Web application into two types of
components: those inside the TCB (trusted), and those without (untrusted). The untrusted com-
ponents are large, change frequently, and do most of the computation. Even if buggy, they cannot
move data contrary to security policy. Trusted components are much smaller, and configure the
Web site's security policies. They need only change when the policy changes, and not when new
features are introduced. Bugs in the trusted code can lead to compromise, but the trusted code is
smaller and therefore easier to audit.
The drawback of DIFC, up to now, is that the approach requires a major shift in how program-
mers develop applications and thus remains inaccessible to programmers using today's proven
programming abstractions. This thesis proposes a new DIFC system, Flume, that brings DIFC
controls to the operating systems and programming languages in wide use today. Its key contri-
butions are: (1) a simplified DIFC model with provable security guarantees; (2) a new primitive
called endpoints that bridges the gap between the Flume DIFC model and standard operating
systems interfaces; (3) an implementation at user-level on Linux; and (4) success in securing a
popular preexisting Web application (MoinMoin Wiki).
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Chapter 1
Introduction
At least three trends indicate that the World Wide Web will expand upon its successes for the
foreseeable future. Most obviously, more people than ever use it, with penetration in China alone
reaching 253 million, up 56% year-over-year [65]. Second, Web sites are gaining prominence,
amassing more sensitive data and exerting more influence over everyday life. Third, Web tech-
nology continues to mature, with Web sites progressing from static pages to dynamic, extensible
computing platforms (e.g. Facebook.com [25] and OpenSocial [40]). All the while, Web se-
curity remains weak, as seen in the popular press [27, 60, 72, 52, 78, 79, 103] and published
technical surveys [33, 101].
All trends spell potential for Web attackers, who see a growing population of victims using
browsers and Web sites with unpatched security holes. As Web sites increase in sophistication,
attackers get more powerful tools. As sites amass data and sway, attackers see increased payoffs
for infiltration. In general, a worsening security trend threatens to mar the World's transition to
Web-based computing, much as it marred the previous shift to networked PCs.
This thesis aims to improve the overall state of Web security. The first aspect of this challenge
is to identify the right problem to attack: with so much wrong with the current Web infrastruc-
ture, which components need the most attention, and which are most amenable to drastic change?
This introductory chapter provides a survey of the Web's weaknesses, and focuses attention on
one in particular: the code running on Web servers that varies from site to site. We hypothesize
that to secure such software, operating systems (OS) ought to expose better interfaces and better
security tools to Web application developers. This thesis develops a general theory for what
those interfaces and tools should be.
1.1 Threats to Web Security
Figure 1-1 shows a schematic diagram of how the Web works today. Client machines run Web
browsers that routinely connect to different servers spread through the Internet. In this example,
servers a. corn, b. corn and c . com are involved. The browser queries these servers, receiving
HTML responses, then renders that HTML into a convenient user interface. The browser maps
different server responses to different user interface (UI) elements, such as browser tabs, browser
8.con
Figure 1-1: A schematic diagram of the Web architecture.
windows, or even i frames, which embed one server's response inside another's. In many
Web systems, databases on the server side (those run by a. com, b. com, and c. com) house
a majority of the useful data. However, those servers can store small data packets, known as
cookies, persistently on clients' browsers. The browser enforces a security policy: allow a. com
to set and retrieve a browser cookie for its own use, but disallow it to tamper with b. com's
cookie.
This description is coarse, but it gives a framework for taxonomizing Web attacks with more
precision. In modern settings, all parts of the system in Figure 1-1 are under attack: the UI
elements on the browser, the cookie system, the server infrastructure, the transport between
client and server, etc. Weaknesses anywhere along this chain can allow adversaries to steal or
corrupt sensitive data belonging to honest users. These attacks fall under three general headings:
client, channel and server.
1.1.1 Exploiting the Channel
Most Web systems depend upon some authenticated, eavesdropping-resistant channel between
the client and server. In practice, such a channel is difficult to establish. Users typically prove
their identity to servers with simple passwords, but various social engineering attacks (especially
phishing [18]) allow attackers to capture and replay these login credentials. In other cases, users
have weak passwords, or the same passwords for many sites, allowing an unscrupulous site
administrator at site a. coom steal Alice's data from b. corn. Also, users on compromised clients
(those infected with malware) can lose their keystrokes (and hence their login credentials) to
whomever controls their machines.
Even if a user can authenticate successfully to the remote server, other challenges to his
session remain. Many Web sites do not use Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) [19], and hence their
network communication is susceptible to tampering or eavesdropping. For even those Web sites
that do, the question of how to distribute server certificates remains open. For instance, attackers
can distribute bogus certificates for well-known sites by exploiting confusing client UIs and
weaknesses in the domain name system (DNS) [20, 47, 107].
1.1.2 Exploiting the Web Browser
Other attacks target the Web browser, preying on its management of sensitive data (like cookies)
and its ability to install software like plug-ins. The most tried-and-true of these methods is Cross-
Site Scripting (XSS) [10, 22, 54]. In XSS, an attacker Mallory controls site c. com but wishes
to steal information from Victor as he interacts with site a. com. Mallory achieves these ends by
posting JavaScript code to a. com, perhaps as a comment in a forum, a blog post, or a caption on
a photo. If buggy, code running on a. com's server will show Mallory's unstripped JavaScript
to other users like Victor. His browser will then execute the code that Mallory crafted, with the
privileges of a. com. Thus, Mallory's code can access Victor's cookie for a. corn, and instruct
the browser to send this data to c . com, which she controls. Once Mallory recovers Victor's
cookie, she can impersonate Victor to a. com and therefore tamper with or steal his data. Other
attacks use similar techniques to achieve different ends. Cross-site Request Forgery [50] hijacks
user sessions to compromise server-side data integrity, for example, to move the user's money
from his bank account to the attacker's. "Drive-by downloading" exploits browser flaws or XSS-
style JavaScript execution to install malware on Victor's machine [81].
1.1.3 Exploiting the Web Servers
The third category of attacks will be the focus of this thesis: attacks on server-side Web comput-
ing infrastructure, like the Web servers, databases and middleware boxes that power sites a. com,
b. com and c. com in our examples. Web servers are vulnerable to all of the "classic" attacks
observed throughout the Internet's history, such as: weak administrator passwords, server pro-
cesses (like sendmail or ssh) susceptible to buffer overflows, kernel bugs that allow local
non-privileged users to assume control of a machine, or physical tampering.
Even if resilient to traditional attacks, Web servers face grave challenges. Many of today's
dynamic Web sites serve as interfaces to centralized databases. They are gatekeepers, tasked
with keeping sensitive data secret and uncorrupted. Unfortunately, these Web sites rely on huge
and growing trusted computing bases (TCBs), which include: the operating system, the stan-
dard system libraries, standard system services (like e-mail servers and remote shell servers),
application libraries, Web servers, database software, and most important, the Web application
itself. In some cases, the application is off-the-shelf software (like MoinMoin Wiki, discussed
in Chapter 8), but in many others, the code varies wildly from site to site.
Most popular search engines, e-commerce sites, social networks, photo-sharing sites, blog
sites, online dating sites, etc., rely heavily on custom code, written by in-house developers. In
documented cases, custom code can reach hundreds of thousands [57] or millions [15] of lines,
contributed by tens to thousands of different programmers. Some Web sites like Amazon.com
serve each incoming Web request with sub-requests to hundreds of different logical services
(each composed undoubtedly of thousands of lines of proprietary code), running on machines
distributed throughout a huge cluster [16]. In all cases, these exploding codebases do not benefit
Figure 1-2: A request for a built-in Facebook Application
from the public scrutiny invested in popular open source software like the Linux Kernel or the
Apache Web server.
In practice, bugs in custom code can be just as dangerous as those deeper in the software
stack (like the kernel). In-house Web developers can introduce vulnerabilities in any number
of ways: they can forget to apply access control checks, fail to escape input properly (resulting
in SQL-injection attacks [421), allow users to input JavaScript into forms (resulting in the XSS
attacks mentioned previously), and so on. Web sites often update their code with little testing,
perhaps to enhance performance in the face of a flash crowd, or to enable new features to stay
abreast of business competitors. Tech news articles and vulnerability databases showcase many
examples in which security measures failed, leaking private data [60, 72, 52, 78, 79, 103], or
allowing corruption of high-integrity data [27]. In most of these cases, the off-the-shelf software
worked, while site-specific code opened the door to attack. Indeed, surveys of Web attacks show
an uptick in SQL-injection style attacks on custom-code, while popular off-the-shelf software
seems to be stabilizing [101 ].
1.1.4 Exploiting Extensible Web Platforms
Innovations in Web technology have in recent years made server-side security worse. Whereas
Web code was previously written by well-meaning yet sometimes careless professional Web
developers, new extensible Web platforms like Facebook and OpenSocial allow malicious code
authors to enter the fray. The stated intention of these platforms is to allow third-party application
developers to extend server-side code. By analogy, the base Website (Facebook.com) is a Web-
based operating system, providing rudimentary services like user authentication and storage.
Independent developers then fill in the interesting site features, and the software they write can
accesses the valuable data that Facebook stores on its servers. Applications exist for all manner
of social interactions, from playing poker games to boasting about vacation itineraries.
Company white papers imply the implementation is straightforward. Figure 1-2 shows the
request flow for one of Facebook's built-in applications, written by the Facebook developers.
The browser makes a Web request to Facebook's server; the request is routed to Facebook's
built-in code, which outputs a response after communicating with the company's database. For
third-party applications (as in Figure 1-3), Facebook routes the client's request to Web servers
Figure 1-3: A request for a Third-Party Facebook Application
controlled by the third party. When, as shown in the example, Alice accesses the "Aquarium"
third-party application, that software can access some of Alice's records stored on Facebook's
database and then move that data to its own third-party database. (Some data like the user's
e-mail address and password remain off-limits). If the "Aquarium" application becomes popu-
lar, it can collect data on behalf of more and more Facebook users, yielding a private copy of
Facebook's database [24].
When Alice installs the Aquarium application, it becomes part of Facebook's TCB from
her perspective. Alice must trust this software to adequately safeguard her data, but in prac-
tice, she has no guarantee Aquarium is up to the task. In some cases, vulnerabilities in well-
intentioned third-party Facebook applications allow attackers to steal data [100], like that stored
in the "Aquarium" database in Figure 1-3. In others, the applications are explicitly malicious,
created with the primary goal of lifting data from Facebook [64]. Thus, Facebook has recreated
for server applications a plague that already infests desktop applications: malware.
Following the well-known script, Facebook takes the same precaution against malware that
current operating systems do: it prompts the user, asking the user if he really wants to run and
trust the new application. This malware countermeasure has the same limitation on the Web
as it does on the desktop: users have no way of knowing what software will do. Even the
best automated static analysis tools (which Facebook does not offer) cannot fully analyze an
arbitrary program (due to decidability limitations). The best such a scheme can accomplish is to
partition the set of users into two groups: those who are cautious, who avoid data theft but do
not enjoy new extensions; and those who are eager-adopters, who are bound to install malware
by accident. A representative from Facebook captures this dismal state of affairs aptly: "Users
should employ the same precautions while downloading software from Facebook applications
that they use when downloading software on their desktop" [64]. In other words, Facebook's
security plan is at best as good as the desktop's, which we know to be deeply flawed.
While we have focused on Facebook, the competing OpenSocial platform is susceptible to
many of the same attacks [41]. Along the current trajectory, Web applications have the potential
to replace desktop applications, but not with secure alternatives. Rather, the more they mimic
the desktop in terms of flexibility and extensibility, the less secure they become.
1.2 Approach
In either case--the traditional attacks against Web sites that exploit bugs, or the new "malware"
attacks against extensible platforms-the problem is the same: TCBs that are too large, which
contain either buggy code that acts maliciously in an attack, or inherently malicious code. The
challenge, therefore, is to give Web developers the tools to cleanse their TCBs of bloated, in-
secure code. In particular, we seek an approach to purge site-specific code (e.g. Facebook's
proprietary software) and third-party code (e.g. Aquarium) from TCBs, under the assumption
that it receives a fraction of the scrutiny lavished on more popular software like Linux or Apache.
The thesis presents a new design, in which a small, isolated module controls the Web site's secu-
rity. Bugs outside of this module (and outside the TCB) might cause the site to malfunction, but
not to leak or corrupt data. A security audit can therefore focus on the security module, ignoring
other site-specific code. Though this thesis focuses on "traditional" attacks in which adversaries
exploit bugs in well-intentioned code, the techniques generalize, and have the potential to secure
server-side malware in future work.
Recent work shows that decentralized information flow control (DIFC) [70, 21, 113] can
help reduce TCBs in complex applications. DIFC is a variant of information flow control
(IFC) [5, 7, 17] from the 1970s and 1980s. In either type of system, a tamper-proof software
component (be it the kernel, the compiler, or a user-level reference monitor) monitors processes
as they communicate with each other and read or write files. A process p that reads "secret"
data is marked as having seen that secret, as are other processes that p communicates with, and
processes that read any files that p wrote after it saw the secret. In this manner, information flow
control systems compute the transitive closure of all processes on the system who could possibly
have been influenced by a particular secret. The system then constrains how processes in the clo-
sure export data out of the system. In the case of IFC systems, only a trusted "security officer"
can authorize export of secret data. In a DIFC system the export privilege is decentralized (the
"D" in DIFC), meaning any process with the appropriate privileges can authorize secret data for
export.
This thesis applies DIFC ideas to Web-based systems. As usual, an a chain of communicating
server-side processes serves incoming Web requests. Processes in the chain that handle secret
data are marked as such. If these marked processes wish to export data, they can do so only with
the help of a process privileged to export secrets (known as a declassifier). A simple application-
level declassifier appropriate for many Web sites allows Bob's secret data out to Bob's browser
but not to Alice's. Those processes without declassification privileges then house a majority of
the site specific code. They can try to export data against the system's security policies, but such
attempts will fail unless authorized by a declassifier.
Example: MoinMoin Wiki This thesis considers the popular MoinMoin Website package [68]
as a tangible motivating example. MoinMoin is Wiki application: a simple-to-use Web-based
file system that allows Web users to edit, create, modify, and organize files. The files are either
HTML pages that link to one another, or binary files like photos and videos. Like a file system,
MoinMoin associates an access control list (ACL) [90] with each file, which limit per-file read
and write accesses to particular users.
Internally, the Wiki's application logic provides all manners of text-editing tools, parsers,
syntax highlighting, presentation themes, indexing, revision control, etc., adding up to tens of
thousands of lines of code. The security modules that implement ACLs are largely orthogonal
in terms of code organization. However, in practice, all code must be correct for the ACLs to
function properly. Consider the simple case in which Alice creates a file that she intends for Bob
never to read. The code that accepts Alice's post, parses it and writes it to storage on the server
must faithfully transmit Alice's ACL policy, without any side-effects that Bob can observe (like
making a public copy of the file). When Alice's file later exits the server on its way out to client
browsers, the code that reads the file from the disk, parses it, renders the page and sends the page
out to the network must all be correct in applying ACL policies, lest it send information to Bob
against Alice's wishes. All of this code is in MoinMoin's TCB.
By contrast, a DIFC version of MoinMoin, (like that presented in Chapter 8) enforces end-
to-end secrecy with small isolated declassifiers (hundreds of lines long). Bugs elsewhere in the
Wiki software stack can cause program crashes or other fail-stop behavior but do not disclose
information in a way that contradicts the security policy. Only bugs in the declassifiers can cause
such a leak.
Web applications like Wikis also stand to benefit from integrity guarantees: that important
data remains uncorrupted. Imagine Alice and Charlie are in a group that communicates through
the Wiki to track important decisions, such as whether or not to hire a job applicant. They must,
again, trust a large stack of software to faithful relay their decisions, and any bugs in the work-
flow can mistakenly or maliciously flip that crucial "hire" bit. An end-to-end integrity policy for
this example only allows output if all data handlers meet integrity requirements - that they all
were certified by a trusted software vendor, for instance. As above, bugs that cause accidental
invocation of low-integrity code produce fail-stop errors: the program might crash or refuse to
display a result, but it will never display a result of low integrity.
1.3 Challenges
DIFC techniques are powerful in theory, but at least five important hurdles prevent their appli-
cation to modern Web sites (like MoinMoin Wiki), which no existing system has entirely met.
They are:
Challenge 1: DIFC clashes with standard programming techniques. DIFC originated as a
programming language technique [69], and it has found instantiations in many strongly typed
languages, such as Java [70], Haskell [61], the typed lambda calculus [115], ML [77], and so
on. However, such techniques are not compatible with legacy software projects and generally
require rewriting applications and libraries [44]. Also, language-based information flow control
is a specialized form of type-checking. It cannot apply to languages without static typing, such
as Python, PHP, Ruby, and Perl, which are popular languages for developing modem Web sites.
Thus, a challenge is to adopt DIFC techniques for programs written for existing, dynamically-
typed, threaded languages.
Challenge 2: DIFC clashes with standard OS abstractions. Popular operating systems like
Linux and Microsoft Windows have a more permissive security model than DIFC systems: they
do not curtail a process's future communications if it has learned secrets in the past. Thus,
programs written to the Linux or Windows API often fail to operate on a DIFC system. Current
solutions make trade-offs. On one extreme, the Asbestos Operating System [21] implements
DIFC suitable for building Web applications, but does not expose a POSIX interface; it therefore
requires a rewrite of many user-space applications and libraries. On the other extreme, the
SELinux system (a "centralized" information flow control system) preserves the entire Linux
interface, but at the expense of complicated application development. It requires lengthy and
cumbersome application-specific policy files that are notoriously difficult to write.
Challenge 3: DIFC at the kernel-level requires a kernel rewrite. Asbestos [21] and HiS-
tar [113] are DIFC-based kernels, but are written from scratch. Such research kernels do not
directly benefit from the ongoing (and herculean) efforts to maintain and improve kernel sup-
port for hardware and an alphabet-soup of services, like NFS, RAID, SMP, USB, multicores,
etc. Asbestos and HiStar are also fundamentally microkernels, whereas almost every common
operating system today, for better or worse, follows a monolithic design. So a challenge is to
reconcile DIFC with common OS organization and popular kernel software.
Challenge 4: DIFC increases complexity. Common operating systems like Linux already
complicate writing secure programs [56]. Information flow systems are typically more com-
plex. Security-typed languages require more type annotations; system calls in security-enabled
APIs have additional arguments and error cases. Moreover, most information flow systems use
lattice-based models [17], adding mathematical sophistication to the basic programming API. A
challenge is to curtail complexity in the DIFC model and the API that follows.
Challenge 5: DIFC implementations have covert channels. All information flow control
implementations, whether at the language level or the kernel level, suffer from covert channels:
crafty malicious programs can move information from one process to another outside of modeled
communication channels. For example, one exploitative process might transmit sensitive infor-
mation by carefully modulating its CPU use in a way observable by other processes. For fear of
covert channels, language-based systems like Jif disable all threading and CPU parallelism. As
discussed in Section 3.4, some OS-based IFC implementations like Asbestos and IX [66] have
wide covert channels inherent in their API specifications. HiStar sets a high standard for covert
channel mitigation, but timing and network-based channels persist. So a challenge, as always, is
to build a DIFC system that suffers from as few covert channels as possible.
1.4 Flume
We present Flume, a system that answers many of the above challenges. At a high level, Flume
integrates OS-level information flow control with a legacy Unix-like operating system. Flume
allows developers to build DIFC into legacy applications written in any language, either to up-
grade their existing security policies or to achieve new policies impossible with conventional
security controls.
1.4.1 Design
Because it is notoriously difficult to reason about security in Unix [56]-due to its wide and
imprecisely defined interface-DIFC for Unix unfolds in four steps, each corresponding to a
chapter.
1. First, we describe, independent of OS specifics like reliable communication, what prop-
erties a DIFC system ought to uphold. The logical starting point for such a definition is
the IFC literature [5, 7, 17], in which processes communicate pairwise with one-way mes-
saging. A new and simplified model, called the Flume model, extends the original IFC
definitions to accommodate decentralized declassification (as in DIFC). See Chapter 3.
2. Then we state this model formally, using the Communicating Sequential Processes (CSP)
Process Algebra [46]. See Chapter 4.
3. We then prove that the Flume model fits standard definitions of non-interference: that is,
the processes who have seen secret data cannot have any impact on the processes who
haven't. Such formalisms separate Flume from other IFC operating systems whose APIs
encapsulate wide data leaks. See Chapter 5.
4. Finally, we provide details for building a practical system that fits the model, filling in
details like reliable, flow-controlled interprocess communication (IPC) and file I/O. See
Chapter 6.
The new OS abstraction that allows Flume to fit DIFC to a Unix-like API is the endpoint.
Flume represents each resource a process uses to communicate (e.g., pipes, sockets, files, net-
work connections) as an endpoint. A process can configure an endpoint, communicating to
Flume what declassification policy to apply to all future communication across that endpoint.
However, Flume constrains endpoints' configurations so that processes cannot leak data that
they do not have privileges to declassify. For instance, a process that has a right to declassify a
secret file can establish one endpoint for reading the secret file and another endpoint for writing
to a network host. It can then read and write as it would using the standard API. Flume dis-
allows a process without those declassification privileges from holding both endpoints at once.
Chapter 6 covers endpoints in detail.
1.4.2 Implementation
Flume is implemented as a user-space reference monitor on Linux with few modifications to
the underlying kernel. Legacy processes on a Flume system can move data as they always did.
However, if a process wishes to access data under Flume's control, it must obey DIFC con-
straints, and therefore cannot leak data from the system unless authorized to do so. Unlike prior
OS-level DIFC systems, Flume can reuse a kernel implementation, driver support, SMP sup-
port, administrative tools, libraries, and OS services (TCP/IP, NFS, RAID, and so forth) already
built and supported by large teams of developers. And because it maintains the same kernel
API, Flume supports existing Linux applications and libraries. The disadvantage is that Flume's
trusted computing base is many times larger than Asbestos's or HiStar's, leaving the system vul-
nerable to security flaws in the underlying software. Also, Flume's user space implementation
incurs some performance penalties and leaves open some covert channels solvable with deeper
kernel integration. Chapter 7 discusses implementation details.
1.4.3 Application and Evaluation
To evaluate Flume's programmability, we ported MoinMoin Wiki to the Flume system. As men-
tioned above, MoinMoin Wiki is a feature-rich Web document sharing system (91,000 lines of
Python code), with support for access control lists, indexing, Web-based editing, versioning,
syntax highlighting for source code, downloadable "skins," etc. The challenge is to capture
MoinMoin's access control policies with DIFC-based equivalents, thereby moving the security
logic out of the main application and into a small, isolated security module. With such a refac-
toring of code, only bugs in the security module (as opposed to the large tangle of MoinMoin
code and its plug-ins) can compromise end-to-end security.
An additional challenge is to graft a new policy onto MoinMoin code that could not exist
outside of Flume: end-to-end integrity protection. Though MoinMoin can potentially pull third-
party plug-ins into its address space, cautious users might demand that plug-ins never touch (and
potentially corrupt) their sensitive data, either on the way into the system, or on the way out. We
offer a generalization of this policy to include different integrity classes based on which plug-ins
are involved.
FlumeWiki achieves these security goals with only a thousand-line modification to the origi-
nal MoinMoin system (in addition to the new thousand-line long security module). Though prior
work has succeeded in sandboxing legacy applications [113] or rewriting them anew [21], the re-
placement of an existing dataflow policy with a DIFC-based one is a new result. The FlumeWiki
TCB therefore looks different from that of original MoinMoin: it contains the Flume system,
and the security module, but not the bulk of MoinMoin's application-specific code. MoinMoin's
TCB does not contain Flume, but it does contain all MoinMoin code, including any plug-ins
installed on-site. As a result of this refactoring of the TCB, FlumeWiki solves security bugs
in code it inherited from the original MoinMoin, as well as previously unreported MoinMoin
bugs discovered in the process of implementing FlumeWiki. Chapter 8 describes the FlumeWiki
application in greater detail.
As described in Chapter 9, experiments with FlumeWiki on Linux show the new system per-
forms within a factor of two of the original. Slow-downs are due primarily to Flume's user-space
implementation, though the Flume design also accommodates kernel-level implementations.
1.5 Contributions
In sum, this thesis makes the following technical contributions:
* New DIFC rules that fit standard operating system abstractions well and that are simpler
than those of Asbestos and HiStar. Flume's DIFC rules are close to rules for "central-
ized" information flow control [5, 7, 17], with small extensions for decentralization and
communication abstractions found in widely-used operating systems.
* A formal model and proof of correctness.
* A new abstraction--endpoints-that bridge the gap between DIFC and legacy Unix ab-
stractions.
* The first design and implementation of process-level DIFC for stock operating systems
(OpenBSD and Linux). Flume is useful for securing Web sites, and also other client- and
server-side software.
* Refinements to Flume DIFC required to build real systems, such as machine cluster sup-
port, and DIFC primitives that scale to large numbers of users.
* A full-featured DIFC Web site (FlumeWiki) with novel end-to-end integrity guarantees,
composed largely of existing code.
1.6 Limitations, Discussion and Future Work
This thesis has important limitations. Thought it presents a formal Flume model, there are no
guarantees that the implementation actually meets the model. Even if it did, Flume is suscep-
tible to covert channels, such as timing channels, quota-exhausting channels, wallbanging, etc.
Though Flume is simpler in its mathematics and specifications than some other recent IFC sys-
tems, it is still significantly more complicated at this stage than standard Unix. Indeed, Flume
can run atop a Linux system and coexist with many legacy applications, but not all Unix system
calls fit the DIFC model, and hence, Flume's support of standard APIs is approximate at best.
Similarly, not all of FlumeWiki's features work; some are fundamentally at odds with DIFC
guarantees (e.g., hit counters; see Section 8.9).
Other techniques might also solve some of the same problems but with less overhead. One
can envision other design paths considered but not taken, such as: building DIFC into a runtime
(like Python's) rather that into the operating system; protecting programmers against their own
bugs rather than generalizing to the more prickly defense against malicious code; a language-
based approach like Jif's with finer-grained labeling.
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Chapter 10 discusses these limitations as well as the more positive outcomes of the Flume
experience: lessons gleaned, ideas about programmability and practicality, and some projections
for future projects. The end goal of this research is to build secure and extensible server-based
computing platforms. We discuss how Flume has fared in that endeavor, and what work remains.
Chapter 2
Related Work
Attacks against Web services have kept security researchers busy. In answer the bonanza of
weaknesses that dog Web-based system today (surveyed in Section 1.1), a similarly diverse set
of solutions has sprung up.
2.1 Securing the Web
Securing the Channel Many proposals exist to combat phishing, some using browser-based
heuristics [13], others using mobiles phones as a second authentication factor [75]. In general,
no solution has found either widespread acceptance or adoption, and indeed phishing promises
to be an important problem for years to come. We offer no solution in this thesis but believe the
problem is orthogonal to those we consider.
As hardware manufacturers continue to expand the computing resources available to applica-
tions (even with dedicated cores for cryptography), SSL channel protection should become avail-
able to more Web sites. And improved user interfaces [84] and dedicated infrastructure [107]
has taken aim at attacks that attempt to distribute bogus SSL certificates.
Securing the Browser As for browser-based attacks, such as XSS, XSRF, and drive-by down-
loads, the most obvious solutions involve better sanitization on the server-side, using packages
like HTML purify [110]. Of course, servers cannot sanitize HTML in iframes they did not
create and cannot modify (like third party advertisements), and with current technology are at
the mercy of those third parties to provide adequate security protections. Research work like
MashupOS gives the browser finer-grained control over its own security, at the cost of back-
wards compatibility [105].
Securing the Server As for the server-side, over time, system administrators have developed
practices to mitigate the risks of well-understood attacks, such as data-center firewalls, and two-
factor authentication for administrators [93]. Administrators can apply security patches to close
holes in services that listen on network ports, and holes in the kernel that allow privilege escala-
tion [3].
The remaining issue is one of the most challenging, and the subject of this thesis: how to
secure the custom-written server-side software that makes the Web site work while upholding a
desired security policy. Web application code is mushrooming, especially as new toolkits (e.g.
Ruby on Rails [97] and Django [30]) open up Web programming to an ever-larger pool of de-
velopers, many of whom are not well-versed in secure programming principles. The question
becomes, what tools should the underlying infrastructure (be it the operating system, compilers
or interpreters) give application developers to help them write secure code? And can these tech-
niques apply to Facebook-like architectures, in which unvetted third party developers contribute
application code?
One vein of work in this direction is backwards-compatible security improvements to stock
operating systems and existing applications, such as: buffer overrun protection (e.g., [14, 55]),
system call interposition (e.g., [34, 49, 80, 32, 102]), isolation techniques (e.g., [35, 51]) and vir-
tual machines (e.g., [37, 104, 108]). Flume uses some of these techniques for its implementation
(e.g., LSMs [109] and systrace [80]). Few if any of these techniques, however, would pro-
tect against bugs high up in the Web software application stack (say in MoinMoin code). That
is, many exploitable Web applications behave normally from the perspective of buffer-overrun
analysis or system call interposition, even as they send Alice's data to Bob's network connection,
against Alice's wishes. This thesis instead explores deeper changes to the API between (Web)
applications and the kernel, allowing applications to express high-level policies, and kernel in-
frastructure to uphold them. This approach is heavily influenced by previous work in mandatory
access control (MAC).
2.2 Mandatory Access Control (MAC)
Mandatory access control (MAC) [91] refers to a system security plan in which security policies
are mandatory and not enforced at the discretion of the application writers. In many such sys-
tems, software components may be allowed to read private data but are forbidden from revealing
it. Traditional MAC systems intend that an administrator set a single system-wide policy. When
servers run multiple third-party applications, however, administrators cannot understand every
application's detailed security logic. Decentralized information flow control (DIFC) promises
to support such situations better than most MAC mechanisms, because it partially delegates the
setting of policy to the individual applications.
Bell and LaPadula describe an early mathematical model for MAC [4] and an implementa-
tion on Multics [5]. Their work expresses two succinct rules that capture the essence of manda-
tory security. The first is the simple security property, or "no read-up:" that when a "subject"
(like an active process) "observes" (i.e. reads) an "object" (like a static file), the subject's secu-
rity label must "dominate" (i.e. be greater than) that of the object. The second is the *-property,
or "no write-down:" that a subject's label must dominate the label of any object that it influences.
Biba noted that similar techniques also apply to integrity [7]. Denning concurrently expressed
MAC ideas in terms of mathematical lattices [17] but advocated a compile-time rather than run-
time approach, for fear of covert channels (see Section 3.4).
SELinux [62] and TrustedBSD [106] are recent examples of stock operating systems modi-
fied to support many MAC policies. They include interfaces for a security officer to dynamically
insert security policies into the kernel, which then limit the behavior of kernel abstractions like
inodes and tasks [98]. Flume, like SELinux, uses the Linux security module (LSM) framework
in its implementation [109]. However, SELinux and TrustedBSD do not allow untrusted appli-
cations to define and update security policies (as in DIFC). If SELinux and TrustedBSD were to
provide such an API, they would need to address the challenges considered in this thesis.
TightLip [111] implements a specialized form of IFC that prevents privacy leaks in legacy
applications. TightLip users tag their private data and TightLip prevents that private data from
leaving the system via untrusted processes. Like TightLip, Flume can also be used to prevent
privacy leaks. Unlike TightLip, Flume and other DIFC systems (e.g. Asbestos and HiStar)
support multiple security classes, which enable safe commingling of private data and security
policies other than privacy protection.
IX [66] and LOMAC [31] add information flow control to Unix, but again with support for
only centralized policy decisions. Flume faces some of the same Unix-related problems as these
systems, such as shared file descriptors that become storage channels.
2.3 Specialized DIFC Kernels
One line of DIFC research, taken by the Asbestos [21] and HiStar [113] projects, is to replace a
standard kernel with a new security kernel, then build up, eventually exposing DIFC to applica-
tions.
Asbestos [21, 9] and HiStar [113] incorporate DIFC into new operating systems, applying
labels at the granularity of unreliable messages between processes (Asbestos) or threads, gates,
and segments (HiStar). Flume's labels are influenced by Asbestos's and incorporate HiStar's
improvement that threads must explicitly request label changes (since implicit label changes
are covert channels). Asbestos and HiStar labels combine mechanisms for privacy, integrity,
authentication, declassification privilege, and port send rights. Flume separates (or eliminates)
these mechanisms in a way that is intended to be easier to understand and use.
The HiStar project in particular has succeeded in exposing a standard system call interface
to applications, so that some applications work on HiStar as they would under standard Unix.
HiStar implements an untrusted, user-level Unix emulation layer using DIFC-controlled low-
level kernel primitives. A process that uses the Unix emulation layer but needs control over the
DIFC policy would have to understand and manipulate the mapping between Unix abstractions
and HiStar objects. The complication with the HiStar approach, however, is that the specifics
for managing information flow are hidden deep in the system library. If a legacy application
component (such as a Web server, a Web library, or an off-the-shelf Web application) causes a
security violation when run on HiStar's library, it would be difficult to refactor the application
to solve the problem. Such controls could be factored into a new library, and this thesis answers
the question of what such a library might look like.
As new operating systems, Asbestos and HiStar have smaller TCBs than Flume, and can
tailor their APIs to work well with DIFC. However, they don't automatically benefit from main-
stream operating systems' frequent updates, such as new hardware support and kernel improve-
ments.
2.4 Language-Based Techniques
The original line of research in DIFC comes from the programming languages community. My-
ers and Liskov introduced a decentralized information model [69], thereby relaxing the restric-
tion in previous information flow control systems that only a security officer could declassify.
JFlow and its successor Jif are Java-based programming languages that enforce DIFC within
a program, providing finer-grained control than Flume [70]. In Jif, the programmer annotates
variable declarations, function parameters, function return values, structure members, etc., to de-
scribe what type of secrecy and integrity that data ought to have. The compiler then type-checks
the program to ensure that it does not move data between incompatible secrecy and integrity
categories. In such a system, declassifiers are class methods (rather than processes). Programs
that type-check and have correct declassifiers are believed to be secure.
There are several benefits to this approach. First, security labels can apply to data elements
as small as a byte, whereas in operating system-based techniques, the smallest labeled granular-
ity is a process (in the case of Asbestos and Flume) or thread (in the case of HiStar). Second,
Jif can limit declassification privileges to specific function(s) within a process, rather than (as
with Flume) to the entire process. Jif programs can also run on legacy operating systems, and
some work has shown how Jif's computations can be split across multiple processes and/or ma-
chines [112]. The Swift work, based on Jif, focuses on splitting Web applications in particular
between the server and browser. The technique is to write an application in Jif, and then auto-
mated tools generate server-side Java and client-side JavaScript that uphold the intended security
policy [11].
On the other hand, Jif requires applications (such as Web services [12] and mail systems [44])
to be rewritten while Flume provides better support for applying DIFC to existing software.
OS-based approaches can also accommodate dynamically typed scripting languages like Perl,
Python, PHP, Ruby, and even shell scripting. These languages are exactly the ones that many
programmers call upon when developing Web applications. Finally, language-based approaches
like Jif still depend upon the underlying operating system for access to the file system, network,
and other resources available through the system call interface. As Hicks et al. point out, the
Jif work is indeed complementary to progress in mandatory access control for the operating
system [45].
2.5 Capabilities Systems
The capabilities literature proposes another technique for securing kernels and higher level ap-
plications. In their seminal work on the "principle of least privilege" [91], Saltzer and Schroeder
argue that processes should possess as few privileges as possible when performing their task;
in the case of compromise, such processes are less useful to attackers than those that own many
privileges they do not require. By contrast, operating systems like Linux and Windows implicitly
grant all manner of privileges (i.e., capabilities) to applications, which often misuse them due to
bugs or misconfiguration [43]. For example, if Alice runs Solitaire on Windows, the program
can "scan [her] email for interesting tidbits and them on eBay to the highest bidder" [67]. Ca-
pabilities systems like KeyKOS [53], ErOS [96] and CoyotOS [95] require processes to request,
grant and manage these privileges (i.e. capabilities) explicitly. The assumption is that if kernel -
components and/or applications must more carefully manage their capabilities to complete their
tasks, they are less likely to request (and lose control of) capabilities they do not need.
The core idea behind capability systems--that system resources are individually addressable
and accessible via capabilities--does not solve the problem explored in this thesis. Imagine
building a Web-based application like MoinMoin with capabilities. When Alice logs onto the
system, an instance of MoinMoin launches with Alice's read and write capabilities, meaning it
can read and write those files belonging to Alice. But such an application can also copy Alice's
data to a temporarily, world-readable file in the Wiki namespace, allowing Bob to later access
it. In other words, capability-based policies do not, in and of themselves, capture the transitivity
of influence that MAC systems do: they do not track Alice's data through the Wiki code to the
world-readable file.
There is, however, an historical confluence between capability and MAC systems. Capa-
bility systems like KeyKOS have succeeded in implementing MAC policies as a policy in a
reference monitor on top of a capabilities-based kernel. Conversely, the capabilities literature
has influenced some variants of MAC like Asbestos [21] (described below). These system have
a default security policy as in Bell-LaPadula, but processes that hold the appropriate capabilities
are permitted to alter this policy. Thus, MAC and capabilities prove complementary.

Chapter 3
The Flume Model For DIFC
The Flume Model for DIFC describes an interface between an operating system kernel and
user-space applications. Like typical OS models, Flume's assumes a trust division between
the kernel and applications: that the kernel ought be correct and bug free; and that the kernel
can defang buggy or malicious user-space applications. Like MAC models (see Section 2.2),
Flume's requires that the kernel track sensitive information flow through an arbitrary network of
user-space applications. As in decentralized information flow control, the Flume model permits
some (but not all) of those applications to act as declassifiers, selectively disclosing sensitive
information.
This chapter informally specifies Flume's DIFC model, describing how it answers the chal-
lenges listed in Section 1.3. In particular:
* programming language agnosticism, in answer to Challenge 1;
* compatibility with Unix primitives, in answer to Challenges 2 and 3;
* simplicity, in answer to Challenge 4;
* and mitigation of covert channels, in answer to Challenge 5.
3.1 Tags and Labels
Flume uses tags and labels to track data as it flows through a system. Let T be a very large
set of opaque tokens called tags. A tag t carries no inherent meaning, but processes generally
associate each tag with some category of secrecy or integrity. Tag b, for example, might label
Bob's private data.
Labels are subsets of T. Labels form a lattice under the partial order of the subset rela-
tion [17]. Each Flume process p has two labels, S,p for secrecy and Ip for integrity. Both labels
serve to (1) summarize which types of data have influenced p in the past and (2) regulate where
p can read and write in the future. Consider a process p and a tag t. If t E Sp, then the system
conservatively assumes that p has seen some private data tagged with t. In the future, p can read
more private data tagged with t but requires consent from an authority who controls t before it
can reveal any data publicly. If there are multiple tags in Sp, then p requires independent consent
for each tag before writing publicly. Process p's integrity label Ip serves as a lower bound on the
purity of its influences. If t E Ip, then every input to p has been endorsed as having integrity for
t. To maintain this property going forward, the system only allows p to read from other sources
that also have t in their integrity labels. Files (and other objects) also have secrecy and integrity
labels; they can be thought of as passive processes.
Although any tag can appear in any type of label, in practice secrecy and integrity usage
patterns are so different that a tag is used either in secrecy labels or in integrity labels, not both.
We therefore sometimes refer to a "secrecy tag" or an "integrity tag".
Example: Secrecy Alice and Bob share access to a server, but wish to keep some files (but not
all) secret from one another. Misbehaving software can complicate even this basic policy; for
example, Bob might download a text editor that, as a side effect, posts his secret files to a public
Web site, or writes them to a public file in / tmp. Under the typical OS security plan, Bob can
only convince himself that the text editor won't reveal his data if he (or someone he trusts) audits
the software and all of its libraries.
With information flow control, Bob can reason about the editor's (mis)behavior without au-
diting its code. Say that tag b represents Bob's secret data. As described below, Bob explicitly
trusts some processes to export his data out of the system. For now, consider all other (i.e. un-
trusted) processes, like the text editor. The following four properties suffice to protect Bob's
data. For any process p:
1. if p reads his secret files, then b E Sp;
2. p with b E Sp can only write to other processes (and files) q with b E Sq
3. Any untrusted process p cannot remove b from Sp
4. p with b E Sp cannot write over the network (or to any other destinations outside the
system).
If all four conditions hold, then a simple inductive argument shows that the editor cannot leak
Bob's data from the system.
Example: Integrity A complementary policy involves integrity: how to prevent untrustwor-
thy software from corrupting important files. Say Charlie has administrator privilege on his
machine, allowing him to edit sensitive files (e.g., /etc /rc, the script that controls which pro-
cesses run with superuser privileges when a machine boots up). However, other users constantly
update libraries and download new software, so Charlie lacks confidence that all editors on the
system will faithfully execute his intentions when he edits /etc/rc. A path misconfiguration
might lead Charlie to access a malicious editor that shares a name with a responsible editor, or a
good editor that links at runtime against phony libraries (perhaps due to an LDLIBRARYPATH
misconfiguration).
Secrecy protection won't help Charlie; rather, he needs an end-to-end guarantee that all files
read when editing / etc / rc are uncorrupted. Only under these integrity constraints should the
system allow modifications to the file. Say that an integrity tag v represents data that is "vendor-
certified." As described below, some processes on the system can endorse files and processes,
giving them integrity v. For now, consider all other processes, like the text editor. Charlie seeks
four guarantees for each such process p:
1. ifp modifies /etc/rc then v E Ip;
2. a process p with v E Ip cannot read from files or processes that lack v integrity, and only
uncorrupted files (like binaries and libraries) have v integrity;
3. a process p cannot add v to Ip;
4. and p with v E I, cannot accept input from uncontrolled channels (like the network).
If all four conditions hold, Charlie knows that changes to /etc/rc were mediated by an un-
corrupted editor.
3.2 Decentralized Privilege
Decentralized IFC (DIFC) is a relaxation of centralized (or "traditional") IFC. In centralized
IFC, only a trusted "security officer" can create new tags, subtract tags from secrecy labels
(declassify information), or add tags to integrity labels (endorse information). In Flume DIFC,
any process can create new tags, which gives that process the privilege to declassify and/or
endorse information for those tags.
Flume represents privilege using two capabilities per tag. Capabilities are objects from the
set 0 = T x {-, +}. For tag t, the capabilities are t+ and t-. Each process owns a set of
capabilities Op C O. A process with t+ E Op owns the t+ capability, giving it the privilege
to add t to its labels; and a process with t- E Op can remove t from its labels. In terms of
secrecy, t+ lets a process add t to its secrecy label, granting itself the privilege to receive secret
t data, while t- lets it remove t from its secrecy label, effectively declassifying any secret t data
it has seen. In terms of integrity, t- lets a process remove t from its integrity label, allowing it
to receive low-t-integrity data, while t+ lets it add t to its integrity label, endorsing the process's
current state as high-t-integrity. A process that owns both t+ and t- has dual privilege for t and
can completely control how t appears in its labels. The set Dp where
Dp_ A{t t+ E Op and t- E Op}
represents all tags for which p has dual privilege.
Any process can allocate a tag. Tag allocation yields a randomly-selected tag t E T and sets
Op +-- Op U {t+, t- }, granting p dual privilege for t. Thus, tag allocation exposes no information
about system state. Flume also supports a global capability set 0. Every process has access to
every capability in 0, useful for implementing certain security policies. For instance, export
protection is a policy in which unprivileged processes can traffic secret data internally to the
system but cannot expose it. To implement such a policy, a process creates a tag t, adding t+ to
O. Now any process can add t to their secrecy label, and read data tagged with tag t. But only a
privileged few have access to t-, required to remove t from a secrecy label and therefore export
data tagged with t from the system. See Section 3.2 for more detail.
A process p's effective set of capabilities is given by:
Similarly, its effective set of dual privileges is given by:
D A {t I t+ E Op A t- E Op}
Tag allocation can update 0; an allocation parameter determines whether the new tag's t+, t-,
or neither is added to 0 (and thus to every current and future process's Op).
Lest processes manipulate the shared set 0 to leak data, Flume must control it carefully. A
first restriction is that processes can only add tags to 0 when allocating tags. If Flume allowed
arbitrary additions to 0, a process p could leak information to a process q by adding either
adding or refraining from adding a pre-specified tag to O. A second restriction is that no process
p can enumerate 0 or Op. If Flume allowed enumeration, p could poll Ij 0 II while q allocated
new tags, allowing q to communicate bits to p. Processes can, however, enumerate their non-
global capabilities (those in Op), since they do not share this resource with other processes. See
Chapter 4 for a formal treatment of potential pitfalls induced by 0.
Two processes can transfer capabilities so long as they can communicate. A process can
freely drop non-global capabilities (though we add a restriction in Section 6.2). And finally,
some notation for manipulating sets of capabilities: for a set of capabilities 0 C_ O, we define:
0 + A {t I t+ O}
0- A {t t- E O}
Example: Secrecy As described above, Bob can maintain the secrecy of his private data with
a policy called export protection. One of Bob's processes allocates the secrecy tag b used to mark
his private data; during the allocation, b+ is added to O, but only the allocating trusted process
gets b-. Thus, any process p can add b to Sp and therefore read b-secret data, but only processes
that own b- (i.e., Bob's trusted process and its delegates) can declassify this data and export it
out of the system. (We describe how to create b-secret data below.)
A related but more stringent policy is called read protection. A process allocates a secrecy
tag t, but neither t+ nor t- is added to O. By controlling t+ , the allocating process can limit
which other processes can view t-secret data, as well as limiting which other processes can
declassify t-secret data. Read-protection is useful for protecting short and very sensitive secrets,
like passwords. That is, if Alice thinks that her system has some low-capacity covert channels,
she must concede that Bob can leak her export-protected out of the system, if given the time and
resources. But Bob cannot see her read-protected data in the first place, and thus, it is better
protected against covert channels (including timing channels) [113].
Example: Integrity Another policy, integrity protection, is suitable for our integrity example.
A "certifier" process allocates integrity tag v, and during the allocation, v- is added to O. Now,
any p process can remove v from Ip, but only the certifier has v+. The ability to add v to an
integrity label--and thus to endorse information as high-v-integrity-is tightly controlled by the
certifier. Charlie requests of the certifier to edit /etc/rc using an editor of his choice. The
certifier forks, creating a new process with v integrity; the child drops the v+ capability and
attempts to execute Charlie's chosen editor. With v E Ip and v+ § Op, the editor process can
only read high-integrity files (be they binaries, libraries, or configuration files) and therefore
cannot come under corrupting influences.
These three policies--export protection, read protection, and integrity protection--enumerate
the common uses for tags, although others are possible.
3.3 Security
The Flume model assumes many processes running on the same machine and communicating
via messages, or "flows". The model's goal is to track data flow by regulating both process
communication and process label changes.
Definition 1 (Security in the Flume model). A system is secure in the Flume model if and only if
all allowed process label changes are "safe" (Definition 2) and all allowed messages are "safe"
(Definition 3).
We define "safe" label changes and messages below. Though many systems might fit this general
model, we focus on the Flume system in particular in Section 6.
Safe Label Changes In the Flume model (as in HiStar), only process p itself can change
Sp and Ip, and must request such a change explicitly. Other models allow a process's label to
change as the result of receiving a message [21, 31, 66], but implicit label changes turn the labels
themselves into covert channels [17, 113] (see Section 3.4). When a process requests a change,
only those label changes permitted by a process's capabilities are safe:
Definition 2 (Safe label change). For a process p, let L be Sp or Ip, and let L' be the new value
of the label. The change from L to L' is safe if and only if:
L'-LC (Op)+  and L-L' (OC )-
For example, say process p wishes to subtract tag t from Sp, to achieve a new secrecy label
S'. In set notation, t E Sp - SP, and such a transition is only safe if p owns the subtraction
capability for t (i.e. t- E Op). The same logic holds for addition, yielding the above formula.
iWebApp Declassifier +-- WebServer
s= {t} = {?} = {}D= { D= {t} D= {}
Figure 3-1: An example Web system; what should the declassifier's label be?
3.3.1 Safe Messages
Information flow control restricts process communication to prevent data leaks. The Flume
model restricts communication among unprivileged processes as in traditional IFC: p can send a
message to q only if Sp C Sq ("no read up, no write down" [5]) and Iq C Ip ("no read down, no
write up" [7]).
For declassifiers-those processes that hold special privileges-these traditional IFC rules
are too restrictive. Consider Figure 3-1 for example. In this simple example, a Web application
runs with secrecy S = {t}, meaning it can read and compute on data tagged with secrecy t.
Since the application is unprivileged (D = {}), it cannot export this data on its own; it relies on
the privileged declassifier (D = {t}) on its right to do so. If the declassifier decides to declassify,
it sends the data out to the network via the Web server, which runs with an empty secrecy label.
Thus, data can flow in this example from high (S = {t}) to low (S = {}) with the help of the
declassifier in the middle.
The question becomes, what should the declassifier's secrecy label be? One idea is for the
declassifier to explicitly switch between S = {} and S = {t}, as it communicates to its left
or right. Though this solution sometimes works for sending, it is impractical for asynchronous
receives: the declassifier has no way of knowing when its left or right partner will send, and
therefore cannot make the necessary label change ahead of time. Another idea is that the declas-
sifier run with S = {t} and only lower its label to S = {} when it sends to its right. But this
approach does not generalize-imagine a similar scenario in which the Web server runs with
secrecy S = {u} and the declassifier has dual privileges for both t and u. This second approach
is also ungainly for multithreaded declassifiers with blocking I/O operations.
Flume's solution is a general relaxation of communication rules for processes with privilege,
like declassifiers. Specifically, if two processes could communicate by changing their labels,
sending a message using the traditional IFC rules, and then restoring their original labels, then
the model can safely allow the processes to communicate without label changes. A process can
make such a temporary label change only for tags in Dp, for which it has dual privilege. A
process p with labels Sp, Ip would get maximum latitude in sending messages if it were to lower
its secrecy to Sp - .D, and raise its integrity to Ip U Dp. It could receive the most messages if it
were to raise secrecy to Sp U Dp and lower integrity to Ip - Dp.
The following definition captures these hypothetical label changes to determine what mes-
sages are safe:
Definition 3 (Safe message). A message from p to q is safe iff
Sp-Dp Sq UDq and Iq-Dq IpUDp
For processes with no dual privilege (Dp = Dq = {}), Definition 3 gives the traditional IFC
definition for safe flows. On the other hand, if p must send with a hypothetical secrecy label of
Sp - Dp, then p is declassifying the data it sends to q. If q must receive with secrecy Sq U Dq,
then it is declassifying the data it received from p. In terms of integrity, if p must use an integrity
label Ip U Dp, then it is endorsing the data sent, and similarly, q is endorsing the data received
with integrity label Iq - Dq. 1
This definition of message safety might raise fears of implicit declassification. A process
p with a non-empty Dp is always declassifying (or endorsing) as it sends or receives messages,
whether it intends to or not. The capabilities literature strongly discourages such behavior, claim-
ing that implicit privilege exercise inevitably results in "confused deputy problems," in which
attackers exploit honest applications' unintended use of privileges [43]. In defining the Flume
model, we present rules that make communication as permissive as possible without leaking
data. Chapter 6 describes how the Flume implementation avoids the confused deputy problem,
requiring applications to explicitly declassify (and endorse) data as they send and receive.
3.3.2 External Sinks and Sources
Any data sink or source outside of Flume's control, such as a remote host, the user's terminal, a
printer, and so forth, is modeled as an unprivileged process x with permanently empty secrecy
and integrity labels: S,, = I, = {} and also OQ = {}. As a result, a process p can only write to
the network or console if it could reduce its secrecy label to {} (the only label with Sp C Sx),
and a process can only read from the network or keyboard if it could reduce its integrity label to
{} (the only label with I, C Ip).
3.3.3 Objects
Objects such as files and directories are modeled as processes with empty ownership sets, and
with immutable secrecy and integrity labels, fixed at object creation. A process p's write to an
object o then becomes a flow from p to o; reading is a flow sent from o to p. When a process p
creates an object o, p specifies o's labels, subject to the restriction that p must be able to write
to o. In many cases, p must also update some referring object (e.g., a process writes a directory
when creating a file), and writes to the referrer must obey the normal rules.
'Declassification or endorsement can also occur when a process p makes actual (rather than hypothetical) label
changes to S, or I,, respectively. See Section 3.3.
3.3.4 Examples
Secrecy We now can see how the Flume model enforces our examples' security requirements.
In the editor example, Bob requires that all untrusted processes like his editor (i.e., those p for
which b- 4 0p) meet the four stated requirements from Section 3.1. In the logic below, recall
that b is an export-protect tag; therefore b+ E (0 and also b- 4 0. For unprivileged processes
like Bob's editor: b- 4 Op, and thus b V Dp.
1. Ifprocess p reads Bob's secret files, then b E Sp: Bob's secret files are modeled as objects
f with b E Sj. Since b+ E 0, any process can write such files. Reading an object
is modeled as an information flow from f to p, which requires that Sf C Sp U D•, by
Definition 3. Since b E Sf, and b V D1p, it follows that b E Sp.
2. Process p with b E Sp can only write to other processes (or files) q with b E Sq: If a
process p with b E Sp successfully sends a message to a process q, then by Definition 3,
Sp - Dp C Sq U 5q. Since b is in neither 19p nor Dq, then b E Sq.
3. Processes cannot drop b from Sp: The process that allocated b kept b- private, so by
Definition 2, only those processes that own b- can drop b from their secrecy labels.
4. Process p with b E Sp cannot transmit information over uncontrolled channels: An un-
controlled channel x has secrecy label {}, so by Definition 3, process p can only transmit
information to x if it owns b-, which it does not.
Note that since b+ E 0, any process (like the editor) can add b to its secrecy label. Such a process
p can read Bob's files, compute arbitrarily, and write the resulting data to files or processes that
also have b in their secrecy labels. But it cannot export Bob's secrets from the system. Of course
if p owned b- or could coerce a process that did, Bob's security could be compromised. Similar
arguments hold for the integrity example.
Shared Secrets The power of decentralized IFC lets Flume users combine their private data
in interesting ways without leaking information. Imagine a simple calendar application where
all system users keep private data files describing their schedules. A user such as Bob can
schedule a meeting with Alice by running a program that examines his calendar file and hers,
and then writes a message to Alice with possible meeting times. When Alice gets the message,
she responds with her selection. Such an exchange should reveal only what Bob and Alice
chose to reveal (candidate times, and the final time, respectively) and nothing more about their
calendars. Alice and Bob both export-protect their calendar files with a and b respectively. To
reveal to Alice a portion of his calendar, Bob launches a process p with labels Sp = {a, b} and
0, = {b-}. This process can read both calendar files, find possible meeting times, and then
lower its Sp label to {a} and write these times to a file f labeled Sf = {a}. Though f contains
information about both Alice and Bob's calendars, only Alice's programs can export it-and in
particular, software running as "Bob" cannot export it (since it contains Alice's private data).
When Alice logs on, she can use a similar protocol to read Bob's suggestions, choose one, and
s,, ={}
SP= sq={}
s,= {}
sp. = {}
Figure 3-2: The "leaking" system initializes.
export that choice to Bob in a file g labeled Sg = {b}. Because at least one of Alice's or Bob's
export-protection tag protects all data involved with the exchange, other users like Charlie can
learn nothing from it.
3.4 Covert Channels in Dynamic Label Systems
As described in Section 3.3, processes in Flume change their labels explicitly; labels do not
change implicitly upon message receipt, as they do in Asbestos [21] or IX [66]. We show by
example why implicit label changes (also known as"floating" labels) enable high-throughput
information leaks.
Consider a process p with Sp = {t} and a process q with Sq = {}, both with empty own-
ership sets. In a floating label system like Asbestos, p can send a message to q, and q will
successfully receive it, but only after the kernel raises Sq = {t}. Thus, the kernel can track
which processes have seen secrets tagged with t, even if those processes are uncooperative. Of
course, such a scheme introduces new problems: what if a process q doesn't want its label to
change from Sq = {}? For this reason, Asbestos also introduces "receive labels," which serve
to filter out incoming traffic to a process, allowing it to avoid unwanted label changes.
The problem with floating is best seen through example (c.f., Figures 3-2 through 3-4). Imag-
ine processes p and q as above, with p wanting to leak the 4-bit secret "0110" to q. The goal is
for p to convey these bits to q without q's label changing. Figure 3-2 shows the initialization. q
launches 4 helper processes (qi through q4), each with a label initialized to Sq1 = { }. q's version
of the secret starts out initialized to all Os, but it will overwrite some of those bits during the
attack.
Next p communicates selected bits of the secret to the helper qi's. If the ith bit of the message
is equal to 0, then p sends the message "0" to the process qi. If the ith bit of the message is 1, p
does nothing. Figure 3-3 shows this step. Note that as a result of receiving these 0 bits, ql and
q4 have changed labels! Their labels floated up from {} to {t}, as the kernel accounts for how
information flowed in the system.
In the last step (Figure 3-4), the qi processes wait for a predefined time limit before giving
SP = {II Sq = {}
Sq4 = {t}
Figure 3-3: p sends a "0" to pi if the ith bit of the message is 0.
Sq. = {t}
SP = {t}
1
1 0110
s3 Sq= {}
s,, = {}
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. = {t}
Figure 3-4: If pi did not receive a "0" before the timeout, it assumes an implicit "1" and writes
"1" to q at position i.
I
up. At the timeout, those who have not received messages (q2 and q3) write a 1 to the q, at the
bit position that corresponds to their process ID. So q2 writes a 1 at bit position 2, and q3 writes
a 1 at bit position 3. Note that ql and q4 do not write to q, nor could they without affecting q's
label. Now, q has the exact secret, copied bit-for-bit from p. This example shows 4 bits of data
leak, but by forking n processes, p and q can leak n bits per timeout period. Because Asbestos's
event process abstraction makes forking very fast, this channel on Asbestos can leak kilobits of
data per second.
What went wrong? Denning's paper from 1976 [17] identifies the issue:
There is one intrinsic problem with dynamic updating mechanisms: a change in an
object's class may remove that object from the purview of a user whose clearance
no longer permits access to the object. The class-change event can thereby be used
to leak information, e.g., by removing from the user's purview a file meaning "0."
Here, processes ql and q4 disappeared from q's view. Their absence means the first and the
fourth bit stay at 0 and therefore reflect the original secret.
Consider the behaviors of the qi processes to see why this particular attack would fail against
the Flume system. At the step depicted in Figure 3-3, the qi's must each make a decision: should
they change their labels to Sq = {}, or should they leave their labels as is? If qi changes, then
it will receive messages from p, but it won't be able to write to q. If qi does not change, then
it will never receive a message from p. Thus, its decision to write a 1 or not write at all has
nothing to do with p's message, and only to do with whether or not it decided to change labels,
which it must do before receiving word from p. Thus, Flume appears secure against attacks that
succeeds in Asbestos's floating label system. The next two chapters seek a formal proof of these
intuitions.
3.5 Summary
This chapter informally specified the Flume Model for operating-systems level decentralized
information flow control. The emphasis was on a labeling system that allows the kernel to track
data throughout a system (whether for security or integrity guarantees) while assigning certain
processes (declassifiers and endorsers) the privileges to legislate security policies. As in HiStar's
Model, a key idea in Flume is that processes must set their labels explicitly, rather than labels
floating dynamically as messages arrive. An important example shows the advantages of Flume's
approach.

Chapter 4
The Formal Flume Model
In the previous chapter, an example attack on an Asbestos-like system showed an inherent weak-
ness in the "floating" style of labels: with a careful process arrangement, an attacker can leak
many bits of information by selectively sending or withholding communication. The same at-
tack appeared to fail against the Flume model, but no formal reasoning proved that other attacks
could not succeed. This chapter and the next seek a formal separation between the Asbestos style
of "floating" labels and the Flume style of "explicitly specified" labels. The ultimate goal is to
prove that Flume exhibits non-interference properties: for example, that processes with empty
ownership and whose secrecy label contains t cannot in any way alter the execution of those
processes with empty labels. Such a non-interference result requires a formal model of Flume,
which we build up here. Chapter 5 provides the proof that the Flume Model meets a standard
definition of non-interference with high probability.
We present a formal model for the Flume System in the Communicating Sequential Processes
(CSP) process algebra [46], with timing extensions [83]. The model captures a kernel, a system
call interface, and arbitrary user processes that can interact via the system call interface. The
model expresses processes communicating with one other over IPC, changing labels, allocating
tags, and forking new processes. Formal techniques can then show that the system call API itself
cannot be exploited to leak information (as in Section 3.4's attack on Asbestos). The model does
not capture CPU, cache, memory, network or disk usage. Therefore, it is powerless to disprove
the existence of covert channels that modulate CPU, cache, memory, network or disk usage to
communicate data from one process to another.
The Flume CSP model provides a state machine description of the kernel, that if implemented
accurately has useful security properties (see Chapter 5). Thus, this model functions as a high-
level design document for kernel implementers, dictating which kernel details are safe to expose
to user-level applications, where I/O can safely happen, which return codes from system calls to
provide, etc. It leaves many details-like how to manage hardware-unspecified.
Figure 4-1 depicts the Flume model organization. At a high level, the model splits each Unix-
like process running on a system (e.g., a Web server or text editor) into two logical components:
a user-space half (e.g., Ui and Uj) which can take almost any form, and a kernel-space half which
behaves according to a strict state machine (e.g., i: K and j : K). The user-space half of a process
Figure 4-1: Two user-space processes, Ui and Uj, in the CSP model for Flume. i : K and
j : K are the kernel halves of these two processes (respectively), TAGMGR is the process that
manages the global set of tags and associated privileges, PROCMGR manages the process ID
space, and SWITCH enables all user-visible interprocess communication. Arrows denote CSP
communication channels.
can communicate to its kernel half, and to other user-space processes via a system call interface.
This interface takes the form of a CSP channel between the two processes (e.g. i.s and j.s).
Inside the kernel, the kernel-halves of processes can communicate with one another to deliver
IPCs initiated at user-space. Also inside the kernel, a global process (TAGMGR) manages the
circulation of tags (T), and globally-shared privileges (0); another global process (PROCMGR)
manages the process ID space. The process SWITCH is involved with communication between
user-level processes. The remainder of this chapter seeks to fill out the details of this diagram,
first by reviewing CSP basics, and then by explaining details specific to Flume.
4.1 CSP Basics
Communicating Sequential Processes (CSP) is a process algebra useful in specifying systems as
a set of parallel state machines that sometimes synchronize on events. We offer a brief review of
it here, taking heavily from Hoare's book [46]. Among the most basic CSP examples is Hoare's
vending machine:
VMS = in25 -+ choc --+ VMS
This vending machine waits for the event in25, which corresponds to the input of a quarter into
the machine. Next, it accepts the event choc, which corresponds to a chocolate falling out of the
machine. Then it returns to the original state, with a recursive call to itself. The basic operator at
use here is the prefix operator. If x is an event, and P is a process, then (x -- P), pronounced
"z then P" represents a process that engages in event x then behaves like process P. For a
process P, the notation aP describes the "alphabet" of P. It is a set of all of the events that P is
ever willing to engage in. For example, aVMS = {in25, choc}.
For any CSP process P, we can discuss the "trace" of events that P will accept. For the VMS
example, various traces include:
0
(in25)
(in25, choc)
(in25, choc, in25, choc, in25)
The next important operator is "choice," denoted by "I". If x and y are distinct events, then:
(X -, PIY -' Q)
denotes a process that accepts x and then behaves like P or accepts y and then behaves like Q.
For example, a new vending machine can accept either a coin and output a chocolate, or a bill
and output an ice cream cone:
VMS2 = (bill -- cone -- VMS2 I in25 -- choc --+ VMS2)
CSP offers more general choice function (for choosing between many inputs succinctly), but the
Flume model only requires simple choice.
Related to simple choice are "internal nondeterministic choice" and "external nondetermin-
istic choice," denoted "fn" and "0" respectively. In simple choice, the machine reacts exactly
to events it fields from the machine's user. In nondeterministic choice, the machine behaves
unpredictably from the perspective of the user, maybe because the machine's description is un-
derspecified, or maybe because the machine is picking from a random number generator. For
instance, a change machine might return coins in any order, depending on how the machine was
last serviced:
CHNG = (in25 --+ (outlO 1 outlO0 --+ out5 ~ CHNG n
outl0 -- out5 - outl0 -- CHNG))
That is, the machine takes as input a quarter, and returns two dimes and a nickel in one of two
orderings. The "external nondeterministic choice" operator has slightly different semantics, but
does not appear in Flume's model.
CSP provides useful predefined processes like STOP, the process that accepts no events,
and SKIP, the process that shows a successful termination and then behaves like STOP. Other
processes like DIV, RUN and CHAOS are standard in the literature, but are not required here.
The next class of operators relate to parallelism. The notation:
PIIQ
A
denotes P running in parallel with Q, synchronizing on events in A.' Meaning, a stream of
'Parallelism differs between Hoare's original CSP formulation and more modem formulations, like Schneider's.
We use Schneider's "interface parallelism" in this model.
incoming events can be arbitrarily assigned to either P or Q, assuming those events are not in
A. However, for events in A, both P and Q must accept them in synchrony. As an example,
consider the vending machine and the change machine running in parallel, synchronizing on the
event in25:
FREELUNCH = VMS II CHNG
{in25}
Possible traces for this new process are the various interleavings of the traces for the two com-
ponent machines that agree on the event in25. For instance:
(in25, choc, outlO, outlO, out5,...)
(in25, outlO0, choc, outlO, out5,...)
(in25, outlO, outlO, choc, out5,.. .)
(in25, outlO, outlO, out5, choc,...)
(in25, choc, outlO, out5, outlO,. .. )
(in25, outlO, choc, outS, outlO, ... )
(in25, outl0O, out5, choc, outlO, ... )
(in25, outlO0, out5, outlO0, choc, ... )
are possible execution paths for FREELUNCH.
Another variation on parallel composition is arbitrary interleaving, denoted: P II Q. In
interleaving, P and Q never synchronize, operating independently of one another. P fII Q is
therefore equivalent to P I1{} Q, which means P and Q run in parallel and synchronize on the
empty set.
Processes that run in parallel can communicate with one another over channels. A typical
channel c can carry various values v, denoted c.v. The sending process accepts the event c!v
while the receiving process accepts the event c?z, after which step x is set equal to v. Commu-
nication on a channel only works if the left process is in the send state and the right process is in
the receive state at the same time. If one process is at the communicative state and the other is
not, the ready process waits until its partner becomes ready. In a slight deviation from Hoare's
semantics, channels here are bidirectional: messages can travel independently in either direction
across a channel. The Flume model uses channels extensively.
The next important CSP feature is "concealment" or "hiding." For a process P and a set of
symbols C, the process P\C is P with symbols in C hidden or concealed. The events in C then
become internal transitions, that can happen without other processes being able to observe them.
Concealment can induce divergence-an infinite sequence of internal transitions. For instance,
the process P = (c - P)\{c} diverges immediately, never to be useful again. The use of
concealment in the Flume model is careful never to induce divergence in this manner.
Concealment enables subroutines (or "subordination" in Hoare's terminology). For two pro-
cess P and Q such that aP C aQ, the new process P // Q is defined as (P II Q)\aP. This
means that the subroutine P is available within Q, but not visible to the outside world. The
notation p : P I Q means a particular instance p of the subroutine P is available in Q. Then
an event such as p!x?y within Q means that Q is calling subroutine p with argument x, and that
the return value is placed into y. Within P, the event ?x means receive the argument x from the
caller, and the event !y means return the result y to the caller.
A final important language feature is "renaming." Given a process P, the notation i: P means
a "renaming" of P with all events prefixed by i. That is, if the event c!v appears in P, then the
event i.c!v appears in i: P, where i.c is the channel c that's been renamed to i.c. Thus, for any
i 0 j, the alphabets of i: P and j : P are disjoint: ac(i : P) n a(j : P) = {}. This concludes
our whirlwind tour of CSP features. We refer the reader to Hoare's [46], Schneider's [92] and
Roscoe's [85] books for many more details.
4.2 System Call Interface
We now return to our definition of the Flume CSP model. At a high level, user-level processes
communicate with the kernel and each either through a system-call interface. Each user-level
process Ui has access to the following calls over its channel i.s:
* t -- createtag(which)
Allocate a new tag (t), and depending on the parameter which, make the associated capa-
bilities for that t globally accessible. Thus, which can be one of None, Remove or Add.
For Remove, add t- to O, essentially granting it to all other processes; for Add, add t+
to O. which cannot specify both Remove and Add at once.
Src +- changeJabel(which, L)
Change the process's which label to L. Return Ok on success and Error on failure. which
can be either Secrecy or Integrity.
* L +- getlabel(which)
Read this process's own label out of the kernel's data structures. which can be either
Secrecy or Integrity, controlling which label is read.
* 0 -- getcaps()
Read this process's ownership set out of the kernel's data structures.
* send(j, msg, X)
Send message msg and capabilities X to process j. Report success if the sender owns
the capabilities contained in X and false otherwise. Thus, success is reported even if the
message send failed due to label checks.
* (msg, X) +-- recv(j)
Receive message msg and capabilities X from process j. Block until a message is ready.
* Y -- select(t, X)
Given a set of process indices X, return a set Y C X. For all j E Y, calling recv(j) will
yield immediate results. This call will block until Y is non-empty, or until t clock ticks
expire.
*j -- fork()
Fork the current process; yield a process j. fork returns j in the parent process and 0 in
the child process.
*i -- getpid()
Return i, the ID of the current process.
* dropcaps(X)
Set Oi -- Oi - X.
The Flume model places no restrictions on what the user portions of processes can do
other than: (1) such processes cannot communicate with each other; and (2) they can only
communicate with the kernel via the proscribed system call interface. Formally, let Ci =
{c I (c.v) E aUi} be the set of channels that Ui has. For instance, i.s E Ci where i.s is
the channel that process i uses to make system calls into the kernel. The first requirement on Ui
is that for all j 5 i, Ci n Cj = {}. That is, no process Ui can communicate directly with another
process Uj. Also, process i cannot tamper with the system call interface of any other process
j, meaning j.s ý Ci for all j, j = i. Finally, each kernel process j : K has four other chan-
nels, {j.b, J.g, j.c, j.p}, all discussed below. No user process can access any of these channels
directly. That is, for all i, j E P:
{j.b., j.g., j.c, j.p} n Ci = {}
Of course, Ci is not empty. For all i, i.s E Ci, where i.s is Ui's dedicated channel for sending
system calls to the kernel and receiving replies. Ci can also contain channels from the process
Ui to itself, but otherwise is empty.
4.3 Kernel Processes
For each user process Uj, there is an instantiation of the kernel process K that obeys a strict state
machine. We apply CSP's standard technique for "relabeling" the interior states of a process:
Ui's kernel half is denoted i : K. Because i : K and j : K have different alphabets for i f j,
their operations cannot interfere, and thus Ui remains isolated from Uj. Each process i: K will
take on a state configuration based upon the labels of the corresponding user process Ui. We use
Ks,I,o to denote a process with secrecy label S 7 T, integrity label I C T, and ownership of
capabilities given by O.
At a high level, a kernel process K starts idle, then springs to life once receiving an activation
message (ultimately because another process spawned it). Once active, it receives either system
calls from its user half, or internal messages from other kernel processes on the system. It
eventually dies when the user process exits. In CSP notation:
K = b?(S, I, 0) -+ Ks,I,o
b is the channel that K listens on for its "birth" message. It expects arguments of the form
(S, I, 0), to instruct it which labels and capabilities to start its execution with. Subsequently,
Ks ,I,o handles the meat of the kernel process's duties:
Ks,I,o = SYSCALLS,I,o I INTRECVS,I,o
where SYSCALL is a subprocess tasked with handling all system calls, and INTRECVis the inter-
nal receiving sub-process, tasked with receiving internal messages from other kernel processes.
For any process ID i, the subprocess i: Ks,I,o handles system calls by listening for incoming
messages from Ui along a shared channel i.s. In the definition of Ks,I,o, each system call gets
its own dedicated subprocess:
SYSCALLs,JI, = NEWTAGs,I,O I
CHANGELABELs,i,o I
READMYLABELS,,o I,
READMYCAPSs,I,o I
DROPCAPSs,I,o I
SENDs,I,O I
RECVs, ,o I
SELECTs,I,o I
FORKs,I,o I
GETPIDS,I,o
EXITs,1,o
Section 4.5 presents all of these subprocesses in more detail.
4.4 Process Alphabets
In the next chapter, we will prove properties about the system, in particular, that messages be-
tween "high processes" (those that have a specified tag in their secrecy label) do not influence the
activity of "low processes." The standard formula for such proofs is to split the system's alphabet
into two disjoint sets: "high" symbols, those that the secret influences; and "low" symbols, those
that should not be affected by the secret. We must provide the appropriate alphabets for these
processes so that any symbol in the model unambiguously belongs to one set or the other.
Consider some examples. Take process Ui with secrecy label Si = {t} and Ii = {}. When
Ui issues a system call (say createtag(Add)) to its kernel half i: K, the trace for Ui is of the
form
(..., i.s!(create_tag, Add),...)
and the trace for i: K is of the form
(..., i.s?(createtag, Add),...)
That is, U2 is sending a message (createtag, Add) on the channel i.s, and i : K is receiving
it. The problem, however, is that looking at these traces does not capture the fact that Us's
secrecy label contains t and therefore that Ui is in a "high" state in which it should not affect low
processes. Such a shortcoming does not inhibit the accuracy of the model, but it does inhibit the
proof of non-interference in Chapter 5.
A solution to the problem is simply to include a process's labels in the messages it sends.
That is, once Ui has a secrecy label of S = {t}, its kernel process should be in a state such as
K{t},{},{ }. When a kernel process is in this state, it will only receive system calls of the form
i.s?({t}, {}, create.tag, Add). Thus, U2 must now send system calls in the form: i.s!({t}, {}, createtag, Add).
Of course, this message format requires Ui to know its current S and I labels, but because pro-
cesses must request label changes explicitly, the user portions can keep track of what its current
labels are.
Because messages of the form c!(S, I,...) and c?(S, I,... ), are so common (where c is an
arbitrary channel) we invent new notation:
c Y (al,...,an) A c!(S,I,ai,...,an)
S,I
cA (al,...,an) A c?(S,I,ai,...,an)
s,I
In the context of a kernel process Ks,I,o, we need not specify S and I explicitly; they are
inferred from the kernel's state. That is, when appearing inside a process Ks,I,o, cy is defined:
cY(ai,...,an) A c!(S,I, a,...,an)
And similarly for cA ( ... ).
4.5 System Calls
We now enumerate the individual system calls. The first system call subprocess handles a user
process's request for new tags. Much of this system call is handled by the global tag manager
TAGMGR. Note that after tag allocation, the kernel process always transitions to a different state,
reflecting the new privilege or privileges it acquired for tag t. The definition of TAGMGR below
guarantees that Onew is non-empty.
NEWTAGs,I,o = (sA (createtag, w)
g!(createtag, w)?(t, Onew)
s yt --
KS,I,OUOn)
We split the CHANGELABEL subprocess into two cases, the first for changes to secrecy
labels, and the second for changes to integrity labels:
CHANGELABELs,I,o = S-CHANGELABELs,io I I-CHANGELABELs,I,o
Where:
S-CHANGELABELs,,o = (chk : CHECKs,j,o//
(s A (changeJabel, Secrecy, S')
chk Y (S, S') Ar -+
if r
then s Y Ok ~ Ksv,i,o
else s y Error --+ Ks,l,o))
I-CHANGELABELs,I,o = (chk : CHECKs,,o//
(s A (changelabel, Integrity, I') --
chk Y (I, I') )r r-
if r
then s y Ok -- KS,I,o
else s y Error -- Ks,I,o))
In both cases, the user process specifies a new label, and the CHECK subroutine determines
if that label change is valid. In the success case, the kernel process transitions to a new state,
reflecting the new labels. In the failure case, the kernel process remains in the same state. The
CHECK process computes the validity of the label change based on the process's current capa-
And:
bilities, and the global capabilities held by all processes:
CHECKs,I,o = A (L, L') --+
g!(check-, L - L' - 0-) --
g?r --
g!(check+, L' - L - 0 + )
g?a --
y (r A a) --
CHECKs,I,o
As we will see below, the global tag register replies True to (check-, L) iff L O-, and replies
True to (check+, L) iff L C 0+. Thus, we have that the user process can only change from
label L to L' if it can subtract all tags in L - L' and add all tags in L' - L, either by its own
capabilities or those globally owned (see Definition 2 in Section 3.3).
The user half of a process can call into the kernel state to read its own S or I label, or to
determine which capabilities it owns. These calls are handled simply by the following subpro-
cesses:
READMYLABELS,I,o = (s • (getJlabel, Secrecy) -, s y S - Ks, Io
s A (get_label, Integrity) - sy I - Ks,I,o)
And similarly for reading capabilities:
READMYCAPSs,I,o = (s A (getcaps) -+ s y 0 Ks, ,o)
If a process can accumulate privileges with calls to NEWTAG, it can later discard them with
calls to DROPCAPS:
DROPCAPSs,I,o = (s A (dropcaps, X) -- Ks,,o-x)
On a successful drop of capabilities, the process transitions to a new kernel state, reflecting the
reduced ownership set.
The next process to cover is forking. Recall that each active task i on the system has two
components: a user component Ui and a kernel component i : K. The Flume model does not
capture what happens to Ui when it calls fork, but an implementation of the model should provide
a mechanism for Ui to copy its address space, and configure the execution environment in the
child. The model does capture the kernel-specific behavior in fork as follows:
FORKs,I,O = (s A (fork) --
p y (fork, O) -- p?j -
Syj -
Ks,I,o)
Recall that i.p is a channel from the ith kernel process to the process manager in the kernel,
PROCMGR.
The final three processes are straightforward:
GETPIDs,I,o = (s A (getpid) --
p!(getpid) -- p?i -
syi --+
Ks,i,o)
User processes issue an exit system call as they terminate:
EXITs,I,o = (s A (exit) -,
q!(clear) --
p!(exit) -+
SKIP)
Once a process with a given ID has run and exited, its ID is retired, never to be used again. An
alternative implementation is for the last transition of EXIT to transition back to a starting state,
but such a transition complicates the proof of non-interference in Chapter 5.
4.6 Communication
The communication subprocesses are the crux of the Flume CSP model. The require care to
ensure that subtle state transition in high processes do not result in observable behavior by low
processes. At the same time, they must make a concerted effort deliver messages, so that the
system is useful.
The beginning of a message delivery sequence is the process SEND, invoked when Ui wishes
to send a message to Uj. To make SEND succeed as often as possible, the kernel attempts to
shrink the process's S label and to grow its integrity label I as much as allowed by the process's
privileges. The actual message send itself goes through the switchboard process SWITCH via
channel i.c. The switchboard then sends the message onto the destination j.
SENDs,I,O = (s)A (send, j, X, m) --
ifX cO
then g!(dualprivs, 0) -+ g?D -
c!(S - D,I U D,j,X,m) --
sy Ok - KS,I,o
else sy Error -+ Ks,I,o)
The process SWITCH listens on the other side of the receive channel i.c. It inputs messages
of the form i.c?(S, I, j, X, m) and forwards them to the process j :K as j.c!(S, I, j, X, m):
SWITCH = Ivi (i.c?(S, I, j, X, m) --+
(j.c!(S, I, i, X, m) --+ SKIP III SWITCH))
The SWITCH process sends messages in parallel with the next receive operation. This paral-
lelism avoids deadlocking the system if the receiving process has exited, not yet started, or is
waiting to send a message. In other words, the SWITCH process is always willing to receive a
new message, delegating potentially-blocking send operations to an asynchronous child process.
Once the message leaves the switch, the receiver process handles it with its INTRECV sub-
process. After performing the label checks given by Definition 3 in Section 3.3.1, this process
enqueues the incoming message for later retrieval:
INTRECVs,I,o = c?(Sin, Iin, j, X, m) -)
g!(dual_privs, 0) -+ g?D --
if (Sin SU D) A (I -D lin)
then q!(enqueue, (X, m)) -- Ks,,o
else Ks,I,o
The final link in the chain is the actual message delivery at user space. For a user-space
process to receive a message, it calls into the kernel, asking it to dequeue and deliver any waiting
messages. Receiving also updates the process's ownership, to reflect new capabilities it gained.
RECVS,I,O = (s A (recv, j) -
q!(dequeue, j) -+ q?(X, m)
sym -
Ks,I,oux)
The last subprocess of the group is one that allows a user program to wait for the first avail-
able receive channel to become readable:
SELECTs,I,o = (s A (select, t, A)
(jpX * (q!(select, A) - q?B
if B= {}
then INTRECV*s,,o ; X
else sY B -- KS,I,o)
At (sy{} -- Ks,-,o))
The "timed interrupt operator" At [92] interrupts the selection process after t clicks of the clock
and outputs an empty result set. Also, SELECT calls subprocess INTRECV*, which behaves
mostly like INTRECV, except it keeps receiving until an admissible message arrives:
INTRECV*s,I,o = c?(Sin, Iin, j, X, m) --+
g!(dualprivs, 0) -- g?D
if (Sin SUD) A (I - D in)
then q!(enqueue, (X, m)) --+ SKIP
else INTRECV*s,I,o
4.7 Helper Processes
It now remains to fill in the details for the helper processes that the various Ks,j,o processes
call upon. They are: TAGMGR, which manages all global tag allocation and global capabilities;
QUEUES, which manages receive message queues, one per process; and finally PROGMGR,
which manages process creation, deletion, etc.
4.7.1 The Tag Manager (TAGMGR)
The tag manager maintains a global universe of tags T, keeping track of the global set of privi-
leges available to all processes 0. It also tabulates which tags have already been allocated, so as
never to reissue the same tag. The set T refers to those tags that were allocated in the past. Thus,
its states are parameterized TAGMGR~ p. As the system starts, 0 and T are empty:
TAGMGR = TAGMGR{},{}
Once active, the tag manager engages in the following calls:
TAGMGRot = NEWTAG+6, I
NEWTAG-. I
NEWTAG0,. I
DUALPRIVSO,
CHECK+, I
CHECK-6,t
Many of these subprocesses will call upon a subroutine that randomly chooses an element
from a given set. We define that subroutine here. Given a set Y:
CHOOSEy = ?(S,I) -+ Fl y (!y) -+ STOP
That is, the subprocess CHOOSE nondeterministically picks an element y from Y and returns it
to the caller. As we will see in Chapter 5, CHOOSEs refinement (i.e., its instantiation) has an
important impact on security. It can, and in some cases should, take into account the labels on
the kernel process on whose behalf it operates.
The first set of calls involve allocating new tags, such as:
NEWTAG+,
,
t = choose: CHOOSE_~p // i, (i.g?(create_tag, Add) --
choose! (S, I)?t --
i.g!(t, {t-}) --
TAGMGRdu{t+},tu{t})
That is, the subprocess NEWTAG+ looks at all channels to all other processes (Vi E P) and
picks the first such i that has input available. Here, it chooses a tag t at random via CHOOSE,
then returns that tag to the calling kernel process. It then services the next request in a different
state, reflecting that fact that a new capability is available to all processes (t+). Upon allocating
a tag t, the tag manager updates its internal accounting so that it will not reallocate the same tag.
We next define NEWTAG- and NEWTAGO similarly:
NEWTAG-oj = choose : CHOOSET_t // v[i(i.g?(create_tag, Remove) -
choose! (S, I)?t -
i.g!(t, {t+ })
TAGMGRdu{t-)},tu{t})
And:
NEWTAGO0,p = choose: CHOOSET,_ // Iv (i.g?(create_tag, None) -+
choose!(S, I)?t -+
TAGMGRo,u{t} )
The purpose of the DUALPRIVS subprocess is to augment a user process's ownership set
O with all of the globally-held privileges available in O. That is, to return Oi = Oi U 0 for a
given process i. The challenge, however, is to do so without allowing a process to enumerate the
contents of 0. To achieve both ends, we specialize the interface to TAGMGR. Given a set O,
the tag manager process will return the set of tags that Ui has dual privilege for. Since there are
no tags t such that {t-, t+} C O, it follows that the process must own at least one privilege for t
to get dual privilege for it. Thus, the DUALPRIVS call will not alert any process to the existence
of any tags it did not already know of:
DUALPRIVS6,, = vi (i.g?(dual_privs, Oi)
i.g!((O u 6 +) n (0- u ^-)) -
TAGMGR6,i)
Finally, the behavior of CHECK+ has already been hinted at. Recall this subprocess checks
to see if the supplied set of tags is globally addable:
CHECK+6, = Ii (i.g?(check+, L) -
(if L C 0 +
then i.g!True
else i.g!False)
TAGMGRo,)
And similarly:
CHECK-',t = Ivi (i.g?(check-, L) -+
(if L c O-
then i.g!True
else i.g!False) --
TAGMGRoi)
4.7.2 The Process Manager (PROCMGR)
The main job of the process manager is to allocate process identifiers when kernel processes call
fork. We assume a large space of process identifiers, P. The process manager keeps track of
subset P C_ P to account for which of those processes identifiers are already in use. In then
allocates from P - P.
PROCMGRp = PM-FORKp I
PM-GETPIDp I
PM-EXITp-
To answer the fork operation, the process manager picks an unused process ID (j) for the child,
gives birth to the child (j: K) with the message j.b!(S, I, 0), and returns child's process ID to
the caller (parent):
PM-FORKp = choose : CHOOSEp,_p // i (i.p?(S, I, fork, 0) --
choose!(S, I)?j --
j.b!(S, I, O) -
i.p!(j) --+
PROGMGRpu{j} )
Trivially:
PM-GETPID = vi (i.p?(getpid)!i -- PROCMGR)
Kernel processes notify the process manager of their exits. Of course, such notification
would give it opportunity to update its accounting and to return the exiting process identifier into
circulation. But, for now, it handles process exits as no-ops:
PM-EXIT = Ivi (i.p?(exit) -- PROCMGR)
A final task for the process manager is to initialize the system, launching the first kernel
process. This process runs with special process ID init, off-limits to other processes. Thus:
PROCMGRO = init.b!({}, T, {}, {}) -+ PROCMGR•-{linit}
4.7.3 Per-process Queues (QUEUES)
Each kernel process i: K needs it own set of queues, to handle messages received asynchronously
from other processes. For convenience, we package up all of the queues in a single process i :
QUEUES, which i: K can access in all of its various states. The channel q serves communication
between the queues and the kernel process. The building block of this process is a single QUEUE
process, similar to that defined in Hoare's book. This process is parameterized by the value stored
in the queue, and of course the queue starts out empty:
QUEUE = QUEUE<>
From here, we define state transitions:
QUEUE() = (?(enqueue, x) -- QUEUE() I
?(select,j)!{} -- QUEUEO)
QUEUE = (?(enqueue, y) if #s+ 1 <NQ
then QUEUE 
,- s ,
else QUEUE( )  I
?(dequeue)!z - QUEUE, I
?(select,j)!{j} 
-- QUEUE (')
Note that these queues are bounded beneath NQ elements. Attempts to enqueue messages on
filled queues result in dropped messages. The model combines many QUEUE subprocesses into
a collection processes called QUEUESET:
QUEUESET =liEP i: QUEUE
The process called QUEUES communicates with kernel processes. Recall that i.q is the channel
shared between i: K and i: QUEUES:
QUEUES = s : QUEUESET // sel : QSELECT, // IX*
(q?(enqueue, j, m) --+ s.j!(enqueue, m) --+ X I
q?(dequeue,j) --+ s.j!(dequeue)?m --+ q!m - X I
q?(select, Y) -+ sel!Y?Z -* q!Z -, XI
q?(clear) -- QUEUES)
Finally, the point of QSELECT is to determine which of the supplied queues have messages
ready to receive. This process uses tail recursion to add to the variable Z as readied queues are
found.
QSELECT, = Z : VAR// ?Y
Z := {);
(IX * (ifY = {}
then (!Z -+ QSELECT,)
else pick j E Y;
Y:= Y - } ;
(s.j!(select, j) -, s.j?A --
(Z := Z U A; X)))
4.8 High Level System Definition
The overall system SYS is an interleaving of all the processes specified. Consider some subset
J C P of all possible process IDs. The user-half of the system, restricted to those processes in
J, is:
UPROCSj = III ,Jvj
The kernel processes are:
KS =IIjEJj: ((K (I QUEUES) \ eQUEUES)
Adding in the elperprocess giv  th  complete.q}
Adding in the helper process gives the complete kernel:
KERNEL1j = (KSj II SWITCH) \ aSWITCH
{j.cijEJ}
KERNEL2j = (KERNEL1j |j TAGMGR) \ aTAGMGR
{j.g9jEJ}
KERNELj = (KERNEL2j II PROCMGRO) \ aPROCMGRO
j.pljjEJ}
SYSj = UPROCSj II KERNELj
{j.sljEJ}
Of course, the whole system is captured simply by SYSp.
This assembly of kernel process makes extensive use of the CSP hiding operator ("\"). That
is, the combined process SYS does not show direct evidence of internal state transitions such
as: communications between any i: K and the switch; communications with the tag manager;
communications with the process manager; etc. In fact the only events that remain visible are
the workings of the user processes Ui and their system calls given by i.sA and i.sy. By impli-
cation, kernels that implement the Flume model should hide the system's inner workings from
unprivileged users, but this is largely the case already. In practical terms, the CSP model for SYS
Finally:
shows what a non-root Unix user might see if examining his processes with the strace utility.
4.9 Discussion
We have presented a particular CSP model that captures the Flume DIFC rules discussed at a high
level in Chapter 3. Of course, this is not the only CSP model that might describe an interesting
DIFC kernel. We briefly discuss the advantages and limitations of this approach.
Limitations The Flume DIFC model is a "monolithic" kernel design, in which the kernel
is a large, hidden black box, and user-level processes have a large system call interface. Some
modern approaches to kernel (e.g. the Exokernel [23] and the Infokernel [2]) design expose more
of the inner workings of the kernel to give application developers more flexibility. However,
in an information flow control setting, such an exposure is potentially dangerous. Imagine,
in the Flume CSP model, that interactions between the process i : K and the tag managers
TAGMGR were not concealed with \aTAGMGR. Some process i with secrecy Si = {t} and
empty ownership issues the system call createtag. Assume that i : K makes a call to the
tag manager over i.g, and then the tag manager makes some progress on allocating the new
tag, halting right before i.g!(t, {t + }). Then, another process j with empty secrecy and empty
ownership also tries to allocate a new tag. Now j can observe that NEWTAG cannot proceed
past g!(createtag, w), because the tag manager is not currently in a state in which it receives
g?(createtag, w). Thus, i can convey bits to j via the tag manager's internal state machine.
The simplest way to work around this problem is to conceal the inner workings of the kernel
(as we have done). Another, more complicated solution, is to model more parallelism inside the
kernel, so that the tag manager can serve both i and j concurrently, without them contending for
resources (and therefore communicating bits).
Along similar lines, an important limitation is that the above model captures most of the
kernel processes-like the i : K, the tag manager, the queues, and the process manager-
as single-threaded processes. For instance, if the tag manager is responding to a request for
i.g.(createtag, w), it cannot service j.g.(createtag, w) until it replies to i.g.(createtag, w).
In practical implementations of this CSP model, such serialization might be a bottleneck for
performance. As mentioned above, more parallelism internal to the kernel is possible, but would
require explicit synchronization through locks, and more complexity overall.
The Flume CSP model obviously does not describe a full kernel: an implementation would
have to fill in many pieces, including primitives for reliable interprocess communication and
files (discussed in Chapter 6). In CSP terms, moving from a high-level model to an actual
implementation is known as "refinement:" the behavior of the high-level model remains, while
details unspecified in the model (such as nondeterminism in the CHOOSE operator) are better-
specified. Of course, a real kernel also needs to interface with the CPU, memory, network,
devices, storage, etc., and the model specifies none of these interactions. Unfortunately, the
"refinement paradox" holds that even if a process exhibits non-interference, a refinement of that
process might not [48]. Thus, even if a kernel faithfully implements the Flume CSP model, it
might still be susceptible to information-leaking attacks.
Advantages Though the Flume CSP model does not automatically yield a leak-free imple-
mentation, the model still serves an important purpose - to prove that some implementation of
the API might exist that does not leak information. The same cannot be said of a model for the
Asbestos or the IX API: all systems that implement those models would be susceptible to large
information flow control leaks (as seen in Section 3.4). To use a poker analogy, implementers
of Asbestos or IX are "drawing dead" - even if they make their hand (achieve a good imple-
mentation), they will still lose to their opponent (the attacker) who had a better hand all along.
Implementers of Flume at least have a fighting chance.
Relative to semantic models from the language community [114], the Flume model provides
much more flexibility as to how the various Ui might behave. The Flume model restricts these
processes from accessing certain communication channel, but otherwise they can behave in any
manner, and need not be type-checked. The innovation here relative to language-level models is
to emulate the user/kernel split already at work in most operating systems.
Finally, the Flume model, relative to the kernel features it does model (e.g., IPC, forking,
label creation, etc), is almost completely specified. The one process that uses nondeterminism is
CHOOSE, and Chapter 5 provides more details about how this process should behave.
Chapter 5
Non-Interference
A mature definition in the literature for models like Flume's is non-interference. Informally:
One group of users, using a certain set of commands, is noninterfering with another
group of users if what the first group does with those commands has no effect on
what the second group of users can see. [36]
That is, for an export-protection tag t, and a process p running with Sp = {t}, a process q
running with Sq = {} should have an execution path that is entirely independent of p's. If p
could somehow influence q, then it could reveal to q information tagged with t, which is against
the high-level export-protection policy.
This chapter explores the non-interference properties of Flume's CSP model. Previous work
by Ryan and Schneider [88] informs which definition of non-interference to apply (see Sec-
tion 5.2). A proof that Flume fits the definition follows (see Section 5.4).
5.1 CSP Preliminaries
Before we can state our working definition of non-interference, we must define some more CSP
preliminaries. First, a way to identify processes in states other than their initial states: the
process P/tr is P advanced to the state after the trace tr has occurred. Next, we often talk about
the effects of "purging" certain events from traces and process states. The operator "[" denotes
projection. The trace tr [ A is the trace tr projected onto the set A, meaning all events not in A
are removed. For instance, if A = {a}, and tr = (a, b, c, d, a, b, c), then tr [ A = (b, c, d, b, c).
For a set C, the set C r A is simply the intersection of the two.
A final topic, of great interest in the CSP literature, is process equivalence. In this thesis,
we use the "stable failures" model, from Hoare's book [46] and later rephrased in Schneider's
book [92] and Roscoe's book [85]. For a process P, the failures of P, written SFI[P], are
defined as:
SF[P] = {(s,X) I s E traces(P) A P/s ~ A X E refusals(P/s)}
The traces of P (denoted traces(P)) is the set of all traces accepted by the process P. The
notation Q 1 is a predicate that denotes the process Q is "stable." Unstable states are those that
transition internally, or those that diverge. For example, consider the process:
Po = (a -- STOP n b --+ STOP)
P0 begins at an unstable state, since it can make progress in either the left or right direction
without accepting any input. However, once it makes its first internal transition, arriving at either
a --+ STOP or b -, STOP, it becomes stable. A process that diverges, such as (c - P)\{c}, has
no stable states. Conversely, stable states are those that can make no internal progress.
The refusals of P (denoted refusals(P)) is a set of sets. A set X is in refusals(P) if and
only if P deadlocks when offered any event from X. For instance, consider the process Po
above. We write that refusals(Po) = {{a}, {b}}. That is, Po can nondeterministically choose
the left branch, in which case it will only accept {a} and will refuse {b}. On the other hand, if
it nondeterministically chooses the left branch, it will accept {b} and refuse {a}. Thus, due to
nondeterminism, we write refusals(P) as above, and not as the flattened union {a, b}. Applying
a similar argument to all states of P, we can write:
SF[PJ = {((), {a}), ((), {b}), ((a), {a, b}), ((b), {a, b})}
In other words, the failures of P captures which traces P accepts, and which sets it refuses after
accepting those traces.
In the stable failures model, two processes P and Q are deemed equivalent if and only if
S.F•P] = S.F[Q]. Two projected processes P [ A and Q [ A are equivalent if and only if
S.F[PI [ A = S.J[Q] [ A, where:
S.JP] [ A = {(tr [ A, X n A) I (tr, X) E SF[P]}
and similarly for Q.
5.2 Definition
With these notational preliminaries in mind, a phrasing of non-interference [88] is as follows:
Definition 4 (Non-Interference for System S). For a CSP process S, and an alphabet of low
symbols LO C aS, the predicate NILo(S) is true iff:
Vtr,tr : traces(S). tr tLO tr/ -=
((S/tr) r LO = (S/t/) [ LO)
Where:
tr Atr/ 4 tr [ A = tr/ A
We say that the process S exhibits non-interference with respect to the low alphabet LO iff
NILO(S) is true.
In the stable failures model, the process equivalence relation
(S/tr) [ LO = (S/tr) [ LO
can be rewritten:
SFI[(S/tr)] r LO = SF•[(S/tr')] LO
This definition considers all possible pairs of traces for S that vary only by elements in
the high alphabet (i.e., they are equal when projected to low). For each pair of traces, two
experiments are considered: running S over the elements in left trace, and running S over the
elements in the right trace. The two resulting processes must look equivalent from a "low"
perspective. That is, they must accept all of the same traces (projected to low) and refuse all of
the same refusal sets (projected to low).
5.2.1 Stability and Divergence
There are several complications. The first is the issue of whether or not the stable failures model
is adequate. For instance, if a high process caused the kernel to diverge (i.e., hang), a low
process could record such an occurrence on reboot, thereby leaking a bit (very slowly!) to low.
By construction, the Flume kernel never diverges. One can check this property by examining
each system call and verifying that only a finite number of internal events can occur before the
process is ready to receive the next call. User-space process (e.g., Ui) can diverge, but their
behavior matters little during a security analysis.
If divergence attacks were a practical concern, we could precisely capture divergent behavior
with the more general Failures, Divergences, Infinite Traces (FDI) model [92]. We conjecture
that Flume's non-interference results under the stable failures model also hold in the FDI model,
but the proof mechanics are yet more complicated.
5.2.2 Time
The next complication involves time. The model for Flume does not fit in Hoare's original un-
timed CSP model, since the select system call requires an explicit timeout (via the At operator).
Though Schneider develops a full notion of process equivalence in timed CSP [92], the mechan-
ics are complex. Instead, we use a technique introduced by Ouaknine [74] and also suggested
by Schneider [92]: convert our timed model into an untimed model with the introduction of the
event tock, which represents a discrete unit of time's passage. In particular, Schneider provides
the T function for mapping processes from timed CSP to discrete-event CSP with tock. For
example:
I (a --+ Q) = Po = a (Q)
O tock -- Po
S(WAIT n + 1) = tock -- W x(WAIT n)
Figure 5-1: Intransitive Non-interference. Arrows depict allowed influence. All influences are
allowed except high to low.
Without doing so explicitly, we assume that the I[ translation is applied to all states of the Flume
model, and that the tock event is not hidden by any concealment operator.
5.2.3 Declassification
The third complication is declassification, or to use the terminology of the process-algebra litera-
ture, intransitive non-interference. That is, the system should allow certain flows of information
from "high" processes to "low" processes, if that flow traverses the appropriate declassifier. Fig-
ure 5-1 provides a pictorial representation: the system allows low processes and the declassifier
to influence all other processes, and the high processes to influence other high processes and de-
classifiers but not to influence low processes. However, in the transitive closure, all processes can
influence all other processes, negating any desired security properties. Previous work assumes
the existence of some global security policy, and modifies existing non-interference definitions
to rule out flows not in the given policy [86].
In this thesis, we simplify the problem. Consider an export protection tag t, for which t+ E 0
and t- 4 0. We consider high symbols Hit as those that emanate from a process pi with t E Si.
All other symbols are considered LOt. Moreover, we consider only those processes that cannot
declassify t. Let Nt be the list of the process IDs of these processes:
Nt = {j I t V O0}
Our proofs then cover non-interference results for SYSN, all processes on the system that cannot
declassify secret data tagged with tag t.
5.2.4 Model Refinement and Allocation of Global Identifiers
The model presented in Chapter 4 is almost fully-specified, with an important exception: the
process CHOOSE:
CHOOSEy = ?(S, I) -* fl, E(!y) -- STOP
The "nondeterministic internal choice" operator (fl) implies that the model requires further re-
finement. The question becomes: how to allocate tags and process identifiers?
Consider an idea that does not work: CHOOSE picking from Y sequentially, yielding the
tag (or process ID) sequence (1, 2, 3,...). This allocation pattern allows high-throughput leaks
of information from high to low. That is, the low process forks, retrieving a child ID i. Then the
high process forks k times, to communicate the value k to low. The next time low forks, it gets
process ID i + k, and subtracting i recovers high's message. There are two problems: (1) low and
high processes share the same process ID space; and (2) they can manipulate it in a predictable
way.
In the naive allocation scheme, the second weakness is exploitable even without the first.
Consider the attack in which a high process communicates a "1" by allocating a new tag via
createtag(Add), and communicates a "'" by refraining from allocating. If a low process could
guess which tag was allocated (call it t), it could then attempt to change its label to S = {t}. If
the change succeeds, then the low process had access to t-, meaning the high process allocated
the tag. If the change fails, it follows the high process refrained from allocation. The key issue
here is that the low process "guessed" the tag t without the high process needing to communicate
it. If such guesses were impossible (or very unlikely), the attack would fail.
Another idea---common to all DIEFC kernels (c.f., Asbestos [21], HiStar [113] and the Flume
implementation)--is random allocation from a large pool. The random allocation scheme ad-
dresses the second weakness-predictability-but not the first, and therefore fails to meet the
formal definition for security. That is, operations like process forking and tag creation always
have globally observable side affects: a previously unallocated resource becomes claimed.
Consider, as an example, this trace for the Flume system:
tr = (i.b.({t}, {}, {}, {}),
i.s.({t}, {}, fork),
j.b.({t}, {}, {}, {}),
is( {)t}{ , j),...)
A new process i is born, with secrecy label Si = {t}, and empty integrity and ownership. Thus,
i's actions fall into the Hit alphabet. Once i starts, it forks a new process, which the kernel
randomly picks as j. The child j runs with secrecy Sj = {t}, inheriting its parent's secrecy
label.
Projecting this trace onto the low alphabet yields the empty sequence (tr r LOt = (). Thus,
this trace should have no impact on the system from a low process k's perspective. Unfortunately,
this is not the case. Before tr occurred, 1 could have forked off process j, meaning:
tr' = (k.b.({}, {}, {}, {}),
k.s.({}, {},fork),
j.b.({}, {}, {}, {}),
k.s.( {}7 f}, j),...)
was also a valid trace for the system. But after tr occurs, tr is no longer possible, since the
process j can only be born once. In other words, tr ^  tr is not a valid trace for the system but
tr' is by itself. This contradicts the definition of non-interference in the stable failures model of
process equivalence.
Though random tag allocation does not meet the formal definition for non-interference, it
still "feels" secure. Yes, high processes can theoretically interfere with low processes, but low
processes will never observe that interference under conservative computation assumptions. That
is, to observe that process i forked process j, process k would have to call fork an impractical
number of times. One possible approach from here is to experiment with new, relaxed definitions
on non-interference, though modeling cryptographic randomness has proven troublesome in the
past [88].
To summarize, we have argued that due to the shared global capability pool 0 and the shared
process ID pool P, the allocation of these parameters must obey two properties: (1) partitioning;
and (2) unpredictability. Our approach is to design a new allocation scheme that achieves both
properties. We saw that certain schemes like random allocation achieve unpredictability. As for
partitioning, we change the allocation scheme so that processes with different labels pick tags
and processes IDs from different pools, meaning they can under no circumstance interfere with
each other's choices. That is, the space of tags (and process IDs) is partitioned, and each (S, I)
pair picks tags (and process IDs) from its own partition.
To construct such an allocation scheme, we first define three parameters:
aA the number of bits in a tag
A log 2(maximum number of operations)
S- log 2 (acceptable failure probability)
As reasonable value for / might be 80, meaning that no instance of the Flume system will attempt
more that 280 operations. Of course, allocating a tag or forking a new process is an operation,
thus the assumption is that the system will allocate fewer than 20 tags or process IDs. Similarly,
it will express no more than 20 different labels. A reasonable value for E might be 100, meaning
the system might fail catastrophically at any moment with probability no bigger than 2- 100.
New we define a label serialization function, s(-). Given any label L C T, s(L) outputs a
integer in [0, 20) that uniquely identifies L. The serialization can be predictable.
Next consider the family of all injective functions:
G: ({0, 1} {0,O, 1}, {0,1}0) -+ 0,1}a
The Flume system, upon startup, picks an element g E G at random. When called upon to
allocate a new tag or process ID, it returns g(s(S), s(I), x), for some heretofore unused x E
{0, 1}0. The output is a tag in {0, 1}a.
We can solve for how big a must be in terms of / and E. Recall the first key property
is partitioning, meaning functions in G must be injective-their domains must fit inside their
ranges: 230 <• 2", or equivalently, a > 3/8. The second key property is unpredictability,
meaning that the outcome of g is not predictable. Since g is chosen randomly from G, it will
output elements in {0, 1}a in random order. After 20 calls, g outputs elements from a set sized
20 - 20 at random. Since a > 3,3, this "restricted" range for g still has well in excess of
21- 1 elements. Failure occurs when a process can predict the output of g, which happens with
probability no greater than 2a-1 . Thus, a - 1 > E. Combining these two restrictions, a >
max(E + 1, 3/). Our settings / = 80 and e = 100 give a = 240.
Thus, we assume that T = P = {0, 1}a , for a sufficiently large a. The kernel picks g E G
at random upon startup. Then CHOOSE is refined as:
CHOOSEy = ?(S, I) - Fy~gO(s,I,Y)(!y) - STOP
Where:
G(S, I, Y) = {g(S, I,x) I x E T A g(S, I,x) E Y}
Note that G(S, I, Y) C Y, so the nature of the refinement is just to restrict the set of IDs that
CHOOSEy will ever output, based on the secrecy and integrity labels of the calling process.
5.3 Alphabets
We aim to show that SYSNt fits the definition of non-interference given in Section 5.2. The first
order of business is to define the alphabets Hit and LOt, starting with Hit:
Hit A {i.b.(S,I,... ) E Nt A S C T s.t. t E S} U
{i.s.(S,I,...) iENt A S C T s.t. t E S}
Now LOt is simply the complement of Hit:
LOt A {i.b.(S, I,...) I ie Nt A S T s.t. t ( S} U
{i.s.(S,I,...) iNt A S C T s.t. t S} u
{tock}
These sets are trivially disjoint, and therefore they partition the possible alphabet for SYSNt,
which we call A for short:
A A aSYSNt = Hit U LOt
The low set, LOt includes the event tock that marks the passing of time. In the discrete time
model, these tock events can be arbitrarily interwoven in any trace.
The rest of the events in the Flume model (like communication through the switch, to the
process or tag manager, etc.) are all hidden by the CSP-hiding operators, as given in Section 4.8.
Thus, the exposed view of SYSN, consists only of process births (i.e., i.b) and system call traces
(i.e., i.s). For convenience, define the set of events that correspond to kernel process i's incoming
system calls, and a set of event that correspond to process i's responses:
SCiA {i.s.(S, I, createtag, w) I S, I c T A w E {Add, Remove, None}} U
{i.s.(S, I, changeJabel, w, L) I S, I, L c T A w E {Integrity, Secrecy}} U
{i.s.(S, I, getlabel, w) I w E {Integrity, Secrecy}} U ...
And so on for all system calls. Similarly for return values from system calls:
Ri A {i.s.(S, I,t) I S, IcTAt T} U
{i.s.(S, I, r) I S, I c T A r E {Ok, Error}} u
{i.s.(S, I,L) I S, I,L C T}U
{i.s.(S, I, O) I S,IC TAO C O}U
{i.s.(S, I,p) I S, IC TA peP}
The only visible events for process i : K are system calls, system call replies and tock:
a(i : K) = Ci U Ri U {tock}
A final notational convenience: we often describe the failures of a process P projected onto
the low alphabet LOt and abbreviate it:
e£t[P] A SF[P]J r LOt
5.4 Theorem and Proof
The main theorem is as follows:
Theorem 1 (Non-Interference in Flume). For any export-protection tag t, for any Flume instance
SYSN,, and for any security parameter E, there exists an instantiation of CHOOSE such that
Pr[NILo, (SYSN,)] 1 - e.
We make several observations. First, note that SYSN, is not a single CSP process but
rather a family of processes, which vary from one another based on their user-space portions
(UPROCSN,). The theorem must hold for all members of this family. Second, the theorem it-
self is probabilistic. As mentioned above, for any instance of SYSN, there is a small chance
that the output of CHOOSE is guessable, and in that case, the system may not exhibit the non-
interference property. The best we can do is argue that the property fails with arbitrarily small
probability.
Proof Consider any two traces tr and t/ such that tr "LO, tr'. The proof technique is induction
over the length of the traces tr and tr. We invent a new function A(-)
A(tr) A #(tr r LOt)
that outputs the number of low events in a trace. Because tr , tr', it follows that A(tr) = A(t/).
We first show the theorem holds for all traces tr and tr/ such that A(tr) = A(tr') = 0. We then
assume it holds for all traces with A(tr) = A(tr') = k - 1 and prove it holds for all traces with
A(tr) = A(tr') = k.
Base Case For the base case, consider all tr, t/r' E traces(SYSN±) such that A(tr) = A(tr) = 0.
In other words, tr, t/ e H t4 .
At the system startup (SYSN, after no transitions), all of the kernel process i : K are waiting
on a message of the form i.b before they spring to life. Until such a message arrives, i : K will
refuse all events Ci and Ri. The one exception is the process init, which is already waiting to
accept incoming system calls when the system starts. By construction Sinit = {} and linit = T.
Since t ( Sinit, Cinit U Rinit C LOt. Therefore, the system refuses all high events at startup,
and tr = () is the only trace of SYSN, without low symbols (and for which A(tr) = 0). For
tr = t/ = (), the lemma trivially holds.
Inductive Step For the inductive step, assume the lemma holds for all traces tr, tJ of SYSN,
such that tr MLOt t' and also A(tr) = A(t/) = k - 1. Now, we seek to show the lemma holds
for all equivalent traces with one more low symbol.
Given an arbitrary trace tr E traces(SYSN,) such that A(tr) = k, write tr in the form tr =
p '^ ^ h, where p is prefix of tr, I E LOt is a single low event, and h E HIf are traces of
high events. Similarly for tr' E traces(SYSN,) where tr -LOt t/: write t/ = p ' "1 "h'. It
suffices to show that Lt S/tr] = Lt[S/(p ^  1)]. If we have shown this equality for arbitrary tr,
then the same applies for S/tr/, meaning £tIS/t/] = Lt[[S/(p' ^  l)]. By inductive hypothesis,
41[S/p] = LtIS/p']J, and therefore £t[S/(p *'^ )] = L£tS/(p' ^ 1)]. By transitivity, we have
that Lt [S/tr] = £t [S/t/, which is what needs to be proven. Thus, the crux of the argument is
to show that the high events of tr do not affect low's view of the system; the second trace tr is
immaterial.
We consider the event I case-by-case over the different events in SYSN,:
* E Ri for some i
That is, 1 is a return from a system call into user space. Because 1 is a low event, I is of
the form i.s.(S, I,... ) where t 0 S. After this event, i : K is in a state ready to receive a
new system call (i : KS,I,o). Because all events in h are high events, none are system calls
of the form i.s.(S, I,... ) with t 0 S, and therefore, none can force i : K into a different
state. In other words, the events h can happen either before or after 1; SYSNt will accept
(and refuse) the same events after either ordering. That is:
Lt[SYSNt/(p" 1 h)] = L£tSYSN,/(p • h ^ l)].
We can apply the inductive hypothesis to deduce that:
LCt[SYSNt/(p ^ h)] = Ctl[SYSNt/p]
Appending the same event I to the tail of each trace gives:
Lt SYSNt/(p•^ h^ 1)] = LttSYSN,/(p^ 1)]
and by transitivity:
ItI[SYSNt/(p" 1 h)] = LtI[SYSNt/(p "^ )]
which proves the claim for this case.
* I = i.s.(S, I, createtag, w) for some i E P, and some w E {Add, Remove, None}
After accepting this event, the process i : K can no longer accept system calls; it can
only accept a response in the form i.s.(S, I, t') for some tag t', or tock. Since I E LOt,
it follows that t ý S for both the system call and its eventual reply. The high events in
h could affect the return value to this system call (and therefore S.F[S/tr]) if the space
of t's returned somehow depends on h, because h changed the state of the shared tag
manager. An inspection of the tag manager shows that its state only changes as a result of
a call to e = j.g.(S', I', create_tag, w) for some process j, and labels S' and I'. Such a
call would result in a tag such as t' = g(S', I, z) being allocated, for some arbitrary x.
Because e E h is a high event, t E S'. Because I is a low event, t ý S. Thus, S' 0 S,
and assuming g is injective, it follows that t' 4 t, for all x. Therefore, events in h cannot
influence which tags t' might be allocated as a result of a call to create_tag. We apply
the same argument as above, that h and I can happen either before or after one another
without changing the failures of the system. Hence, the claim holds in this case.
* I = i.s.(S, I, changelabel, w, L) for some i E P, w E {Add, Remove, None} and
L CT.
After accepting 1, the process i : K is expecting an event of the form i.s.(S, I, r) for r E
{Ok, Error}, to indicate whether the label change succeeded or failed. It will transition
to another internal state (and will behave differently in the future) on success. The only
way an event in h can influence this outcome is to alter the composition of 0, which the
tag manager checks on i's behalf by answering i.g.(check+) and i.g.(check-) within the
CHECK subprocess.
Consider the case in which h contains an event e such that e = j.s.(S', I', createtag, w),
and j is the high process that issued e (that is, t E S'). After e, the kernel might have
performed the internal events necessary to serving this system call, meaning a new tag t'
was allocated, and the tag manager switched to a new state reflecting t'+ E 0 or t'- E 0.
If t' E L, then h's occurrence allows 1 to succeed, and h's absence causes I to fail. t' E L
if and only if L£t[SYSN /(p ^ 1)1] 5 tISYSNt(p ^ 1 ^  h)]. However, we claim that t'
is a member of L only if Ui "predicted" the output of g, which it can do with negligible
probability (2-e). With extremely high probability, L could only contain t' if the event
e happened before the event 1. But our inductive hypothesis has already ruled out this
possibility.
* 1 = i.s.(S, I, getlabel, w) for some w.
This call only outputs information about what state a kernel process is in; this state only
updates as a result of low events i.s.(S, I, changeJabel). All events e E h do not fit this
template since they are high events. Therefore, h does not impact the result of system call
1.
* I = i.s.(S, I, getcaps).
There are three state transitions that can alter the reply to the getcaps system call:
i.s.(S, I, createtag, w), i.s.(S, I, dropcaps, L) or i.s.(S, I, recv, j). None of these
calls are equal to an event in h, since they are low events and h contains only high events.
* I = i.s.(S, I, drop_caps, X) for some X.
By definition of the DROPCAPS sub-process, a transition to a new KS,I,o, can follow a
reply to 1. If e E h can influence O', then it can change i : K's failures. However, e cannot
influence O' since O' is set to O - X on a successful operation. If the event e is to allocate
a new tag t', we can apply the same argument as above to see that t'+ ý O and t'- V 0,
and therefore e cannot affect O'.
* I = i.s.(S, I, fork)
The only event i : K will accept after I (other than tock ) is i.s.(S, I, k) where k is the
process ID of the newly-forked child. By definition of CHOOSE above, there exists some
x such that k = g(S, I, x). If an event e E h causes a process ID to be chosen, it would
be of the form p = g(S', I', y), for some y, and some S' such that t E S'. That 1 is a low
symbol implies that t ý S and S # S'. If g is injective then k # p. Therefore, event e
will never change the value k that this kernel process might output next as its reply to the
system call 1.
The other result of the fork system call is that now, a new process k is running. That is,
k : K has moved out of the "birth state" and is now willing to accept incoming system
calls in state (k : Ks,Io). The same arguments as above apply here. Because k was forked
by a low process, it too is a low process, expecting only low symbols before it transitions
to a new state. Therefore, the events in h cannot affect its state machine.
* I = i.s.(S, I, getpid)
After accepting 1, the process i : K will only accept tock or i.s.(S, I, i) in this state, so h
obviously has no effect.
* 1 = i.s.(S, I, exit)
Regardless of h, a kernel process will only accept tock after exiting.
* 1 = i.s.(S, I, send, j, X, m) for some j, X, m.
The outcome of the send operation depends only on whether X C O or not. It therefore
does not depend on h.
* I = i.s.(S, I, recv, j)
The event after 1 that i : K accepts is i.s.(S, I, m) for some message m. It might also
change to a different state if the process j sent capabilities. The relevant possibility for
e E h to consider is e = j.s.(S', I', send, i, {t'+}, ()), for some high process j with
t E S'. The claim is that this message will never be enqueued at i and therefore will not
affect i's next visible event. Say that process j has ownership 0' and dual privileges D'.
Because we assumed that t- 0 U O' U 0, t cannot appear in either D or D'. Also,
because i is a low process t V S. Therefore, t E S' - D' and t V S U D, which implies
that S' - D' S S U D, and the kernel will not enqueue or deliver j's message to i. Again,
we have that h does not affect the i's possibilities for the next message it receives. The
same argument applies to the final system call, select.
We have covered all of the relevant cases, and the theorem follows by induction. u
5.5 Practical Considerations
The construction of CHOOSE, based on a truly random function g E G, is not practical for real
implementations of Flume. The two requirements for G-partitioning (i.e., injectivity) and true
unpredictability-must be relaxed in practice.
The first thought is to replace the random function family G with a pseudo-random function
family [38]. In this case, all aspects of the construction remain: the random selection of g
from its family, the serialization function s(.), and the input and outputs of the function g. In
this construction, the hard bounds on true unpredictability are replaced with weakened bounds,
reflecting computational assumptions for current hard problems.
Another implementation possibility is a "keyed-hash function" such as HMAC [6] in concert
with a collision-resistant hash function like SHA-1 [28] or SHA-256 [29]. By definition:
HMACk(X) = H(k D opad, H(k e ipad, x))
where k is a secret key of sufficient length, opad and ipad are two fixed pads, and H is a hash
function like SHA-256. Thus, the kernel might pick a random (and secret) key k on startup,
and then compute new tags and process IDs with HMACk (S, I, x) for some counter variable z.
This construction approximates both important properties. Assuming H is collision-resistant,
HMACk is also collision resistant, meaning an adversary cannot find S, S', I, I', x, x~ such that
HMACk(S, I, X) = HMACk(S', I', x') and the inputs differ at least in once place (i.e., S f S'
or I # I' or x : x'). Thus, a high process with secrecy {t} and a low process with secrecy
{} can only get the same tag (or process ID) if there is a collision in the hash function. Sim-
ilarly, under standard computation assumptions, an adversary cannot predict a valid output of
HMACk (S, I, X) without knowing k.
The advantage of the keyed-hash function over the pseudo-random function is twofold: first
the serialization function s(.) can be discarded; and second, tags can be smaller. Above, we
suggested a reasonable length for tags might be 240 bits. If using HMAC with SHA-1, tag
lengths are 160 bits. The cost of this reduction of g's range is that g is no longer injective; it is
merely collision-resistant (i.e., injective under current computational assumptions).
The actual Flume implementation uses an even simpler approach. It picks g at random from
a family of pseudorandom functions, and outputs the sequence g(1), g(2), g(3),... for new tag
values or process IDs. Of course, when SYSN, is refined in this manner, many members of the
SYSN, family have the property Pr[NILot (SYSN,)I = 0; for instance, a SYSN, in which a high
process allocates a tag, and then a low process allocates a tag (see Section 5.2.4). We leave
for future work either the substitution of the HMAC function in the Flume implementation, or a
formal argument that accommodates our actual approach. For now we conjecture that in practice
this choice of g does not negatively impact security.
5.6 Integrity
Though this chapter focuses on secrecy, the same arguments hold for integrity. Pick an integrity-
protection tag t. Then the low symbols are those whose integrity tags contain t, and the high
symbols are those that do not. The same proof shows that the high events do not interfere with
the low.

Chapter 6
Fitting DIFC to Unix
In Chapters 3 and 4, we developed a model for a DIFC kernel, complete with the beginnings of a
system call API. However, further challenges remain before we can build a Unix-like API from
these primitives. To name a few:
1. A Unix kernel offers many ways for processes to communicate with one another: standard
IPC (inter-process communication), the file system, virtual mmaped memory, signals, Sys-
tem V IPC, TCP sockets, signals, and so on. The Flume model allows only one: sending
an unreliable message from p to q. A Unix-compatible Flume implementation therefore
requires some mapping of all Unix communication mechanisms to a single DIFC primi-
tive.
2. Every message sent between two processes entails a label check. Depending on implemen-
tation, this label check might be computationally expensive and slow down the system.
3. From the application designer's perspective, message sends can silently fail, greatly com-
plicating debugging. Similarly, Unix-style flow-controlled pipes do not fit the Flume
model as given in Chapter 4, thus programmers lose reliable IPC.
4. Definition 3 uses D, to make message sends and receives maximally permissive, meaning
a process that has capabilities always exercises them. Automatic exercise of privilege can
lead to security bugs and is best avoided (c.f., the confused deputy problem [43]).
This section describes the Flume system, a refinement of the Flume model from Chapters 3
and 4. The Flume model gives general guidelines for what properties a system ought to uphold
to be considered "secure" but does not dictate system specifics such as what API processes
use to communicate. Some DIFC kernels like Asbestos expose only unreliable messages (as in
Definition 3) to applications, making reliable user-level semantics difficult to achieve. A goal of
the Flume system is to better fit existing (i.e. reliable) APIs for process communication-that of
Unix in particular-while upholding security in the Flume model.
The Flume system applies DIFC controls to the Unix primitive for communication, the file
descriptor. Flume assigns an endpoint to each Unix file descriptor. A process can potentially
adjust the labels on an endpoint, so that all future information flow on the file descriptor, either
sent or received, is controlled by its endpoint's label settings.
Relative to raw message-based communication, endpoints simplify application program-
ming. When message delivery fails according to Definition 3, it does so silently to avoid data
leaks. Such silent failures can complicate application development and debugging. However,
when a process attempts and fails to adjust the labels on its endpoints, the system can safely
report errors, helping the programmer debug the error. In many cases, once processes properly
configure their endpoints, reliable IPC naturally follows.
Endpoints also make many declassification (and endorsement) decisions explicit. According
to Definition 3, every message a privileged process sends and receives is implicitly declassified
(or endorsed), potentially resulting in accidental data disclosure (or endorsement). The Flume
system requires processes to explicitly mark those file descriptors that serve as avenues for de-
classification (or endorsement); others do not allow it.
6.1 Endpoints
When a process p acquires a new file descriptor, it gets a new corresponding endpoint. Each
endpoint e has its own secrecy and integrity labels, Se and Ie. By default, Se = Sp and Ie = Ip.
A process owns readable endpoints for each of its readable resources, writable endpoints for
writable resources, and read/write endpoints for those that are bidirectional. Endpoints meet
safety constraints as follows:
Definition 5. A readable endpoint e is safe iff
(Se - Sp) U (Ip - le) C Dp
A writable endpoint e is safe iff
(Sp - Se) U (le - Ip) C Dp.
A read/write endpoint is safe iff it meets both requirements.
All IPC now happens between two endpoints, not two processes, requiring a new version of
Definition 3.
Definition 6. A message from endpoint e to endpoint f is safe iff e is writable, f is readable,
Se _ SJ, and If C Ie.
We can now prove that any safe message between two safe endpoints is also a safe message
between the corresponding processes. Take process p with safe endpoint e, process q with safe
endpoint f, and a safe message from e to f. In terms of secrecy, that the message between the
endpoints is safe implies by Definition 6 that e is writable, f is readable, and Se C Sf. Since e
and f are safe, Definition 5 implies that Sp - 1)p _ Se and Sf g Sq U Dq. Combining the three
observations yields:
S,-p Se C Sf C •SqU) q
-network
S, = {x,y} Sq = {}
Op = {y+, -,z + } Oq = {x+,x-,y+ }
Figure 6-1: Processes p and q. Assume 0 = { }.
Thus, Sp -1, C_ SqUDq, and the message between processes is safe for secrecy by Definition 3.
A similar argument holds for integrity. i
6.2 Enforcing Safe Communication
For the Flume system to be secure in the model defined in Chapter 3, all messages must be safe.
Thus, the Flume system enforces message safety by controlling a process's endpoint configura-
tions (which must always be safe), and by limiting the messages sent between endpoints. The
exact strategy depends on the type of communication and how well Flume can control it.
IPC First is communication that the Flume reference monitor can completely control, where
both ends of the communication are Flume processes and all channels involving the communi-
cation are understood: for example, two Flume processes p and q communicating over a pipe or
socket pair. Flume can proxy these channels message-by-message, dropping messages as appro-
priate. When p sends data to q, or vice-versa, Flume checks the corresponding endpoint labels,
silently dropping the data if it is unsafe according to Definition 6. A receiving processes cannot
distinguish between a message unsent, and a message dropped because it is unsafe; therefore,
dropped messages do not leak information.
The endpoints of such a pipe or socketpair are mutable: p and q can change the labels on their
endpoints so long as they maintain endpoint safety (Definition 5), even if the new configuration
results in dropped messages. Verifying that a process p has safe endpoints requires information
about p's labels, but not information about q's. Thus, if a process attempts to change a mutable
endpoint's label in an unsafe way, the system can safely notify the process of the failure and its
specific cause. Similarly, endpoint safety may prevent a process from dropping one or more of
its non-global capabilities, or from making certain label changes, until either the endpoint label
is changed or the endpoint itself is dropped.
Two processes with different process-wide labels can use endpoints to set up bidirectional
(i.e., reliable) communication if they have the appropriate capabilities. For example, in Figure 6-
1, p can set Se, = {x }, and q can set Se5 = {x }, thus data can flow in both directions across these
endpoints. In this configuration, p is prohibited from dropping y- or y+, since so doing would
make e4 unsafe; similarly, q cannot drop z- or x+. Note that reliable two-way communication
is needed even in the case of a one-way Unix pipe, since pipes convey flow control information
from the receiver back to the sender. Flume can safely allow one-way communication over a
pipe by hiding this flow control information and rendering the pipe unreliable; see Section 7.3.
File I/O Second is communication that the Flume reference monitor chooses not to completely
control. For example, Flume controls a process's file I/O with coarse granularity: once Flume
allows a process to open a file for reading or writing, it allows all future reads or writes to the file
(see Section 7.4.1). Since the reference monitor does not interpose on file I/O to drop messages,
it enforces safe communication solely through endpoint labels.
When a process p opens a file f, p can specify which labels to apply the corresponding
endpoint ef. If no labels for ef are specified, they default to p's. When opening f for reading, p
succeeds if ef is a safe readable endpoint, Sf g Sef and lef If. When opening f for writing,
p succeeds if ef is a safe writable endpoint, Sef g Sf and If C Ief. When p opens f for both
reading and writing, ef must be safe, read/write, and must have labels equal to the file's. It is
easy to show that p's file I/O to f is safe under these initial conditions (Definition 3).
Because Flume does not intercept individual file I/O operations, a process p must hold such
an endpoint ef at least until it closes the corresponding file. Moreover, all labels on file endpoints
(such as ef) are immutable: p cannot change them under any circumstances. Because of label
immutability, and because the initial conditions at file open enforced safety, all subsequent reads
and writes to f across ef are safe. This immutable endpoint preserves safety by restricting how
the process can change its labels and capabilities. In Figure 6-1, say that file f2 is open read/write
and Se, = Sf2 = {x}. Then p cannot drop the y- capability, since doing so would make e2
unsafe. Similarly, p cannot add z to Sp despite its z+ capability; it could only do so if it also
owned z-, which would preserve e2's safety. Again, Flume can safely report any of these errors
to p without inappropriately exposing information, since the error depends only on p's local
state.
External Sources and Sinks Immutable endpoints also allow Flume to manage data sent into
and out of the Flume system via network connections, user terminals and the like. If the system
knows a process p to have access to resources that allow transmission or receipt of external
messages (such as a network socket), it assigns p an immutable read/write endpoint eL, with
Se = le = {}. Since eL must always be safe, it must always be the case that Sp - D1p =
Ip - 19p = { }. That is, p has the privileges required import and export all of its data.
For instance, process q in Figure 6-1 has a network socket, and therefore gets an immutable
endpoint ej. This endpoint prevents q from reading export-protected data it cannot export, since
the assumption is that q would leak the data. Thus, q cannot raise Sq = {y}, as such as change
would compromise e 's safety.
Similarly, if a process has communication channels not yet understood by the Flume refer-
ence monitor (e.g. System V IPC objects), then Flume simply assumes the process can expose
information at any time and gives it an eL endpoint that cannot be removed until the resources
are closed. This blunt restriction can be loosened as Flume's understanding of Unix resources
improves.
Bob's
console
Bob's e
,h= {} S,, = {b}, Se•= {b}
o0, = {b+,b-} Vi [1,5] oed = {b+
Figure 6-2: A configuration for Bob's shell and editor. Here, 0 = {b+}.
6.3 Examples
Endpoints help fill in the details of our earlier examples (from Section 3.3.4). For our secrecy
example, Figure 6-2 shows how Bob uses a shell, sh, to launch his new (potentially evil) editor.
Because sh can write data to Bob's terminal, it must have an ej endpoint, signifying its ability
to export data out of the Flume system. Bob trusts this shell to export his data to the terminal
and nowhere else, so he launches the shell with b- E Osh. Now the shell can interact with the
editor, even if the editor is viewing secret files. sh launches the editor process ed with secrecy
Sed = {b} and without the b- capability. The shell communicates with the editor via two pipes,
one for reading and one for writing. Both endpoints in both processes have secrecy labels {b},
allowing reliable communication between the two processes. These endpoints are safe for the
shell because b+ E 0, b- E Osh and therefore b E Dsh. ed's endpoint labels match Sed and
are therefore also safe. Once the editor has launched, it opens Bob's secret file for reading and
writing, acquiring an immutable endpoint e5 with Se, = {b}. The file open does not change ed's
existing endpoints and therefore does not interrupt communication with the shell.
Note that since e5 is immutable, it prevents the editor from changing Sed to {a, b}, even
though a+ E 0. This restriction makes sense; without it, Bob's editor could copy Alice's secret
data into Bob's file.
In our secrecy example, Bob's shell process sh can communicate externally through standard
input, output and error; therefore Flume attaches an immutable endpoint e± to sh. For Bob to
read one of his own files, he must either change Ssh to {b}, or establish a readable, immutable
endpoint with secrecy {b}. Either configuration is possible (i.e., does not conflict with ej), since
b- E Osh and b+ E 0. If sh were to read one of Alice's files, it must likewise change Ssh to {a}
or allocate a new readable endpoint with secrecy label {a}. But neither configuration is possible:
a label of Ssh = {a} would conflict with ej and an endpoint with secrecy {a} is not safe given
Osh. Thus, Bob cannot view Alice's private data from his shell (i.e., export it).
In the shared-secrecy calendar example, Bob launches the process q that examines Alice's
calendar file. q is disconnected from Bob's shell, and therefore does not have any endpoints
when it starts up. q can then freely set Sq = {a}, since a+ E 0 and q has no endpoints. What if
q opened a writable file f before changing Sq to {a}? If f's endpoint has secrecy Se, = {}, then
q would fail to raise Sq, since the label change would invalidate Sef. So q cannot leak Alice's
data to a file f if f is not export-protected. If f's endpoint has secrecy Se, = {a}, then q could
raise Sq to {a} as before.
Another implementation of the calendar service might involve a server process r that Alice
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and Bob both trust to work on their behalf. That is, r runs with a- and b- in its ownership set,
and with secrecy Sr = {a, b}. By default, r can only write to processes or files that have both
export protections. r can carve out an exception for communicating with Alice's or Bob's shell
by creating endpoints with secrecy {a} or {b}, respectively.
Similar examples hold for integrity protection and for processes that read from low-integrity
sources.
Chapter 7
Implementation
We present a user-space implementation of Flume for Unix, with some extensions for managing
data for large numbers of users (as in Web sites). Flume's user space design is influenced by
other Unix systems that build confinement in user space, such as Ostia [34] and Plash [94]. The
advantages of a user space design are portability, ease of implementation, and in some sense cor-
rectness: Flume does not destabilize the kernel. The disadvantages are decreased performance
and less access to kernel data structures, which in some cases makes the user-exposed semantics
more restrictive than the DIFC rules require (e.g., immutable endpoints on files).
Flume's Linux implementation, like Ostia's, runs a small component in the kernel: a Linux
Security Module (LSM) [109] implements Flume's system call interposition (see Section 7.2).
The OpenBSD implementation of Flume uses the systrace system call [80] instead, but we focus
on the Linux implementation in this description.
Figure 7-1 shows the major components of the Flume implementation. The reference moni-
tor (RM) keeps track of each process's labels, authorizes or denies its requests to change labels
and handles system calls on its behalf. The reference monitor relies on a suite of helpers: a dedi-
cated spawner process (see Section 7.2), a remote tag registry (see Section 7.4.3), and user space
file servers (see Section 7.4.7). The Flume-aware C library redirects Unix system calls to the
RM and also supports the new Flume calls shown in Figure 7-2. Other machines running Flume
can connect to the same tag registry and therefore can share the same underlying file systems
(e.g., ihome) over NFS.
7.1 Confined and Unconfined Processes
To the reference monitor, all processes other than the helpers are potential actors in the DIFC
system. A process can use the Flume system by communicating with the reference monitor
via RPCs sent over a control socket. For convenience, a C library, which can be linked either
statically or dynamically, translates many system calls into the relevant RPCs. The system calls
that return file descriptors (e.g., open) use file-descriptor passing over the control socket. A
process can have multiple control sockets to help with multi-threading.
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Figure 7-1: High-level design of the Flume implementation. The shaded boxes represent Flume's
trusted computing base.
Processes on a system running Flume are either confined or unconfined. By default, pro-
cesses are unconfined and have empty labels and empty non-global ownership (i.e., Op - O =
{ }). The RM assigns an unconfined process an immutable endpoint e. with labels Ie = Se, =
{ }, reflecting a conservative assumption that the process may have network connections to re-
mote hosts, open writable files, or an open user terminal (see Section 6.2). Since a process's
endpoints must all be safe, a process with e± can add a tag t to its secrecy or integrity label only
if it owns both t+ and t-. Thus, processes with endpoint eI cannot view secret data unless they
are authorized to export it.
An unconfined process conforms to regular Unix access control checks. If an unconfined
process so desires, it can issue standard system calls (like open) that circumvent the Flume
RM. As they do so, standard Unix permissions prevent unprivileged, unconfined processes from
reading the file system that Flume maintains. That is, files under Flume's control are owned by
the user flume with access permissions like 0600 for plain files and 0700 for directories and
binaries. Non-root users running as a user other than flume cannot access these files due to
standard Unix access control checks.
7.2 Confinement, spawn and flumefork
Confined processes are those for which the reference monitor carefully controls starting condi-
tionis and system calls. For any confined process p, the reference monitor installs a system call
interposition policy (via LSM) that prevents p from directly issuing most system calls, especially
those that yield resources outside of Flume's purview. In this context, system calls fit three cat-
egories: (1) direct, those that p can issue directly as if it were running outside of Flume; (2)
forwarded, those that the LSM forbids p from making directly, but the RM performs on p's on
behalf; and (3) forbidden, which are denied via LSM and not handled by the RM. Figure 7-4
provides a partial list of which calls fall into which categories. The goal here is for the RM to
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* label getJabel ({s, I})
Return the current process's S or I label.
* capset getcaps ()
For the current process p, return capability set Op.
* int changeJabel ({s, I}, label 1)
Set current process's S or I label to 1, so long as the change is safe (Definition 2) and the change keeps all
endpoints safe (Definition 5). Return an error code on failure.
* int drop-caps(capset 0')
Reduce the calling process's ownership to O'. Succeed if the new ownership keeps all endpoints safe and is a
subset of the old.
* label get-fdJabel({s,I}, int fd)
Get the S or I label on file descriptor fd's endpoint.
* int changefdJabel({s,I}, int fd, label 1)
Set the S or I label on f d's endpoint to the given label. Return an error code if the change would violate the
endpoint (Definition 5), or if the endpoint is immutable. Still succeed even if the change stops endpoint flows
(in the sense of Definition 6).
* tag create-tag ({EP, IP, RP})
Create a new tag t for the specified security policy (export, integrity or read protection). In the first case add
t + to (; in the second add t- to 0; and in the third add neither.
* int flume-pipe(int *fd, token *t)
Make a new flume-pipe, returning a file descriptor and a pipe token.
* int claimfdby-token (token t)
Exchange the specified token for its corresponding file descriptor.
* pid spawn(char *argv[], char *env[], token pipes[], [label S, label I,
capset 01)
Spawn a new process with the given command line and environment. Collect given pipes. By default, set
secrecy, integrity and ownership to that of the caller. If S, I and O are supplied and represent a permissible
setting, set labels to S, I, and ownership set to O.
* pid flume-fork(int nfds, const int closefds[])
Fork a copy of the current, confined process, and yield a confined child process. In the child, close the given
file descriptors after forking the Unix process structure, but before subjecting the child process to scrutiny.
Figure 7-2: A partial list of new API calls in Flume.
maintain a complete understanding of p's resources. A confined process like p trades the re-
strictions implied by ej for a more restrictive system call interface. Confined process come into
existence by one of two means: via spawn or flumefork.
7.2.1 spawn
Confined and unconfined processes alike can call spawn to make a new confined process.
spawn combines the Unix operations of fork and exec, to create a new process running
the supplied command. When a process p spawns a new confined process q, q's labels default
to p's, but q starts without any file descriptors or endpoints. q accumulates endpoints as a result
of making new pipes and sockets or opening files (see Section 7.4.1). System call interposition
blocks other resource-granting system calls.
Without explicit access to the fork stage of the spawn operation, confined processes cannot
use the Unix convention of sharing pipes or socketpairs with new children. Instead, Flume offers
flume_pipe and flumesocketpair, which take the same arguments as their Unix equivalents,
but both return a single file descriptor and a random, opaque 64-bit "pipe token." Once a process
p receives this pair, it typically communicates the pipe token to another process q (perhaps across
a call to spawn). q then makes a call to the reference monitor, supplying the pipe token as an
argument, and getting back a file descriptor in return, which is the other logical end of the pipe
(or socketpair) that the reference monitor gave to p. Now p and q can communicate.
Processes calling spawn (and also flume-fork below) therefore depend on"pipe tokens"
to communicate with their children, but the primitive is more general: a process p can call
flumepipe or flumesocketpair at any time, and communicate the token to other processes
via IPC, the file system, or any other means. Hence, pipe tokens must be randomly-chosen and
unguessable: whichever process presents the token first will "win" the other side of p's pipe
or socketpair. If, by contrast, q could guess p's pipe-token, it could impersonate p's intended
counterparty, stealing or vandalizing important data.
The spawn operation takes up to six arguments: the command line to execute, an initial
environment setting, an array of pipe tokens, and optional labels. The new process's labels are
copied from the process that called spawn, unless S, I, O are specified. If the creator could
change to the specified S, I, O labels, then those labels are applied instead. The only file de-
scriptors initially available to the new process are a control socket and file descriptors obtained
by claiming the array of pipe tokens. The new process is not the Unix child of the creating
process, but the creator receives a random, unguessable token that uniquely identifies the new
process (see below for a rationale). Labels permitting, the creator can wait for the new process
or send it a signal, via forwarded versions of wait and kill.
Internally, the reference monitor forwards spawn requests to a dedicated spawner process.
The spawner first calls fork. In the child process, the spawner (1) enables the Flume LSM
policy; (2) performs any setlabel label manipulations if the file to execute is setlabel (see Sec-
tion 7.4.5); (3) opens the requested executable (e.g. foo. sh), interpreter (e.g. /bin/ sh) and
dynamic linker (e.g., /1 ib/ id. so) via standard Flume open calls, invoking all of Flume's
permission checks; (4) closes all open file descriptors except for its control socket and those
opened in the previous step; (5) claims any file descriptors by token; and (6) calls exec.
The Flume LSM policy disallows all direct access to file systems by confined processes with
a notable exception. When the child calls exec in Step (6), the LSM allows access to direc-
tories (used during path lookups in the kernel) and access to the binaries and scripts needed by
exec, so long as they were opened during Step (3). Once the exec operation completes, the
LSM closes the loophole, and rejects all future file system accesses. The Flume LSM policy
also disallows getpid, getppid, and friends. Because Linux allocates PIDs sequentially,
two confined processes could alternatively exhaust and query the Linux PID space to leak in-
formation. Thus, Flume issues its own PIDs (chosen randomly from a sparse space) and hides
Linux PIDs from confined processes. The standard LSM framework distributed with Linux does
not interpose on getpid and friends, but Flume's small kernel patch adds LSM hooks that can
disable those calls. Flume still works without the patch but allows confined processes to leak
data through PIDs.
Confined processes run as an unprivileged user with whom other unprivileged users cannot
interfere (along the same lines as Apache's www user). If an adversary were to take over a con-
fined process, it could issue only those system calls allowed by the Flume LSM policy. All other
system interaction happens through the reference monitor and is subject to Flume's restrictions.
Finally, Linux notifies the spawner when a spawned process exits. The spawner reports this
fact to the creating process via the reference monitor if labels allow communication between the
exiting and creating process.
7.2.2 flume_fork
Confined processes can also fork other confined processes via flume-fork, an approximation of
standard Unix fork. Fork is preferable to spawn in some cases for one major reason: perfor-
mance. On the Linux machine used for our benchmarks (see Chapter 9), forking one Python
process from another is five times faster than spawning that same new Python process anew.
Such a discrepancy is exacerbated by Flume's system call overhead, which makes the many
open calls involved with spawning a new Python process (and importing runtime libraries) all
the more expensive. Thus, a busy system (like a Web server) might chose to spawn one Python
process, importing all of the necessary libraries, then fork once for each incoming client request,
rather than spawning each time.
The difficulty in forking in a DIFC context is shared file descriptors. As an example, consider
the attack that Figure 7-3 depicts. The parent process p intends to steal the data stored in the file
f, even though Sp = {} and Sf = {}. To pull off the heist, p first launches a source process,
whose task is simply to output a sequence of integers, like (1, 2, 3,...), to its standard output.
The parent p listens to the source on its standard input. It then forks a child c, so that after the
fork, p and c share the pipe to the source. Next, c raises its label to S, = {t}, reads the contents
of the file f (in this case "5"), then reads that many integers from standard input. After waiting
a sufficierit time, p reads from its standard input, retrieving the value c wished to communicate
to it, and therefore the value stored in f.
The shared resource p and c use to communicate in this attack is the stream of data coming
Figure 7-3: An attack against fork that allows file descriptor sharing between parent and child.
from the source process, which they can both read and therefore modify with their shared file
descriptor (as noted by IX's authors [66]). Thus, a fork for confined processes cannot allow
parents to share file descriptors with their children. And more obviously, mmaped memory
regions established in the parent process and inherited by the child are verboten.
Given these constraints, forking among confined process proceeds as follows:
1. The parent calls flumefork, providing as an argument the set of all file descriptors to close
in the child.
2. In the library, the parent asks the reference monitor for a new control socket (eventually to
give to the child). The parent also creates a temporary pipe.
3. The parent calls standard Unix fork. The parent closes the child's control socket, and the
child's end of the temporary pipe. It then writes a byte to its end of the temporary pipe.
4. The child closes the parent's control socket, and the parent's end of the temporary pipe.
It also closes all of the file descriptors passed in as arguments to flume-fork. It waits
on its side of the pipe for an incoming byte. Once received, the child has exactly one
file descriptor-its own control socket. Furthermore, it knows that it controls the only
reference to that file descriptor, since it received the byte the parent sent after it closed its
copy of that same file descriptor.
5. The child then calls into the reference monitor, asking for "unshared fate," i.e., the ability
to set its labels independently of its parent's. Before the reference monitor grants this
request, it calls into the kernel to scrutinize the child, ensuring:
(a) The child has no shared mmaped memory regions
(b) The child has only open file descriptor, its control socket.
(c) The child's end of the control socket only has one reference, and that the other side
is controlled by the reference monitor.
6. On success, the child gets independence and confinement; it can them reopen pipes using
pipe tokens inherited in its address space.
7. The parent gets, as a return value, the process ID of the child process.
The goal of this protocol is to ensure that if parent and child can set labels independently
(as in Figure 7-3's attack), then they share no communication channels at the time of the fork.
The checks in Step 5 ensure no communication via file descriptors, and no communication via
shared mmaped memory pages. One might be tempted to ensure the child has no mmaped pages;
however, this restriction is impractical, since many components of the standard library (e.g.,
dynamic library loading, configuration file reading, dynamic memory allocation) use mmap. In
all cases', those mappings are MAP_PRIVATE and therefore cannot be used to write to a child
across a fork.
In Step 5, the kernel checks that the child has only a control socket open. If the child could
inherit arbitrary file descriptors from its parent, the kernel checks would be considerably more
complicated, forcing the Flume LSM to look deep into Linux data structures, which are bound
to change over time. The "one-file policy" significantly simplifies the kernel checks required,
yielding another application for flume.pipe and pipe tokens.
As Figure 7-4 shows, confined processes are still free to call the standard Unix fork. How-
ever, if they do, the reference monitor treats the parent and child as the same process. If the child
changes label, the label change also affects the parent. Indeed, the parent and child can com-
municate with each other via mmaped memory or shared file descriptor ends, but because their
labels cannot diverge, they cannot use the channels to move information against safety rules.
7.3 IPC
When p and q establish communication as a result of pipe token exchange, the file descriptors
held by p and q actually lead to the reference monitor, which passes data back and forth between
the two processes. The reference monitor proxies so it can interrupt communication if either
process changes its labels in a way that would make endpoint information flow unsafe. (Recall
that the RM cannot reject such a change, since so doing would convey to p information about q's
labels, or vice versa).
Flume takes special care to prevent unsafe information flows when the processes at either
end of a pipe or socket have different labels. Consider two processes p and q connected by a
pipe or socket where the relevant endpoint labels are the same as the process labels. If Sp = Sq
and Ip = Iq, data is free to flow in both directions, and communication is reliable as in standard
Unix. That is, if p is writing faster than q can read, then the reference monitor will buffer up
to a fixed number of bytes, but then will stop reading from p, eventually blocking p's ability to
write. If Sq C Sp or Ip C Iq, data cannot flow from q to p. Communication becomes one-way
in the IFC sense and is no longer reliable in the Unix sense. The reference monitor will deliver
messages from p to q, as before, but will always be willing to read from p, regardless of whether
q exited or stopped reading. As the reference monitor reads from p without the ability to write to
q (perhaps because q stopped reading), it buffers the data in a fixed-size queue but silently drops
all overflow. Conversely, all data flowing from q to p (including an EOF marker) is hidden from
1With the exception of gconv in gl ibc 2.6.1.
Direct
clock-gettime, close (file), dup, dup2, exit,
fchmod, fstat, getgid, getuid, getsockopt,
iseek, mmap, pipe, poll, read, ready, recvmsg,
select, sendmsg, setsockopt, setgid,
sigprocmask, socketpair, write, writev ...
Forwarded
access, bind (Unix-domain socket), chdir,
close (socket), flume-.forkO getcwd, getpid, kill,
link, lstat,mkdir, open, symlink, readlink,
rmdir, spawnt, stat, unlink, utimes, wait ...
Forbidden
bind (network socket), execve, getsid*, getpgrp*,
getpgid*, getppid*, ptrace, setuid...
Figure 7-4: A partial list of system calls available to confined processes in Flume. Those marked
with "*" could be forwarded with better reference monitor support. Those marked with "t" are
specific to Flume.
p. The reference monitor buffers this data at first, then drops it once its queue overflows. If p or
q changes its labels so that S, = Sq and Ip = Iq, then the reference monitor flushes all buffered
data and EOF markers. In practice, one-way communication is cumbersome and rarely used; see
Section 10.1 for more details.
Spawned Flume processes can also establish and connect to Unix domain sockets. Creating a
socket file is akin to creating a file and keeping it open for writing and follows the same rules (see
the next section). Connecting to a Unix domain socket is akin to opening that file for reading.
Assuming a client and server are permitted to connect, they receive new file descriptors and
communicate with the proxy mechanism described above.
7.4 Persistence
The Flume system aims to provide file system semantics that approximate those of Unix, while
obeying DIFC constraints. Flume must apply endpoints to opened files to prevent data flows
through the file system that are against DIFC rules. It also must enforce a naming scheme for
files in a standard directory hierarchy that does not allow inappropriate release of information.
Additionally, Flume must solve problems specific to DIFC, such as persistent storage and man-
agement of capabilities.
7.4.1 Files and Endpoints
To get Unix-like semantics, a process under Flume (whether confined or not) must have direct
access to the Unix file descriptor for any file it opens, in case it needs to call mmap on that
descriptor. Thus, the RM performs open on a process's behalf and sends it the resulting file
descriptor. The reference monitor cannot then interrupt the process's reads and writes to the
file if the process changes its label in a way that make that flow unsafe, as it does with pipes.
Instead, the reference monitor relies on immutable endpoints to restrict the way the process can
henceforward change its labels.
File opens work as described in Section 6.2, with two additional restrictions in the case of
writing. First, Flume assigns read/write endpoints to all writable file descriptors. A writer can
learn information about a file's size by observing write's or seek's return codes, and hence
can "read" the file. The read/write endpoint captures the conservative assumption (as in HiStar)
that writing always implies reading. Second, a file f has an immutable write-protect set W1 in
addition to its immutable labels Sf and If. A process p can only write to object f if it owns
at least one capability in Wf (i.e., Op n W #o {}). This mechanism allows write protection
of files in a manner similar to Unix's; only programs with the correct credentials (capabilities)
can write files with non-empty WJ sets. By convention, a write-protect tag is the same as an
integrity-protect tag: t- E 0, and t+ is closely guarded. But t does not appear in I or S labels;
only the capability t+ has any use. The presence of t+ in Wf yields the policy that processes
must own t+ to write f.
File closes use the standard Linux close. The reference monitor does not "understand" a
process's internals well enough to know if a file is closed with certainty. Better LSM support can
fix this shortcoming, but for now, Flume makes the conservative assumption that once a process
has opened a file, it remains open until the process exits. The "stickiness" of these endpoints is
indeed a shortcoming of the system, as it complicates application development. Future versions
of Flume might do better file-descriptor accounting, allowing a process to drop an immutable
endpoint after it closes the last reference to a file.
7.4.2 File Metadata
While Section 3.3 explains how file contents fit into Flume's DIFC, information can also flow
through meta-data: file names, file attributes, and file labels. Flume does not maintain explicit
labels for these items. Instead, Flume uses a directory's label to control access to the names and
labels of files inside the directory, and a file's label to control access to the file's other attributes
(such as length and modification time). Flume considers that a path lookup involves the process
reading the contents of the directories in the path. Flume applies its information flow rules to
this implicitly labeled data, with the following implications for applications.
A directory can contain secret files and yet still be readable, since the directory's label can be
less restrictive than the labels of the files it contains. Typically the root directory has an empty
S label and directories become more secret as one goes down. Integrity labels typically start
out at T at the root directory and are non-increasing as one descends, so that the path name to a
high-integrity file has at least as high integrity as the file.
The file system's increasing secrecy with depth means a process commonly stores secret files
under a directory that is less secret. The Flume label rules prevent a process from creating a file
in a directory that is less secret than the process, since that would leak information through the
file's name and existence. Instead, the process can "pre-create" the files and subdirectories it
needs early in its life, before it has raised its S label and read any private data. First, the process
creates empty files with restrictive file labels. The process can then raise its S label, read private
data, and write output to its files.
If a process p with labels Sp and Ip wants to spontaneously create a file f with the same
labels, without pre-creating it, Flume offers a namespace logically filled with precreated directo-
ries for each (Sp, Ip) pair. p can write to directory of the form / ihome/srl(Ip).srl(Sp), where
srl(L) is a serialized representation of label L. This directory has integrity level Ip and secrecy
level Sp. Within that directory, the regular file system rules apply. Processes cannot directly open
or read the / ihome directory, though they can traverse it on the way to opening files contained
therein.
7.4.3 Persistent Privileges
In addition to supporting legacy Unix-like semantics, Flume provides persistence for capabilities
and file labels. A process acquires capabilities when it creates new tags but loses those capabil-
ities when it exits. In some cases, this loss of capabilities renders data permanently unreadable
or unwritable (in the case of integrity). Consider a user u storing export-protected data on the
server. A process acting on u's behalf can create export-protect tag t, and write a file f with
S1 = {tu}, but if tu- evaporates when the process exits, the file becomes inaccessible to all
processes on the system.
Flume has a simple mechanism for sharing capabilities like tu- across processes, reboots,
and multiple machines in a server cluster. First, Flume includes a "central tag registry" that
helps applications give long-term meaning to tags and capabilities. It can act as a cluster-wide
service for large installations, and is trusted by all machines in the cluster. The tag registry
maintains three persistent databases: one that maps "login tokens" to capabilities, one that re-
members the meanings of capability groups, and a third database for extended file attributes (see
Section 7.4.7).
A login token is an opaque byte string, possession of which entitles the holding process to a
particular capability. A process that owns a capability c can ask its RM to give it a login token
for c. On such a request, the RM asks the tag registry to create the token; the tag registry records
the token and c in a persistent database. A process that knows a token can ask its RM to give
it ownership of the corresponding capability. The operation succeeds if the RM can find the
token and corresponding capability in the registry. Such a facility is useful, for instance, in the
management of Web sessions. The privileges u uses during a Web session can be converted to
such a token and then stored on u's Web browser as an HTTP cookie, allowing u to recover the
necessary capabilities before each page load.
When creating new tokens, the tag registry chooses tokens randomly from a large space so
that they are difficult to forge. It also can attach a timeout to each token, useful when making
browser cookies good for one Web session only.
7.4.4 Groups
Some trusted servers keep many persistent capabilities and could benefit from a simpler manage-
ment mechanism than keeping a separate login token for each capability. For example, consider
a "finger server" that users trust to declassify and make public portions of their otherwise private
data. Each user u protecting data with export-protect tag tu must grant tu- to the finger server.
Instead of directly collecting these capabilities (every time it starts up), the finger server
owns a group G containing the capabilities it uses for declassification. Owning a capability for
G implies owning all capabilities contained in G. When a new user v is added to the system,
v can add t,- to G, instantly allowing the finger server to declassify v's files. Groups can
also contain group capabilities, meaning the group structure forms a directed graph. Like any
other capability, group capabilities are transferable, and can be made persistent with the scheme
described in Section 7.4.3.
Capability groups are a scalability and programmability advance over previous DIFC pro-
posals. In practice, secrecy and integrity labels stay small (less than 5 tags), and capability
groups allow ownership sets to stay small, too. All group information is stored in the central tag
registry, so that multiple machines in a cluster can agree on which capabilities a group contains.
Reference monitors contact the tag registry when performing label changes. Since groups could
grow to contain many capabilities, a reference monitor does not need to download the entire
group membership when checking label change safety. Instead, it performs queries of the form
"is capability c a member of group g," and the registry can reply "yes," "no" or "maybe, check
these subgroups." In our experience, groups graphs form squat, bushy trees, and the described
protocol is efficient and amenable to caching.
Finally, so that the groups themselves do not leak information, Flume models groups as ob-
jects, like files on the file system. When created, a group takes on immutable labels for secrecy
and integrity, and also (at the creator's discretion) a write-protect capability set. Processes mod-
ifying a group's membership must be able to write to the group object (currently, only addition
is supported). Processes using groups in their label change operations are effectively reading the
groups; therefore, processes can only use a group capability in their ownership sets if they can
observe the group object.
7.4.5 Setlabel
Flume provides a setlabel facility, analogous to Unix's setuid or HiStar's gates, that is the best
way for a process without privileges to launch a declassifier. Setlabel tightly couples a persistent
capability with a program that is allowed to exercise it. A setlabel file contains a login token
and a command to execute. Flume never allows a setlabel file to be read, to prevent release of
the login token. Instead, the file's S and I labels limit which processes can execute the file. A
process whose S and I allow it to read the setlabel file may ask the reference monitor to spawn
the file. The reference monitor executes the command given in the file, granting the spawned
process the capability referred to by the login token.
An example use for a setlabel process is a password checker. A process p has a hash of a
password for a user u, and wants to check if that hash matches u's password in a secret password
file. The password file is labeled Sf = {t}, where t is an export protect tag. The password
checker q runs as a setlabel process. The setlabel file contains the path of the password checker
binary, and also a login token for t-. p launches q, feeding it the user u and the supposed hash
of u's password. q reads in the password file, checks the hash, and outputs success or failure to
p. This output declassifies one bit about the password file, and therefore requires the exercise of
t-.
Setlabel files can also specify a minimum integrity label, Is. The RM only allows a process
p to execute such a setlabel file if I, C Ip. This minimum integrity requirement helps defend the
setlabel process from surprises in its environment (such as a bad LDLIBRARY.PATH).
7.4.6 Privileged Filters
Finally, in the application we've built, we have found a need for automatic endorsement and
declassification of files; see Section 8.7 for a detailed motivation. A process can create afilter
to replace "find label" (Lfind) with a "replace label" (Lrepl) if it owns the privileges to add all
tags in Lrepl - Lfind and to subtract all tags in Lfind - Lrepl. The filter appears as a file in the file
system, similar to a setlabel file. Any other process p that can read this file can activate this filter.
After activation, whenever p tries to open a file for reading whose file label contains all the tags
in Lfnd, Flume replaces those tags with Lrepl before it decides whether to allow the process to
open the file. A process can activate multiple filters, composing their effects.
7.4.7 File System Implementation
The reference monitor runs a suite of user-space file server processes, each responsible for file
system operations on a partition of the namespace. The reference monitor forwards requests
such as open and mkdir to the appropriate file server. To reduce the damage in case the file
server code has bugs, each server runs as a distinct non-root user and is chrooted into the part
of the underlying file system that it is using. The usual Unix access-control policies hide the
underlying file system from unprivileged processes outside of Flume.
Each file server process store files and directories one-for-one in an underlying conventional
file system. It stores labels in the extended attributes of each underlying file and directory. To
help larger labels fit into small extended attributes, the tag registry provides a service that gener-
ates small persistent nicknames for labels. Flume file servers can also present entire underlying
read-only file systems (such as /usr) as-is to Flume-confined software, applying a single label
to all files contained therein. The Flume system administrator determines this configuration.
Since Linux's NFS client implementation does not support extended attributes, Flume sup-
ports an alternate plan when running over an NFS-mounted file system. In this case, Flume
stores persistent label nicknames as 60-bit integers, split across the user and group ID fields of
a file's metadata. The fake UID/GID pairs written to the file system are in the range [230, 231),
avoiding UIDs and GIDs already in use. This approach unfortunately requires the file server to
run as root, for access to the fchown call.
Simultaneous use of the same underlying file system by multiple Flume file server processes
might result in lack of atomicity for label checks and dependent operations. For example, check-
ing that file creation is allowed in a directory and actually creating the file should be atomic.
Race conditions might arise when a cluster of hosts share an NFS file system. Flume ensures the
necessary atomicity by operating on file descriptors rather than full path names, using system
calls such as Linux's openat.
The DIFC rules require that a process must read all directories in any path name it uses.
One approach is to laboriously check each directory in a given path name. In practice, however,
applications arrange their directory hierarchies so that secrecy increases and integrity decreases
as one descends. The Flume implementation enforces this ordering, with no practical loss of
generality. Flume can thus optimize the path check: if a process can read a file f, it must also
be able to read all of f's ancestors, so there is no need to check. If the file does not exist or the
process cannot read it, Flume reverts to checking each path component, returning an error when
it first encounters a component that does not exist or cannot be read.
At present, Flume supports most but not all of Unix's semantics. The current implementation
allows renames and creation of hard links only within the same directory as the original file. And
Flume implements the per-process working directory by remembering a path name per process,
which will deviate from Unix behavior if directories are renamed.
Flume's file system has shortcomings in terms of security. An unconfined process with Unix
super-user privileges can use the underlying file system directly, circumventing all of Flume's
protections. This freedom can be a valuable aid for system administrators, as well as an opportu-
nity for attackers. Also, Flume does not avoid covert channels related to storage exhaustion and
disk quotas. A solution would require deeper kernel integration (as in HiStar).
7.5 Implementation Complexity and TCB
The RM, spawner, file servers, and tag registry are all part of Flume's trusted computing base.
We implemented them in C++ using the Tame event system [57]. Not counting comments and
blank lines, the RM is approximately 14,000 LOC, the spawner about 1,000 LOC, the file server
2,500 LOC, and the tag registry about 3,500 LOC. The Flume LSM is about 500 LOC; the patch
to the LSM framework for getpid and the like is less than 100 lines. Totaling these counts, we
see Flume's total TCB (incremental to Linux kernel and user space) is about 21,500 LOC.
Flume's version of libc, the dynamic linker and various client libraries (like those for
Python) are not part of the trusted computing base and can have bugs without compromising
security guarantees. These libraries number about 6,000 lines of C code and 1,000 lines of
Python, again not counting comments and empty lines.

Chapter 8
Application
This section explores Flume's ability to enhance the security of off-the-shelf software. We first
describe MoinMoin [68], a popular Web publishing system with its own security policies. We
then describe FlumeWiki, a system that is derived from Moin but enforces the Moin's policies
with Flume's DIFC mechanisms. FlumeWiki goes further, adding a new security policy that
offers end-to-end integrity protection against buggy MoinMoin plug-ins. The resulting system
substantially reduces the amount of trusted application code.
8.1 MoinMoin Wiki
MoinMoin is a popular Python-based Web publishing system (i.e., "wiki") that allows Web
clients to read and modify server-hosted pages. Moin is designed to share documents between
users, but each page can have an access control list (ACL) that governs which users and groups
can access or modify it. For example, if a company's engineering document is only meant to be
read by the engineers and their program manager Alice, the document would have the read ACL
(alice, engineers), where "alice" is an individual and "engineers" is a group containing all the
engineers.
Unfortunately, Moin's ACL mechanism has been a source of security problems. Moin com-
prises over 91,000 lines of code in 349 modules. It checks read ACLs in 41 places across 22
different modules and write ACLs in 19 places across 12 different modules. The danger is that
an ACL check could have easily been omitted. Indeed, a public vulnerability database [73] and
MoinMoin's internal bug tracker [68] show at least five recent ACL-bypass vulnerabilities. (We
do not address cross-site scripting attacks, also mentioned in both forums.) In addition to ACL
bugs, any bug in Moin's large codebase that exposes a remote exploit could be used to leak
private data or tamper with the site's data.
Moin also supports plug-ins, for instance "skins" that change the way it renders pages in
HTML. Site administrators download plug-ins and install them site-wide, but buggy or malicious
plug-ins can introduce further security problems. Plug-ins can violate Moin's ACL policies.
They also can wittingly or unwittingly misrender a page, confusing users with incorrect output.
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Figure 8-1: FlumeWiki application overview, showing two of many process pipelines. The
top request is during a session login; the bottom request is for a subsequent logged-in request.
Flume-oblivious processes are unshaded, unconfined processes are striped, and confined pro-
cesses are shaded.
A site administrator may want to install a plug-in for some parts of the site, but not all of it.
For example, the engineering company's Moin administrator may only trust Moin's base code
to edit and render engineering documents, but she may want to allow plug-ins to run on other
portions of the site. Currently, this policy is difficult to enforce because Python can dynamically
load plug-ins at any time; a bug in Moin could cause it to load untrusted plug-ins accidentally.
8.2 Fluming MoinMoin
Flume's approach for enhancing Moin's read and write protection is to factor out security code
into a small, isolated security module, and leave the rest of Moin largely unchanged. The security
module needs to configure only a Flume DIFC policy and then run Moin according to that policy.
This division of labor substantially reduces the amount of trusted code and the potential for
security-violating bugs. In addition, the security module can impose end-to-end integrity by
forcing the untrusted portion to run with a non-empty integrity label, yielding guarantees of the
form: "no plug-ins touched the data on this page at any time" or "vendor v's plug-in touched this
data but no other plug-ins did."
8.3 FlumeWiki Overview
Figure 8-1 illustrates the four main components of the FlumeWiki system. FlumeWiki uses an
unmodified Apache Web server (httpd) for the front-end request handling. wiki.py is the bulk
of the application code, consisting of mostly unmodified MoinMoin code. pmgr.py is a small
trusted program that manages usernames and passwords; it runs as a setlabel program so that it
may compare submitted passwords against read-protected hashes on the server. wikilaunch is
the small trusted security module; it is responsible for interpreting the Web request, launching
wiki.py with the correct DIFC policy and proxying wikilaunch's response back to Apache. Be-
cause it communicates with resources outside of Flume (i.e., httpd), it is unconfined and has an
e1 endpoint.
When a typical HTTP request enters the system it contains the client's username u and an
httpd wikilaunch I-
login token. httpd receives the request and launches wikilaunch as a CGI process. wikilaunch
requests u's capabilities from the RM using the authentication token. It then sets up a DIFC
policy by spawning wiki.py with appropriate S, I and 0. wiki.py renders the page's HTML,
sends it to wikilaunch over a pipe and exits. wikilaunch forwards the HTML back to httpd
which finally sends it back to u's browser. wiki.py's S label prevents it from exporting data
without the help of wikilaunch.
8.4 Principals, Tags and Capabilities
FlumeWiki enforces security at the level of principals, which may be users or ACL-groups
(which are groups of users). Each principal x has an export-protect tag e, and a write-protect
tag wz. Principal x also has a capability group GQ = {ex-, w,+}.
If user u is a member of ACL-group g with read-write privileges, her capability group Gu
also contains Gg which allows her to read and modify g's private and write-protected data. If
user u is a member of g with read-only privileges, her capability group Gu instead contains
Ggo = {e9 - } which provides enough capabilities to read and export g's private data but not
modify it.
Each Web page on a FlumeWiki site may be export-protected and/or write-protected. Export-
protected pages have the secrecy label S = ex where x is the principal allowed to read and export
it. x's write-protected pages have the write-protect capability set W = {w + }.
8.5 Acquiring and Granting Capabilities
When a user u logs into FlumeWiki at the beginning of a session, she provides her username and
password. wikilaunch the contacts the principal manager (pmgr.py) which verifies u's password
and creates a temporary session token (as described in Section 7.4.3) for u's capability group
G,. wikilaunch saves this session token as a cookie on u's Web browser and on subsequent
requests, wikilaunch uses the cookie to claim Gu from the RM. It then determines what page u
is requesting and what S and I labels to use when spawning wiki.py. Note that wikilaunch only
receives capabilities that u is supposed to have; it cannot accidentally grant wiki.py anything
outside of Gu. Internally, the principal manager stores a hash of each user u's password, read-
protected by ru. pmgr.py runs as a setlabel program with a capability group containing every
users' ru tag.
8.6 Export- and Write-Protection Policies
wikilaunch handles requests that read pages differently from those that write. If u's request
is for a read, and u has at least read access for groups gl,..., gn, then wikilaunch spawns
a new wiki.py process q with Sq = {eu, egj,...,eg,} and Oq = 0, allowing the standard
MoinMoin code in FlumeWiki transparent read access to files the user is allowed to read (see
Figure 8-2). For a request that involves creating or modifying a page, wikilaunch looks at the
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Figure 8-2: Label setup for a read or write request in FlumeWiki. wiki.py only gets capability
wU if writing. The target page is export- and write-protected by user u.
directory d in which the page resides. If d is protected by an export-protect tag ex, wikilaunch
sets wiki.py's S = {e,}. If d is also protected by a write-protect tag wz, wikilaunch sets
wiki.py's W = {w)+ } (also shown in Figure 8-2). If the user u is not authorized to perform the
requested action, wikilaunch will fail when trying to spawn wiki.py and notify the user of their
transgression. Finally, wikilaunch sets its secrecy label equal to that of wiki.py so that they may
share bi-directional pipe communication.
This DIFC policy provides three security properties. First, wikilaunch's S label ensures that
only data the logged-in user is allowed to see can flow from wiki.py to the browser. Second, any
other form of output produced by wiki.py (for example a file) will also have a label containing e.
or some eg so that other users' wikilaunch or wiki.py processes cannot reveal that output (since
they lack e,- or eg-). Third, it provides discretionary write control: only processes that own
wX+ can overwrite x's files.
8.7 End-to-End Integrity
In addition to read and write protection policies, FlumeWiki can optionally use Flume's in-
tegrity mechanisms to guard against accidental execution of untrusted dynamically-linked li-
braries or Python libraries like Moin plug-ins. The code that a Python program will execute is
difficult to predict and thus difficult to inspect statically, since it depends on settings such as
LD.LIBRARY.PATH, Python's class search path, and other run-time decisions.
FlumeWiki enforces an integrity constraint on the code that produced each page and then
makes that integrity value visible to users. By default, only code in the base FlumeWiki distri-
bution is allowed to be involved in displaying a page. However, if a page has a name like v.f,
where v is the name of a third party vendor, then FlumeWiki also allows vendor v's software to
participate in generating the page.
The default integrity policy operates as follows. During installation, all files in the distribu-
tion get I = {i,}, where i, represents the integrity of the base distribution. wikilaunch starts
wiki.py with I = {i, }, which guarantees that the program will never read any file (including
dynamically-loaded program text) with an integrity label that doesn't contain i,. wikilaunch
sets its own label to I = {i,}. Then, if wiki.py drops its integrity to I = {}, wikilaunch will
be unable to receive its responses. This arrangement means that all properly created wiki doc-
uments have I = {i.,}, which indicates that they were created with the base distribution alone.
In this manner, a user u gets an end-to-end integrity guarantee: all code involved with collecting
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u's input, writing u's data to disk, retrieving the data, formatting the data, and outputting the
data had iw, in its label and therefore involved only the base FlumeWiki software.
For pages that allow the use of plug-in code, wikilaunch launches wiki.py with I = {i,}
to allow v's plug-in code to participate in the page's rendering. However, the plug-in relies on
FlumeWiki code during processing, which it cannot read off the disk: FlumeWiki's code does
not have i, in its integrity label. For wiki.py to read FlumeWiki's code, it would need to reduce
its integrity label to I = {}, ruling out all future hopes of regaining non-empty integrity and
outputting to wikilaunch. Filters (see Section 7.4.6) provide the solution.
The site administrator who installs v's plug-in owns the capability iv+ , and thus can create
an integrity filter that replaces labels of the form I = {is,} with {i,, i }. This filter implements
the idea that vendor v's code trusts FlumeWiki code. With this filter in place, wikilaunch can set
wiki.py's and its own integrity labels to I = {iv }, thus gaining assurance that any data returned
was only touched by vendor v's and FlumeWiki's code.
8.8 Principal Management
FlumeWiki stores u's private data including her email address and site preferences in the / ihome /
file system with the labels: S = {r,} and write-protection W = {wj + } which read and
write protects it from other users. The principal management mechanisms are not specific to
FlumeWiki and could be used in other similar systems.
A FlumeWiki installation has a special administrator account (A) whose GA contains a capa-
bility for each principal's rp. The administrator's powers are exercised by a "principal manager,"
a setlabel executable called pmgr . py, that runs with I = {iA} and with O = GA. The integrity
restriction prevents pmgr .py from accidentally referencing low-integrity shared libraries or
Python libraries. The FlumeWiki user interface runs pmgr .py to perform tasks that require ad-
ministrator privileges, which include CreateUser, LoginUser, CreateUserGroup and
InviteUserToGroup.
CreateUser creates the tags mentioned in Section 8.4 and puts them in a newly created
G,. It adds the new user's r' to GA so that the administrator will be able to read the user's
pas swd. rp but not the user's documents. Finally the principal manager creates the new user's
home directory and passwd. rp.
When creating a new group g, the principal manager creates the standard set of tags and
capabilities, and then grants access to Gg (the capability group containing all of g's capabilities)
to whomever the group administrator is. The principal manager also creates another capability
group G' = {e -, r7-, ru+ } for read only access to g's data. Through the principal manager,
g's administrator can extend invitations to other principals on the system to join group g. If g's
administrator wishes to grant u read access to g, then the principal manager on his behalf creates
a new login token for G, and writes it to a read-protected file in u's home directory. When u
logs in next, he can accept read-only membership into g by adding G' to his capability group
Gu. The same process is followed for read/write access, using the capability group Gg instead
of G~. Note that since capabilities are transferable, any member of g with read access to g can
grant this capability to other users on the system (and similarly for read/write access).
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LoginUser is the implementation of the steps described in Section 8.5.
8.9 Discussion
Adapting Moin to Flume required roughly 1,000 lines of new C++ code for wikilaunch, and
modifications to about 1,000 out of Moin's 91,000 lines of Python. We did not modify or even
recompile Apache or the Python interpreter, even though Python is spawned by Flume. The
changes to Moin were in its login procedure, access control lists, and file handling, which we
modified to observe and manipulate DIFC controls (like process labels and endpoint labels).
Most of these changes are not user-visible. Though wrapper programs like wikilaunch could be
expressed in other DIFC systems like Asbestos or HiStar, the integration within Moin would be
difficult without an application-level API like the one presented here.
An advantage of the DIFC approach is that we did not need to understand all of Moin's code.
Because wiki.py always runs within Flume's confines, we need only understand wikilaunch to
grasp FlumeWiki's security policy. wikilaunch is small, and auditing it gave us confidence in
the overall security of FlumeWiki, despite any bugs that may exist in the original Moin code or
that we may have introduced while adapting the code.
Time did not permit the adaptation of all MoinMoin's features, such as internationalization,
indexing, and hit counters. To Flume, these features attempt to leak data through shared files,
so they fail with Flume permission errors. FlumeWiki could reenable them with specialized
declassifiers.
Chapter 9
Evaluation
In evaluating Flume and FlumeWiki we consider whether they improve system security, how
much of a performance penalty they impose and whether Flume's scaling mechanisms are effec-
tive.
For security, we find that Flume prevents ACL vulnerabilities and even helps discover new
vulnerabilities. For performance, we find that Flume adds from 35-286ps of overhead to in-
terposed system calls, which is significant. However, at the system level, the throughput and
latency of FlumeWiki is within 45% and 35% of the unmodified MoinMoin wiki, respectively,
and Flume's clustering ability enables FlumeWiki to scale beyond a single machine as Web
applications commonly do.
9.1 Security
The most important evaluation criterion for Flume is whether it improves the security of existing
systems. Of the five recent ACL bypass vulnerabilities [73, 71], three are present in the Moin-
Moin version (1.5.6) we forked to create FlumeWiki. One of these vulnerabilities is in a feature
disabled in FlumeWiki. The other two were discovered in code FlumeWiki indeed inherits from
Moin. We verified that FlumeWiki still "implements" Moin's original buggy behavior and that
the Flume security architecture prevents these bugs from revealing private data.
To make FlumeWiki function in the first place, we had to identify and solve a previously
undocumented vulnerability in Moin. The original Moin leaks data through its global names-
pace. For instance, a user Bob can prove that the secret document ReasonsToFireBob exists
by trying and failing to create the document himself. By contrast, Flume's IFC rules forced
FlumeWiki to be built in a way that doesn't leak information through its namespace.
9.2 Interposition Overhead
To evaluate the performance overhead when Flume interposes on system calls, we measured the
system call latencies shown in Figure 9-1. In all of these experiments, the server running Linux
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Operation
mkdir
rmdir
open
- create
- exists
- exists, inlined
- does not exist
- does not exist, inlined
stat
- inlined
close
unlink
symlink
readlink
createtag
changelabel
flumenull
IPC round trip latency
IPC bandwidth
Linux Flume diff. mult.
86.0 371.1 285.2 4.3
13.8 106.8 93.0 7.7
12.5 200.2 187.7 16.0
3.2 110.3 107.1 34.5
3.3 41.0 37.7 12.5
4.3 101.4 97.1 23.6
4.2 39.8 35.6 9.5
2.8 98.1 95.3 34.5
2.8 38.7 35.9 13.7
0.6 0.9 0.2 1.3
15.4 110.0 94.6 7.2
9.5 106.8 97.3 11.2
2.7 90.2 87.5 33.0
22.6
55.0
20.1
4.1 33.8 29.8 8.2
2945 937 2008 3.1
Figure 9-1: System call and IPC microbenchmarks, and Flume overhead as a multiplier. Laten-
cies are in ps and bandwidth is in MB/sec. System calls were repeated 10,000 times, IPC round
trips were repeated one million times, and IPC bandwidth was measured over a 20GB transfer;
these results are averages.
version 2.6.17 with and without Flume is a dual CPU, dual-core 2.3GHz Xeon 5140 with 4GB of
memory. The Web server is Apache 1.3.34 running MoinMoin and FlumeWiki as frozen Python
CGI programs. The Web load generator is a 3GHz Xeon with 2GB of memory running FreeBSD
5.4.
For most system calls, Flume adds 35-286ps per system call which results in latency over-
head of a factor of 4-35. The Flume overhead includes additional IPC, RPC marshalling, ad-
ditional system calls for extended attributes and extra computation for security checks. The
additional cost of IPC and RPC marshalling is shown by the flumenull latency, which re-
ports the latency for a no-op RPC call into the reference monitor (RM). Most Flume system calls
consist of two RPCs, one from the client application into the reference monitor and one from
the reference monitor to a file server, so the RPC overhead accounts for approximately 40ps of
Flume's additional latency. As an optimization on public file systems, the RM handles open
and stat calls inline rather than querying a file server and thus avoids a second RPC. Calls like
create_tag and changelabel also use a single RPC into the RM and close for files
does not contact the RM at all. For non-public file systems, open on a non-existent file requires
the RM to walk down the file system to determine what error message to return to the client, so
this operation is particularly expensive. This check is faster in a public file system (where all
files are readable to everyone), because the RM need not walk the parent directories.
Flume also adds overhead to IPC communication because it proxies IPC between processes.
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The base case in our measurements is an IPC round trip: p writes to q, q reads, q writes to p, and
then p reads. This exchange amounts to four system calls in total on standard Linux. The RM's
proxying ofIPC adds eight system calls to this exchange: four calls to select, two reads and
two writes. Thus, an IPC round trip takes 12 system calls on Flume, incurring the three-fold
performance penalty for additional system calls seen in IPC bandwidth. As with f lumenull
computation and context switching in Flume add additional latency overhead, summing to the
eight-fold latency degradation seen in Figure 9-1.
9.3 Flume Overhead
To evaluate the system level performance overhead of Flume, we compare the throughput and
latency of pages served by an unmodified MoinMoin wiki and by FlumeWiki.
In the read experiments, a load generator randomly requests pages from a pool of 200 wiki
pages; the pages are approximately 9 KB each. In the write experiments, each write request
contains a 40 byte modification to one of the pages for which the server responds with an 9 KB
page. In all experiments, the request is from a wiki user, who is logged in using an HTTP
cookie. For the latency results, we report the latency with a single concurrent client. For the
throughput results, we adjusted the number of concurrent clients to maximize throughput. Figure
9-2 summarizes the results.
FlumeWiki is 43% slower than MoinMoin in read throughput, 34% slower in write through-
put and it adds a latency overhead of roughly 40ms. For both systems, the bottleneck is the
CPU. MoinMoin spends most of its time interpreting Python and FlumeWiki has the additional
system-call and IPC overhead of Flume.
Most of FlumeWiki's additional cost comes from calls to open and stat when Python is
opening modules. For each page read request, the RM serves 753 system calls including 487
opens and 186 stats. Of the calls to open, 18 are for existing non-public files, 73 are for
existing public files, 16 are for non-existent non-public files and 380 are for non-existent public
files. Of the stats, 156 are for public files and 30 are for non-public files. These calls sum to
28ms of overhead per request, which accounts for much of the 39ms difference in read latency.
FlumeWiki also incurs an extra fork and exec to spawn wiki.py as well as extra system calls
on each request to setup labels, pipes and filters.
The numbers reported in Figure 9-2 reflect frozen Python packages, both in the case of
FlumeWiki and MoinMoin. Frozen Python packages store many Python packages in one file,
and in the case of FlumeWiki reduce the combined number of open and stat calls from more
1900 to fewer than 700. Frozen packages especially benefit FlumeWiki's performance, since its
system call overhead is higher than standard Moin's.
9.4 Cluster Performance
Despite Flume's slowdown, FlumeWiki may be fast enough already for many small wiki ap-
plications. The Flume implementation could be optimized further, but Flume's support for a
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Throughput (req/sec) Latency (ms/req)
MoinMoin FlumeWiki MoinMoin FlumeWiki
Read 33.2 18.8 117 156
Write 16.9 11.1 237 278
Figure 9-2: Latency and throughput for FlumeWiki and unmodified MoinMoin averaged over
10,000 requests.
centralized tag registry and FS file sharing supports another strategy for improving performance,
namely clustering. We tested scalability on a "virtual" cluster, running the FlumeWiki read
throughput experiment on the same server hardware, but with a varying number of single CPU
virtual machines on top of a single Linux-based virtual machine monitor. Each virtual machine
is limited to a single hardware CPU, and within each virtual machine, we ran Flume on a guest
Linux OS.
In this experiment, FlumeWiki stores shared data including pages and user profiles in an NFS
file system and all other data is duplicated on each VM's private disk. The NFS file system and
the tag registry are both served by the host machine. With a single VM (i.e., a 1-node cluster),
throughput was 4.3 requests per second. Throughput scales linearly to an aggregate of 15.5 re-
quests per second in the case of four VMs (i.e., a 4-node cluster), which is the maximum number
of CPUs on our available hardware. This cluster configuration achieves lower throughput than
the single-machine configuration (18.8 req/sec) because of VM and NFS overhead.
9.5 Discussion
Although FlumeWiki's cluster performance may already be suitable for some services, one di-
rection for future performance improvements is to modify FlumeWiki to run as a FastCGI service
which amortizes a CGI process's startup cost over multiple requests. Benchmarks posted on the
MoinMoin site [99] show a tenfold performance improvement when running MoinMoin as a
FastCGI application [26] rather than a standalone CGI (as in our benchmarks) and FlumeWiki
could benefit from a similar architecture. One approach is to emulate Asbestos's event processes:
keep one Python instance running for each (S, I, O) combination of labels currently active, and
route requests to instances based on labels. Similarly, folding wikilaunch into the web server
would avoid a fork and exec per incoming request.
Chapter 10
Discussion, Future Work and
Conclusions
The thesis has made the case--via Flume-that DIFC's advantages can be brought to bear on
standard operating systems and applications. Using Flume a programmer can provide strong
security for Unix applications, even if parts of the application contain bugs that are exploitable
on a non-DIFC system. In this final chapter, we examine the Flume approach, asking questions
such as: Is it really secure? Is it general? Is its complexity necessary? Is it solving a problem
that actually matters? Reflecting upon general experience with Flume, and contrasting with
experience on the Asbestos project (of which I am a proud member), we speculate on research
directions for the future.
10.1 Programmability
MAC systems have a reputation for being difficult to program. A typical sticking point is label
creep: all security labels monotonically increase, until no process on the system can perform
a useful task [89]. The newer wave of statically-checked systems with decentralized informa-
tion flow control (e.g., Jif) solve some of these problems but introduce new ones: they require
security type annotations on variables and methods, and therefore increase the amount of think-
ing and typing that programmers must do; moreover, they demand many programs and libraries
be deeply modified [44]. Asbestos and HiStar also eliminate label creep with decentralization
of privilege, and without type-annotation overhead. But both require the system developers to
maintain a new software stack (especially in Asbestos) and application programmers to learn a
new programming model.
Does Flume improve programmability? Like Jif, Asbestos and HiStar, Flume offers decen-
tralization of privilege, to combat label creep. But relative to those systems, Flume has better
support for legacy software, legacy platforms, and tools that programmers typically use. In this
sense, using a Flume-enabled machine is less of a "research-prototype" experience, and simi-
lar to using the underlying operating system (i.e., Linux): unconfined processes like standard
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1 import flume.flumos as flmos
2 import flume
4 t = flmos.create-tag (flume.TAG.OPTDEFAULTADD, "Alice")
5 flmos.changeJabel (flume.LABEL_O, flmos.Label ())
6 f = open ("/tmp/alice.dat", "w")
7 flmos.changeJabel (flume.LABELS, flmos.Label ([t])
Figure 10-1: An example of Python code that fails under Flume, due to violation of endpoint
label safety.
Traceback (most recent call last):
File "<stdin>", line 1, in <module>
File "python2.5/site-packages/flume/flmos.py", line 960, in setlabel
raiseerr ("setlabel failed")
File "python2.5/site-packages/flume/flmos.py", line 38, in raiseerr
raise flume.PermissionError, s
flume. PermissionError: "set-label failed; check_addsub_all failure;
could not subtract all of [0x53e5f900ec160c9] with an ownership
label of [ ]
Check endpoint label (S) failed for EP '/tmp/alice.dat [rw]':
don't have all capabilities for difference label
[0x53e5f900ec160c9] where this EP label is []
and the process's label is [0x53e5f900ec160c9]
In set_process_label (labeltype_t = LABEL_S;, [0x53e5f900ec160c9] )"
Figure 10-2: The error message that the code in Figure 10-1 produces.
daemons start up as normal; patches, upgrades, shells, X-windows, and even proprietary binary
software work as before.
Of course the real question is: what is the programmer experience when developing, testing,
debugging, and running confined code, or unconfined code that calls upon the Flume API. A
programmability improvement relative to a system like Asbestos are the details conveyed in er-
ror messages resulting from system call failures. Many important Asbestos system calls (those
derived from syss end) cannot report errors at all for fear of information leaks. Label changes
silently fail, as do message sends to other processes, etc. Flume cannot solve all of these prob-
lems, but in an important set of cases, it can.
Consider the actual Python program shown in Figure 10-1. Here, the program creates a new
export-protection tag t in line 4, discards the capability t- in line 5, opens a writable file (whose
labels default to S = I = {}) in line 6, then attempts to raise its process label to S = {t} in
line 7. The label change in line 7 fails, because the writable, immutable endpoint on the file
opened in line 6 has label S = {}, which is no longer safe. Flume can give a detailed error
message at the site of the failed system call, as shown in Figure 10-2. The error explains the
exact label, capability and endpoint configuration that caused the failure. The data conveyed
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here is rich enough for a good programmer to get a sense of what the bug is. For those of lesser
abilities, this messages will admittedly be vexing (and difficult to Google). The same error crops
up in other cases, such as processes failing to change labels if the change would cut off IPC or
signal retrieval. With endpoints, the report of the bug happens as close to the bug as possible.
This experience contrasts markedly with application development on Asbestos, in which many
errors were unreported and only manifested themselves much later in the program.
Another improvement in Flume (and HiStar) over Asbestos is flow-controlled IPC, as in stan-
dard Unix pipes and socketpairs. In Asbestos, communication between processes happens via
unreliable messages. p sends to q without knowing how fast to send, or whether q received the
message, much like in UDP. Future Asbestos development plans call for reliable communication
in a user-level library (like a TCP over UDP implementation), but such a facility did not exist
when we were building Asbestos applications. In Flume, the assumption is that bidirectional
flow-controlled communication is norm, and for this reason, endpoints allow two processes with
different labels and sufficient privileges to act as if their labels are equal. Relative to our de-
velopment experience with unreliable communication in Asbestos, our experience with reliable
communication in Flume is extremely positive. Occasions for reliable communication abound
in the MoinMoin Wiki example: between the the Web server and the launcher, the launcher and
the application, and application and the file system, the launcher and the user manager, etc. To
establish the same communications with unreliable messages would be tedious and error-prone.
Though Flume processes with uneven labels can communicate unreliably, we have never found
a need for this feature.
Flume has room for improvement. For instance, it ought to implement better tracking of open
files, so that a process can close a final reference to a file and drop the corresponding endpoint.
Certain certain programming tasks under Flume have proven difficult, such as implementing Web
services with the flume-fork rather than the spawn primitive (c.f., Sections 7.2.1 and 7.2.2).
Many bugs surrounded the closing and reopening all file descriptors (including standard er-
ror!) on either side of the call to Linux's fork. These implementation challenges prevented
the measurement of flumefork for this thesis, but preliminary results shows that performance
improvements relative to spawn are substantial (on the order of 10x).
Debugging in general remains rudimentary. Most debugging now happens via print state-
ment sent to standard error. Sometimes bugs require relaxation of information flow control
rules, so that confined processes can still output error messages to the administrator (us), again
via standard error. In the future, these debugging statements should flow through dedicated de-
bugging devices, one per (S, I)-label combination. The problem becomes more complicated in
the scenarios described below in Section 10.5, in which developers should not have access to
debugging output, since their code is running over data that they are not authorized to see.
10.2 Security Compartment Granularity
A primary difference between language-level DIFC (e.g., Jif) and OS-level DIFC (e.g., Flume)
is the size of security compartments. In the former, they can be as small as a bit; in the latter,
they can be no smaller than a thread (in HiStar) or process (in Flume). The MoinMoin applica-
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tion, and for that matter most CGI and FastCGI-based applications, Can work with process-level
label granularity. But some modern applications demand finer granularity, like Web application
servers (e.g., JBoss [82]) and relational databases (e.g., PostgreSQL [76]). Such applications
can find convenient expression in Jif, but on Flume would either need privilege for many tags,
or operate at a very high (and therefore useless) secrecy level.
Perhaps a good general solution is a hybrid approach. Consider, for example, an implemen-
tation of FlumeWiki with a database backend. The database can be written with Jif, meaning
information flow rules control movement of labeled data inside the process's address space, with
declassification and endorsement occurring at a few isolated, privileged functions. From Flume's
perspective, the database runs as a highly privileged component, with access to t,- for all u. But
the administrator relies on Jif's guarantees to reassure herself that the database uses those privi-
leges responsibly. If the declassifiers and Jif's implementation are correct, she is not vulnerable
to bugs in the large remainder of the database code. The rest of the system-wikilaunch and
wiki.py-operate as previously described, with one label per address space.
10.3 Maintenance and Internals
We built Flume with an eye toward ease of future maintenance, keeping most code in application
space. Some important maintenance tasks remain. The most onerous in our experience is up-
dating Flume's patch to the Linux kernel (c.f., Section 7.2.1), since even minor kernel revisions
can break the patch. Flume also demands a patch of glibc and Id. so, but this software has
stayed much more stable over our two years maintaining Flume.
Some internal aspects of Flume's implementation proved trickier than we would have liked,
such as of wait and exit. The state machine for this aspect of Unix is complex to begin with,
but message delivery constraints induced by DIFC add further complexity. For instance, a parent
p at secrecy Sp = {} gets an exit signal from a child c at Sc = {t} not when c actually exits,
but rather when c changes its label. Many similar corner cases complicate the implementation
and internal garbage collection of per-process resources. Also, in retrospect, factoring the Flume
file servers into independent processes added extra implementation, debugging and performance
overhead. Though it feels like the correct design decision in terms of privilege separation [91],
future revisions of Flume's might fold these operations directly into the reference monitor.
10.4 Threat Model
A big question to consider when evaluating Flume or systems like it, is what is the threat model:
who is attacking the system, how do they attack it, and what are their goals? The easiest threat to
protect against are those introduced by well-intentioned but careless programmers, like the ACL-
bypass vulnerabilities we noted in MoinMoin Wiki. Programmer bugs become more virulent
when they allow arbitrary code execution (like a buffer overrun in C, a call to system with
unescaped data in Perl, or a SQL injection attack); an adversary who exploits such a bug can
control the Web server and the data it has access to. Even more difficult to defend against is an
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adversary who is invited to run his code on the server or with access to sensitive site data (as
in Facebook's application platform). In general, if a system intends to defend against a more
severe attack, it must make a greater upheaval to longstanding operating system or programming
techniques. We examine some of these trade-offs in the context of Flume and other ideas for
Web security.
10.4.1 Programmer Bugs That Do Not Allow Arbitrary Code Execution
To protect only against bugs like the ACL-bypass vulnerabilities in MoinMoin, a system simpler
than Flume might suffice. To secure MoinMoin, one can imagine building Flume's file I/O
checks into a Python library. Whenever MoinMoin writes a file to disk, the library updates an
application-level label on the file. Whenever MoinMoin reads a file from disk, the library reads
in the label, and updates the label on the process. When MoinMoin outputs to the network, it
tells the wikilaunch process what it thinks its label is, and wikilaunch applies the same sort of
policies as in FlumeWiki. A more powerful technique is to build similar behavior into run-time
interpreter. For instance, Perl introduced a taint facility years ago, which categorizes data into
one of two integrity categories, and updates integrity labels as data flows through the run-time
interpreter [8]. An expansion of this technique to cover generalized labels, file I/0 and IPC might
be useful in securing Perl-specific Web applications.
Relative to Flume, the library and interpreter techniques have several practical advantages.
First, they are likely easier to implement; second, they are likely easier to program with; third
they are more portable; and fourth they are likely incur a negligible performance penalty. These
techniques would protect programmers against their own bugs, so long as those bugs do not
allow arbitrary code to execute and disable the application's self-checking mechanism. Such an
assumption would not hold for a language like C (prone to buffer overruns) or if the attacker
could fork a new process that reads data files directly off the file system (and not through the
tracking library).
These techniques also do not apply to systems composed of many different language tech-
nologies stitched together. For instance, large Web sites often consist of many components, built
by many engineers with differing tastes, and therefore in multiple languages. Sometimes these
sites require compiled C code when performance matters; other times, scripting languages suf-
fice for rapid prototyping; and system administrators might prefer shell-scripting and pipelines
while accessing sensitive site data. These circumstances require security controls at the common
interface, which on many Unix systems is the system-call interface.
10.4.2 Virulent Programmer Bugs
Security becomes more complicated if programmers wish to protect themselves against more
virulent bugs that allow arbitrary code execution, or if they wish to build a system out of multiple
languages. Defense in this context leads to a system like Flume, that enforces security controls
at the system-call level. This approach has several important advantages; security controls (1)
cannot be disabled by a compromised application; (2) are available to all programs regardless of
language; (3) can cover IPC and file I/O in all cases.
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Covert channels emerge as a key complication in this threat model. A covert channel is
means of inter-process communication not explicitly modeled (and therefore, not controlled).
However, to exploit such a channel, an attacker must control at least two code paths on the
system: one to encode and send the information and another to decode and receive it. Typically
such communication is difficult or impossible without general control of one or more server
processes (such as the attack in Section 3.4). Thus, covert channels are assumed not possible in
Section 10.4.1 but become possible in the presence of more virulent programmer bugs.
A covert channel on Flume, for instance, is p monopolizing CPU (or sitting idle) while q
queries the CPU load (perhaps by measuring latency between its instructions). p can encode a
"1" as CPU monopolization and a "0" as quiescence. Of course, Flume does not capture the
notion of CPU scarcity, or that the CPU is shared among all processes. Therefore it neither
models this channel nor provably prevents it. In general, whenever two processes p and q share a
physical resource, they can communicate in this manner. Resources include: cache lines on the
CPU, memory, memory bus bandwidth, hard disk space, hard disk arms, network bandwidth, etc.
Flume does not protect against these covert channels, nor do other DIFC kernels like Asbestos
and HiStar (though HiStar solves some resource-exhaustion channels).
The key issue to consider about covert channels is how fast they leak information, and how
observable those leaks are. One can imagine that on a Flume machine with only two active pro-
cesses (p and q), p can encode many bits as disk or cache access patterns, and have q reliably
observe them. However, machines in Web-based clusters are typically busy, with many active
processes vying for control of the machine's resources. In such an environment, the covert chan-
nel between p and q becomes much noisier, and therefore, the rate of information transmission
between them must drop. Without having any real experience with covert channels on real sys-
tem, we conjecture that long-running covert channel attacks (due to noisy and slow channels) are
likely to be noticed by site administrators in well-managed server environment. However, more
experiments on real systems, under real workloads are needed to quantify these threats.
A final point about covert channels is that they are more complicated and far less convenient
than the overt channels typically used to leak data from Web systems. In this sense, even a system
like Flume that is susceptible to covert channels offers a substantial security improvement over
the status quo.
10.4.3 Invited Malicious Code
The most difficult attack to defend against is the malware attack, in which the administrator
actively invites malicious code onto the server and allows it to compute over sensitive data.
Here, the adversary can run many processes, and pound on covert channels without raising an
eyebrow. As discussed below, we believe that a Flume system susceptible to these attacks (and
others) is still more secure than the Facebook-like architectures in use today.
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10.5 Generality and Future Directions
MoinMoin Wiki is a compelling target application for Flume due to its generality. Wikis support
file creation, link creation among files, namespace management, access control right manage-
ment, version control, indexing, etc. In other words, wikis can be thought of as general file-
systems with user-friendly interfaces, building blocks for many features available on the Web
today. In this sense, the wikilaunch application might be more general than just MoinMoin Wiki
application, and apply to other applications (like Photo-sharing, blogs or social-networking) with
small modifications. The hope, eventually, is for an administrator to run a suite of interesting
Web applications using only one wikilaunch declassifier, keeping his TCB fixed while expand-
ing to new features.
One perspective on Web platforms like Facebook and OpenSocial is that they are general-
izations of wikis. Like a wiki, Facebook allows users to upload files, images, movies and docu-
ments; it allows groups of users to contribute to the same document, say by all adding captions
to the same picture; it also features access control policies, more powerful than MoinMoin's in
some cases (such as "friend-of-a-friend" permissions). At a conceptual level, third-party Face-
book applications are reminiscent of third-party MoinMoin plug-ins. In both cases, the plug-in
code has access to the important underlying data; there are differences, though, such as where
does the code actually run (on the same server as the main application or on a third-party server),
who can add new modules, who can use new modules, etc.
One idea for reinventing extensible Web platforms, which we call "W5," is to implement
them as generalized wikis: to allow contributors to upload both content and code [59]. W5's
design follows from our current implementation of FlumeWiki. The wikilaunch script remains
the important declassifier, but the wiki software (wiki.py) itself is replaced by arbitrary uploaded
code. Even if uploaded code is malicious, it is still subject to DIFC rules. Therefore, users
of the W5 system can experiment with new uploaded applications without fear of losing their
data. Similar policies pertain to integrity protection: only high-integrity application code can
overwrite high-integrity data stored on the W5 server. Reputation of code authors or editorial
oversight can establish which pieces of the system get a high-integrity certification.
W5 presents challenges that Flume does not yet meet. As mentioned previously, some covert
channels unclosed in Flume can allow information leaks. W5 must prevent against resource-
exhaustion: attacks by malicious code meant to prevent good code from doing useful work.
Web sites more general than MoinMoin might require a database backend that stores data in
individually labeled rows. Several of these problems have related solutions in the literature:
Google's App Engine [39], Amazon Web Services [1], and various virtual machine approaches
provide means of isolation among mutually distrustful code modules written by different authors.
The SeaView database applies traditional MAC rules [63]. And on a busy Web-server with many
applications contending for resources, covert channels based on resource exhaustion might prove
noisy and therefore slow.
W5 must also address browser-based attacks. For instance, imagine Charlie uploads a third-
party application to W5, which Alice later uses. Charlie's application reads Alice's secrets from
the file system, and due to the policy enforced by wikilaunch, cannot send that data back to
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Charlie's browser. However, Charlie's code can send Alice's data to Alice's browser and then
ask Alice's browser to send that data to Charlie's server. For instance, it could send HTML
Alice, instructing her browser to load the image http : / / charl ie .com/s, where s is Alice's
secret. Charlie can then monitor the access logs on charlie . com to recover s. Charlie can
also use JavaScript or Ajax calls to achieve the same ends. Charlie has other attack possibilities:
he can instruct Alice's browser to post her secret data back to the W5 site, but to a public forum.
Or he can disrupt the integrity of Alice's data, by instructing her browser to overwrite her high-
integrity server-side data.
The solution to these browser-based attacks is to consider the Web browser as part of the Web
system, and to track information flow between the server and client. That is, Alice's browser
runs with a secrecy and integrity label, ensuring that data movement from the W5 site, to Alice's
browser and back to the W5 site obeys all of the same DIFC rules already present on the server.
The SIF work achieves some of these properties, but under the assumption that the site user
(e.g., Alice) and not the programmer (e.g., Charlie) is malicious [12]. W5 needs to employ
either similar language-based approaches, or perhaps browser modifications to enable dataflow
tracking. As it does so, it might be providing general solutions for XSS and XSRF attacks.
10.6 Conclusion
When researchers laid the groundwork for computer security in the sixties and seventies, they
experimented with several styles of access controls, such as discretionary access control lists, or
more military-style mandatory access control. As the PC rose to prominence in the eighties, it
forced users and developers down the discretionary path (when using access control at all). The
problem is that the discretionary style of access control does not work against modern threats:
the prevalence of malware and the deteriorating state of Web security have proven so.
With Flume, this thesis aims to show that information flow tracking can work on popular
systems, and that DIFC offers a strong solution to otherwise intractable security problems. With
Web technologies maturing and aiming to be center stage for the next phase in computing, now
is the perfect time to set developers on the right access-control trajectory. To this end, we hope
that DIFC can transcend academic research and secure future mainstream computing systems.
Appendix A
More on Non-Interference
A.1 Unwinding Lemma
Ryan and Schneider [88] allude to an "unwinding" result for non-interference, which states that
if a CSP process P shows a non-interference property for each of its states, then it shows the
same property over all traces [87]. Unfortunately, best efforts to recover the publication, whether
in paper or electronic form, have failed. We recreate a proof of the "easy" half of the unwinding
result here, though the proof of Flume's non-interference does not require it.
Lemma 1. If Va, a' E traces(S) such that a ZL a':
1. initials(S/a) n L = initials(S/a') n L
2. refusals(S/a) [ L = refusals(S/a') [ L
then Vb, b' E traces(S) such that b ;ZL b': S.~[S/bl [ L = ST[iS/b'] [ L
In other words, if we can prove that after two equivalent traces, S still accepts and rejects the
same events, then S exhibits non-interference.
Proof We show the equality of the two failure sets by proving each is included in the other.
Take an arbitrary f E SF.S/bý [ L. The goal is to prove that f E S.[S/b' r[ L. Writef = (c, X). Thus, there exists some f' = (c', X') such that c = c' [ L, X = X' n L and
f' E S.F[S/b], by definition of projection over failures.
First consider the set of refused events X'. Since (c', X') E SF[S/bj, it follows that X' E
refusals(S/(b ' c')), and applying projections to both sides, X' n L E refusals(S/(b ' c')) [ L,
or equivalently, X E refusals(S/(b ' c')) [ L. By assumption, b ML b'. By definition of c and
c', we also have that c' -L c. Thus, their concatenations are also equivalent when projected over
L. That is, (b ' c') "L (b' " c). Thus, X E refusals(S/(b' ^  c)) [ L, since refusals(S/(b' ' c))
= refusals(S/(b ' c')) by our assumption.
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Next, consider the trace portion of f', denoted c'. (c', X') E SF[S/b] implies that b ^ c' E
traces(S). Our goal is to show that c E traces(S/b') [ L. Write the trace c' in terms of a
sequence of events:
c'= (el,e2,...,e-n)
For each i, we have that ei E initials(S/(b ' (el,..., ei- 1))) by definition. If ei E L, then it
follows that ei E initials(S/(b ' (el,..., ei- 1))) n L. Using the same logic as above, b rL b'
implies that (b " (e1l,... , ei- 1)) •L (b' " (el, ... , ei-1)), and hence:
initials(S/(b ^  (el, ... , ei- 1))) n L = initials(S/(b' ^  (el, ... , eil 1))) n L
by our assumption. Thus, if ei E L, then ei E initials(S/(b'^ (e"l,...,ei- 1))) n L. Take
the maximal i such that ei E L, and call it i*. By the definition of traces, it follows that:
(el,... , ei) E traces(S/b'). And also, since the sequence (el,..., ei.) includes all events from
c, we have that (el,..., ei.) [ L = c, which shows that c E traces(S/b').
Thus, f E SF.S/b'] r L, and consequently, S.ES/b] [ L C SF[S/b'] r L. The other
inclusion follows by symmetry. i
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